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Woods reform may 
spell big gain, pain 
Critic says Veniez 
sacrificing smaller 
outfits, competition 
By JEFF NAGEL 
CRITICS fear Dan Veniez's plan for 
a woodlands revolution will hand 
total control of Skeena Cellulose's 
forests to an elite few logging con- 
tractors while marginalizing the rest. 
The company president has em- 
barked on talks with SCI's biggest 
contractors to explore his ideas. 
He proposes to lease out manage- 
ment of the woodlands for a 10-year 
period to the loggers. That would 
allow contractors to carry out much 
more logging and independently sell 
timber not needed by SCrs mills. 
The increased logging and extra 
profits would bankroll extra costs the 
loggers would have to take over from 
Skeena in managing the woodlands 
- saving Veniez money. 
But Ken Houlden, co-owner of 
Houlden Logging, says concentrating 
control in the hands of the biggest 
contractors is a huge flip-flop from 
Veniez's earlier vision of wide-open 
competitive bidding. 
"I said 'yahoo' when he said 
that," Houlden said. "Pitter patter•" 
"Now he says he's going to close 
it up. Three or four contractors are 
going to own it all. And I say 'Oh my 
God. I'm finished.'" 
Veniez last spring said the 
"evergreen" contractors, who have 
five-year replaceable contracts, in 
effect had a guaranteed income that 
was at odds with the competitive 
bidding necessary to transform SCI 
into a low-cost producer• 
He terminated two evergreen con- 
tractors and said he would have eli- 
minated all the "perpetual" con- 
tracts if the law permitted it. 
"Six months ago he called the 
evergreen system a 'culture of entit- 
lement'," Houlden said. "Now he's 
attempting to expand that culture of 
entitlement o include the whole 
licence." 
Houlden predicts the evergreen 
contractors will dramatically expand 
their operations and do the work 
themselves• He says that could 
freeze out smaller logging contrac- 
tors, eventually forcing them to sell 
their equipment or leave the region• 
"They'll operate with their own 
iron," Houlden said. "I have no faith 
as a subcontractor for this new re- 
gime of contractors that I'll get any 
work. We've been totally excluded." 
Veniez admits his concept is a 
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II City's symbol 
A JOINT effort of the Northwest Community College welding program 
and the Public Dreams Committee, the city's Kerrnode bear logo now 
graces the old bridge. That '75' refers to the upcoming anniversary of the 
city's incorporation. A series of events are planned in 2003 as a result. 
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SHOOTER and gun safety instructor Terry Morris practises with his .45 calibre Colt 1911 semi-automatic pistol. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
Gun owners defy registry 
Deadline looming 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
WHILE January I st marks the 
start of a new year, it may also be 
the day local gun owner Terry 
Morris becomes a criminal. 
That's the deadline for gun ow- 
ners in Canada to register their 
firearms - something Morris says 
he's not sure he's going to do. 
"The truth is as of yet, I have 
not complied with the law," says 
Morris, who owns several firearms 
which he uses in competitive 
handgun shooting, 
He's also been a shooting and 
gun safety instructor since 1991. 
'Tm still waiting hopefully that 
someone will come to their senses 
and realize that this system will 
not do what it claims to do," Mor- 
ris said. 
The Jan, 1, 2003 deadline is 
the second stage in the new gun 
licensing process run by the Ca- 
nadian Firearms Centre. 
Morris predicts many gun ow- 
ners here and thousands more 
across the country ,will defy Otta- 
wa and refuse'to gwe' the registry 
information on their guns. 
So far, the Canadian-Firearms 
Centre reports more than 90 per Skeena MP Andy Burton The costs associated with the . 
cent of Canada's estimated 2.3 agrees. "Crimes aren't committed gun registry have ballooned since 
million gun owners are complying with registered weapons 99 per its 1995 creation under then-jus- 
with the law. cent of the time - unless they're tice minister Alan Rock. 
Fraser predicts the gun registry. Morris predicts national com- 
pliance will be more like 60 per 
cent and says the centre may be 
stolen," Burton said. 
"Criminals are not going to re- 
gister their guns, bottom line." 
way off  in its estimate of the 
number of gun owners. 
Gun owners are already heavily 
regulated and licensed, Morris 
noted, adding that's not an issue. 
"In fairness I think most of the 
gun owners in Canada understand 
and can accept a requirement for 
a personal licence which gives 
you - the rest of the public - 
some confidence that we have 
been trained and have knowledge 
for safety and and proper respect 
for the current law," Morris says. 
But he said criminalizing 
people for previously legal activi- 
ties "for no reason" is unaccept- 
able . . . . . . . . .  
Morris doesn't buy +the +argu- 
ment that registering guns.:will 
He says the federal government 
is making a huge mistake.by es- 
sentially making untold amounts 
of Canadians 
c r imina ls  
over night. 
"Are they 
going to put a 
million gun 
owners in 
jail?" Burton 
said. 
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lers, con- 
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now well on the way to a billion 
dollars." 
Fraser also condemned Justice 
department officials for hiding the 
registry's ballooning costs, 
"The issue here is not gun 
control," Fraser reported, "And 
it's not even astronomical cost 
overruns, although those are ser- 
ious, What's really inexcusable is 
,that Parliament was in the dark." 
Politicians should have had a 
chance before now to consider al. 
ternatives, he said, 
She abandoned the audit be- 
Well pondered 
THE CITY will look into developing a backup well for 
the one that now serves residents. 
The Green St. well would feed off the same:aquifer 
that delivers water to the present Frank St. well. It could 
cost an estimated $1.35 million, but federal-provincial 
grants .would cut the city's share to $350,000. 
Council voted to refer the recommendation 'from the 
city's engineering department to a committee meeting 
for further discussion. - " 
The second well would serve as a backup system in 
the event of a malfunction or during s~vicing of the cur- 
rent pump and motor at Frank St.¢engineering director 
Marvin Kwiatkowski said. Green St, is  the next streel 
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'Consult and accommodate' 
order given to forest ministry 
By JEFF NAGEL 
ABORIGINAL groups weren't adequately consulted by 
the government when it okayed the April 30th sale of 
Skeena Cellulose to new owners, the B.C. Supreme 
Court has ruled. 
Justice David Tysoe ordered the forests ministry to 
embark on new efforts to consult and accommodate he 
Gitanyow, Gitxsan and the Prince Rupert-area Tsimshian 
bands of Lax Kw'alaams and Metlakatla. 
"There was no attempt whatsoever to accommodate 
their concerns," Tysoe ruled. 
The aboriginal groups say the government should give 
them a share of the stumpage revenues it collects from 
SCI, as well as increased control over the way forestry is 
conducted in their territories. 
But Tysoe rejected calls to strike down the change of 
ownership of SCI and its forest licences to NWBC Tim- 
ber and Pulp. The judge left the door open for the abori- 
ginal groups to re-apply to quash the forest minister's 
consent o the change of ownership if they aren't satis- 
fied with Victoria's new consultation efforts. 
But he said even if he does quash the consent, it's 
unclear whether that would affect the company. 
"The share transfer has occurred and neither this court 
nor the minister has the jurisdiction to reverse it," Tysoe 
said. 
Skeena Cellulose lawyers had argued quashing con- 
sent could render the company bankrupt and cause 
"'massive conomic damage" in the region. 
The judge said that's not necessarily so. While the ef- 
fects could range from negligible to far-reaching damage 
to the public interest, Tysoe ruled it makes more sense 
to give more time for consultation first. 
He stated the brief consultations this spring were 
"'understandable" because of the tight deadlines in the 
court-administered restructuring of SCI. 
There's no such pressing deadline now, he noted. 
The legal wrangling over the sale of Skeena is rooted 
in the evolving law governing native land claims and 
groups' efforts to prove aboriginal title. 
From front 
work in progress. 
"They have questions - 
rightfully so," Veniez said. 
"i don't know what the 
right answer is." 
"We're going to sit 
down with them to talk 
about it. This is a comple- 
tely different radical ap- 
proach to the woods." 
He says prying the his- 
toric tight control of the 
woodlands away from 
Skeena Cellulose is the 
right thing to do for the re- 
undercut over the past five 
years - will help clear 
away old rotting forests so 
a new crop of second 
growth can be prepared. 
"What we're creating is 
a basket of opportunity for 
everyone,"  he says. 
"There's plenty of fibre to 
go around for everybody." 
Right now the big ever- 
green contractors - Don 
Hull and Sons Contracting, 
Kshian Construction and 
Main Logging - already 
have the right to log half 
: of the, timber~SCI eutg: ; 
',I can't understand why 
you would*want to.take the 
other half of the licence 
and put it in their hands as 
well," Houlden said. "At 
least half the licence 
should be competitive in 
some way shape or form." 
Even if work does filter 
down, he questions how 
savings through competi- 
tive bidding by subcon- 
tractors will get passed 
along to Veniez's final 
product and not be simply 
skimmed off and added to 
the profits of the evergreen 
contractors. 
Houlden and others say 
The Supreme Court of Canada's Delgamuukw deci- 
sion on aboriginal title in Gitxsan territory became the 
foundation of court decisions earlier this year that said 
the Haida weren't adequately consulted in the transfer of 
forest licences on the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
First Nations in this area hoped to use the Haida case 
as a springboard to quash the Skeena Cellulose sale and 
advance their own land claims. 
The Gitxsan are going back to court for a retrial of 
their claim for aboriginal title to the upper Skeena and 
Nass areas. And the Gitanyow are in the late stages of 
negotiation of a treaty with Victoria and Ottawa. 
Tysoe, in the course of his ruling, did find that the 
Gitxsan, Gitanyow and the two Tsimshian bands all have 
good initial grounds to prove aboriginal title to at least 
some of the territory they claim. 
The stronger a group's case for proving aboriginal 
title, the greater the required intensity of efforts to con- 
sult and accommodate if the government wishes to justi- 
fiably infringe a group's aboriginal title - such as in ap- 
proving the forest company sale. 
Aboriginal eaders hailed the ruling. 
"We will be able to use our territory to benefit our 
people and we wilt be able to protect he territory for the 
benefit of future generations," James Bryant said on be- 
half of the Tsimshian bands. 
Gitanyow chiefs called the decision "a last chance" 
for the forests minister to accommodate heir rights. 
Skeen~ Cellulose president Dan Veniez said he's 
glad approval of the sale was not overturned. 
"Quashing would be a pretty dramatic, pretty radical 
thing to do and I don't think that's in the cards," he said. 
Veniez said his company also must do a better job 
consulting First Nations. He says aboriginal joint ven- 
tures with SCI could create more jobs on reserves and 
give the company an aboriginal identity edge in the 
marketplace. 
"We would be crazy not to use that," Veniez said. "I 
want to do business with my neighbours and I want them 
as partners." 
needs fine-tuning 
Veniez deserves full marks 
for looking at a radical 
new way to operate. 
Separating the wood- 
lands operations from the 
mills makes good sense, 
he says. 
Houlden's advice to 
Veniez is to give the ever- 
greens management of just 
50 per cent of the timber. 
The big contractors would 
still do well, he said, be- 
cause they'd be taking on 
planning, road building 
and silviculture plus the 
ability to sell timber SCI 
doesn't need. 
The other half of the 
timber could be contracted 
out by competitive bid to 
separate management by a 
consult ing firm like 
KPMG. "That would re- 
quire nowhere near the 
level of cooperation the 
current ideas on the table 
do." Houlden said. 
gion. "This is a gener- 
ational olSportunity' ' to :  
seize the moment.,' 
Veniez says,he's •work- 
ing with the big contrac- 
tors because they're the 
ones with the resources 
needed to pull it off. 
"They're going to have 
to use the small and medi- 
um-sized guys," he said. 
"And we're going to insist 
that they do. And the mar- 
ket will force them to." 
"This is going to create 
more work than has ever 
been created, I believe, in 
the northwest." 
Veniez says dramatic- 
ally accelerated logging 
-which could offset SCI's 
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A warm 
month 
NOVEMBER was much 
warmer than most years in 
the Terrace area and was 
marked by a lack of snow. 
Statistics gathered by 
city workers show the tem- 
perature hit its peak Nov. 
13 and 20 when the mer- 
cury rose to 11.0 C. 
The coldest day of the 
month happened Nov. 1 
when the temperature 
dropped below zero to -5 
C. 
The  average high was 
6.41 C and with the aver- 
age low sitting at 1.66 C. 
That compares to an 
average temperature of 
0.30 C for November with 
the average for the same 
month last year being 1.83 
C. 
November was also 
marked by no snow falling 
at all while last year l lcm 
fell throughout the month. 
In an average year, No- 
vember has 48.9 mm of 
snow.  
Rainfall was pretty 
much normal last month 
with 148.2mm of rain fall- 
ing over 21 days out of the 
month.. 
That compares to 
155.5mm of rain last year 
and an average rainfall 
being 138.8mm for No- 
vember. 
The Weather Network 
is predicting a warmer and 
dryer than usual December 
for B.C. 
E! Nino is kicking in 
this year as well, along 
with warmer waters in the 
Gulf of Alaska, which 
plays a role in the abnor- 
mal weather pattern. 
But as the end of De- 
i cember draws ever closer 
the network's head of me- 
teorology, Rob Bianchi, 
predicts a change to cooler 
temperatures. 
He says a cross-polar 
connection is anticipated, 
which means cold air from 
Siberia may creep up and 
over the Canadian Arctic 
I On a roll 
JASON KLEIN (left) and Gareth Earl bundle up a section of old carpeting they've removed from the 
old administration wing at Mills Memorial Hospital. The wing has been gutted and will take shape by 
spring as the region's first-ever dialysis centre. Six dialysis units will be installed meaning that people 
with kidney ailments can receive assistance here instead of having to move away. Earl and Klein 
work for Your Decor while Progressive Ventures of Terrace has the overall contract for the work. 
Length m ttters to WestJet 
By JEFF NAGEL 
WESTJET wants Terrace's airport to spend a couple 
million dollars extending the runway if it were to come 
here, airport officials say. 
That's the message Clive Beddoe - CEO of the Cal- 
gary-based iscount airline - delivered when he met 
local airport officials here last month• "They want an 
extra 500 or 1,000 feet of runway," Terrace-Kitimat Air- 
port Society president Fraser Mackie said. 
The Northwest Regional Airport's present 6,000-foot 
runway is perfectly adequate for WestJet's fleet of Boe- 
ing 737s, he said. This airport once had regular service 
with 737s run by Canadian Airlines. 
But he said WestJet has its own policy requiring a 
longer runway. "They need a longer runway for safety 
reasons particularly in the winter," explained airport 
manager Rick Reed. 
An Air Canada Bae 146 overshot he runway here in 
slushy weather one winter. Reed said WestJet doesn't 
want the publicity that would follow a similar incident. 
"Because they are a low cost carrier there's a lot of 
focus on them in the press," Reed said. "If the standard 
pect a blast of cold arctic 
air to flow across the 
country," Bianchi says. 
and sink down over Cana- is X, theirs is triple X." 
da starting 'n the west and art ~ .~.~!~ .  . . . . .  ~ Mack ie  estimated a runwa~ extension of the s sug- 
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"Froln Chri +: . . . .  . gested would.cost the airport at least $2 mllh~n. ' stmas anu ,, , + + . . . . .  If we re+going to add more runway we have to find 
New Year's Day we ex- out how we're going to pay for it," he said. "It's very 
much in the let's-look-and-see sort of phase." 
Mackie said Beddoe indicated the company will con-, 
tinue to look at the Terrace market and decide whether 
they want to take the idea further. 
West Jet's arrival could hurt Terrace-based Hawkair 
Aviation, he conceded• "We love Hawkair. They're great 
guys and we're excited about their success," Mackie 
said. "We know it would impact heir traffic." 
But Mackie said the airport society board needs to 
ensure the sustainability of the airport, and that's based 
on the number of passengers that travel through it. 
Another discount airline operating here might pull in 
even more travellers from around the region to this air- 
port, he said. Mackie also said Terrace hotels, Shames 
Mountain and other local businesses might benefit from 
WestJet's arrival. 
The Terrace and District Chamber of Commerce has 
made runway extension at the airport one of its top new 
priorities. "We're not oblivious to the fact that WestJet 
has a fair economic impact in areas it goes into," Mack- 
ie said. 
Hawkair marketing director Charlynn Toews said it 
would be "annoying" if the airport uses fees collected 
from Hawkair passengers to spend on a project to aid 
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West Jet. 
• However, she said Hawkair would enjoy a!series of 
+advantages over WestJet - ini:luding'theOveriiiglffifig Of 
ilie':bi+ane here allo~ving+i~liabl~°'eai:ly morning:ii:l+ep/ii':-+ + 
tures. West Jet sometimes tries markets but departs if 
they don't meet expectations, he added. "We're not 
very worried," Toews said. 
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Your Christmas 
donation guide 
HERE ARE some ways you can help others enjoy 
their Christmas. 
Shelter dinner 
THE TERRACE emergency shelter at 2812 Hall 
St. is hosting a Christmas meal Dec. 22 from 2 p.m. 
to 5 p.m. 
Donations of food are gladly accepted. The shel- 
ter also appreciates donations of winter clothing, 
especially coats, boots, toques and gloves• 
Volunteers to prepare food and to cook, as well 
as to serve and to clean on Dec. 22 are also nee- 
ded. Please call the shelter at 635-5890. 
Bring a gift to a child 
HOW WOULD you like to help play Santa Claus? 
Terrace Anti-Poverty and its Christmas Cam- 
paign partners need volunteers to help wrap and 
distribute gifts to hundreds of local children and 
teens this week. 
So far, 155 local families had registered for the 
Christmas Campaign, a number that's expected to 
climb, Roseanne Pearce from Terrace Anti Poverty 
says. Last year, about 96 families registered. 
The program offers people a way to buy a gift or 
clothing item for a specific child or teen. 
Donations can still be dropped off at Terrace 
Anti-Poverty, located at 4628 Park Avenue. For 
more information, call 635-4631• 
Salvation Army appeal 
THE SALVATION Army's hampers filled with all 
the fixings for a Christmas meal and gifts for child- 
ren are being distributed to hundreds of local fami- 
lies this week. But the work doesn't stop there. 
The Christmas campaign is the Salvation 
Army's most important fundraiser of the year. 
Money raised now supports a range of programs 
and services that operate throughout the year. 
Volunteers eeking your generous upport will 
be ringing bells and manning kettles at various lo- 
cations around Terrace, including the Skeena Mall 
and other major retail locations. 
The Sharing Tree 
GIFFS FOR the Sharing Tree can be dropped off at 
the offices of the Mix, CJFW, and NTV. You're 
asked to donate an unwrapped, new gift for a child, 
teen or adult for distribution by the Salvation 
Army. Terrace Totem Ford is filling its Sharing 
Truck with gifts and non-perishable food items as 
part of the campaign. 
Feeding people all year 
ON SUNDAY, the Bread of Life Soup Kitchen put 
on dinner - in two sittings - for families and indi- 
viduals who would not otherwise have a Christmas 
meal. 
The soup kitchen, is operated Saturdays year 
round at the Carpenters' Hall by volunteers from 
the, Seventh Day.Adventist Church. Tax deductibie 
financial donations can be made to RR3, S-3A A- 
10, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R6, or by calling 635-2807. 
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Road words 
LAST WINTER this newspaper called for a 
northern coroner, any northern coroner, to 
have the courage of his or her convictions and 
to step forward and hold a public inquiry into 
the high number of road deaths during the win- 
ter months. 
This newspaper felt then that what is needed 
is some sort of thorough, impartial and com- 
plete laying out of the hows and whys of winter 
road maintenance framed around accidents re- 
sulting in fatalities. We still do. 
And now, the tragic highway accident death 
Dec. 4 of northwest carver Freda Diesing and a 
number of other incidents have once again 
sparked public debate. 
We cannot believe there is some action on the 
part of the provincial government, which sets 
road maintenance standards, and on the private 
contractors that do the work to deliberately 
downgrade those standards to the point that 
lives are put at risk because of the need to save 
money. 
Nevertheless, there is a considerable body of 
public concern and skepticism out there that de- 
mands the provincial government follow 
through on its campaign promise of being open, 
transparent and accountable in its functions. 
Earlier this year the provincial government 
demanded that its road maintenance ontractors 
cut costs by as much as 10 per cent. It worked 
out to $32 million on a province-wide road 
maintenance expenditure of $320 million. For 
the local contractor, the hit was more than 
$600,I700. Most of this was accomplished by the 
c~ntractors re-negotiating: Wa~e"~:a~reements ~'' 
with their workers to freeze planned pay in- 
creases. 
We were told then this was being done with- 
out affecting the standards of road maintenance. 
If that is indeed the case, the province should 
pony up and outline those standards and expec- 
tations and how the contractors measure up. 
In the north, highways are the vital link con- 
necting us to everything. They provide the 
means to transport resources to markets, to take 
us to hockey games, to take us to medical ser- 
vices. Northerners must be assured that our 
roads are being maintained to the highest pos- 
sible standards. 
If a coroner won't - or can't - perform this 
task, then the responsibility sits with transporta- 
tion minister Judith Reid. If she won't - or can't 
- do it, then the responsibility rests with the 10 
Liberal MLAs making up the northern caucus. 
Forget the hullabaloo surrounding the Olym- 
pic bid, forget the rhetoric of the New Era pro- 
mised to us by the Liberal government. 
Let's have the province fulfil its responsibility 
of listening to taxpayers in this one critical area 
- where the rubber hits the road. 
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This ferry tale h( ,s a good ending 
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HUBERT BEYER 
Canada, but elsewhere it 
raises no eyebrows. 
Some European countries, 
Germany included, have no 
university tuition fees. The en- 
trance requirement, on the 
other hand, are so strict that 
only the best and the brightest 
are admitted. 
VICTORIA - Hallelujah. After 
having felt compelled for the 
past year and a half to come 
down on the B.C. Liberals like 
a ton of bricks at least once a 
week, I am happy to say they 
got the ferry thing right. 
Last Monday, the provin- 
cial government announced a
new course for B.C. Ferries. 
An independent company will 
take over the service to im- 
prove efficiency and keep it 
more out of the reach of politi- 
cians. 
Yes, there will be fare in- 
creases, but those were as un- 
avoidable as the hikes in uni- 
versity tuition fees and ICBC 
rates. 
In a desperate attempt o 
lure voters back into the I"qDP 
camp, former premier Glen 
Clark froze just about anything 
that under normal market con- 
ditions was bound to increase. 
Authority, the minister said. 
The authority will be run by a 
nine-member board. 
To get the ferry system off 
the government's debt list, the 
Crown corporation will be sold 
to the ferry authority for $490 
million, its book value. 
The shares will be held by 
the authority, and the sale is 
structured in a way that makes 
the takeover of the service by 
the private sector impossible. 
The move is to be wel- 
comed for a number or reasons. 
As Reid pointed out, political 
interference has cost taxpayers 
an estimated $1 billion in the 
past 10 years. 
That includes the $454 mil- 
lion for the fast ferries project 
pushed through almost single- 
handedly by Clark. 
To upgrade terminals, refit 
aging vessels and order new 
Ferry officials are confident 
that with better and more di- 
verse services, this figure can 
be substantially increased. 
While the major routes be- 
tween the Mainland and Van- 
couver Island operate at a pro- 
fit, taxpayers will still have to 
provide a subsidy, the extent of 
which is not yet known, for 
those smaller money-losing 
routes. 
There is nothing in the 
agreement that could be inter- 
preted as the privatization of 
the ferry system. It will remain 
in public hands. 
Privatization, once Premier 
Gordon Campbell 's hobby 
horse, appears to be off the list 
of the government's priorities, 
Further proof of the govern- 
ment's move away from priva- 
tization is a recent report by a 
government-commiss ioned 
ones, the new authority will consultant who basically told 
The problem was that you Thus higher but modest fare raise $2. billion, in the next 15 the Liberals. that~ the, private 
can freeze rates 9nly ~for so  increases will ,be ~part~o~i~,~;,i vear~ ,,,~;,(i/~ !,~d "~.mw .~ '~i~'br'et~uldn t provlde::dld~er . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  Iltr  r II , ~t t
long, be they for hydro, tu i t ion Ferries' new 'stru'cture~ Stariing .... ~ ' 
or ferries. ' Dec. 15, passengers will have The B.C. Ferries fleet con- , atiio'iiasurance and that ICBC 
There is only one way to to pay 3.8 per cent more. Si- sists of 40 ships, serving hum- be better left alone. 
milar fare increases will occur 
annually. 
Outlining the five-year plan 
for B.C. Ferries, transportation 
minister Judith Reid empha- 
sized that service levels will 
be maintained. 
The new operating compa- 
ny, B.C. Ferry Services, will 
be run by the B.C. Ferry Au- 
thority which will be modelled 
after the Vancouver Airnort 
erous small and large commu- 
nities. It carries 21 million 
passengers and nearly eight 
million vehicles a year on 25 
routes. 
Another change will be 
more commercial enterprises 
at terminals and on board ves- 
sels. At present the average 
passenger spends $4 over and 
above the fare. 
The new course for B.C. 
Ferries will allow an orderly 
operation, free from overt gov- 
ernment interference while 
guaranteeing existing of better 
service levels. 
I have absolutely no pro- 
blem with that. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E.mail: hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
http://www.hubertbeyer.com 
take a government-provided 
service out of the rate increase 
equation: provide it free and 
pay for it out of general reve- 
nue. 
Freezing rates will only re- 
sult in inordinately big hikes 
down the road. Eventually the 
piper must be paid. 
Providing a service without 
user fees has always been a 
touchy political question in 
I)og owners must read this 
IF YOUR your dog is the sort homeowner fails to accommo- B.C. Hydro should target 
who might nip or chomp a 
meter reader's ankle, from 
now on you'll want to pay at- 
tention to the left hand sidebar 
on your hydro bill where it 
says "Next meter reading on 
or about" followed by a date. 
Effective immediately, to 
safeguard its meter readers 
who frequently suffer dog 
bites, B.C. Hydro has adopted 
a tougher policy toward custo- 
mers with aggressive dogs. 
If the meter reader is able 
to ascertain safe access, your 
meter will be read. If, how- 
ever, the meter reader feels 
usage entering your yard, she 
won't enter to read your meter. 
The new policy wants all 
dogs to be on leash or housed 
indoors where they cannot en- 
danger the safety of hydro per- 
sonnel. Effective province- 
wide, this policy follows al- 
most a dozen dog bites in 
September alone. 
For addresses where meter 
readers have identified aggres- 
sive dogs, B.C. Hydro intends 
phoning the day before the 
meter is to be read, or early on 
CLAUDETI'E SANDECKI 
the morning of the day the 
meter is to be read. 
Where the meter is not read 
because the meter reader 
feared entering the yard, B.C. 
Hydro will contact he home- 
owner and request he dog(s) 
be secured on a specific date 
so the meter can be read. 
In cases where the meter 
reader is denied access to the 
meter, B.C. Hydro will gues- 
stimate the amount of power 
used and bill accordingly. In 
extreme cases where the 
date safe access by the meter 
reader, or hydro bills go un- 
paid, power to the home may 
be cut off. 
When 1 learned of B.C., 
Hydro's stern policy I suffered 
a moment of panic. Suppose 
the meter eader shows up on a 
day when I 'm not home? Or 
what if a family works and 
can't be home that day to ac- 
commodate the meter eader? 
I have the luxury of working 
at home. For years we've met 
the meter reader (and every- 
one else) at the gate, kept the 
dogs aside while she read the 
meter, and escorted her back 
to the gate. 
This practice began when 
we had a dog who would bite 
off anything from a finger to a 
foot on his side of our fence. 
Escorted in, visitors were safe. 
Enter by themselves, the situa- 
tion was entirely different. 
I can agree with B.C. Hydro 
taking steps to safeguard their 
personnel. It 's just another 
case of half a dozen rotten 
apples poiling the barrel. 
those addresses known to be a 
problem, and not scare the 
daylights out of the rest of us. 
By-laws would be a help, 
but our dog control by-laws are 
toothless. M9re than one kid in 
our neighbourhood circles the 
block to the right to reach a 
playmate's yard, even though a 
left turn offers a shorter oute. 
But living on the left is a free 
roaming dog that terrorizes kids 
and sends them screaming. 
when they try to walk past on 
the street. 
Does the dog owner care? 
Guess how much. 
In our neighbourhood, most 
of us have built secure five-foot 
fences. We open and close the 
gate each time we go in or out, 
and keep our dogs in the yard. 
Yet with regularity, those with 
bitches have puppies to give 
away, thanks to one roaming 
dog whose irresponsible owner 
is above the law. 
With its ability to cut off 
power, B.C. Hydro wields more 
clout that local governments. 
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Changing 
the 
If you're a B.C 
reflect the popular vote, take heart- electoral 
• voter frustrated with lopsided election results that don't 
reform may be on its way 
By JENNIFER LANG 
AS FAR as job descriptions go, it's pretty 
grim: spend up to 16 weekends over 10 months 
far from home with a bunch of strangers dis- 
cussing the merits of one voting system over 
another. 
But' it would be a dream assignment for 
Gordon Gibson, the consultant who's been 
hired by the provincial government to figure 
how a citizens' assembly on changing B.C.'s 
' voting system would work. 
On Dec. 22, he'll deliver a report o the At- 
torney General outlining a number of key re- 
commendations, including how members of a 
citizens' assembly would be selected - a topic 
that's .more complicated than it might seem. 
"This system has not been used for a con- 
stitutional purpose since Athens," Gibson said 
during a recent tour of northern B.C. "We're 
kind of  inventing the wheel in terms of the 
process." 
The assembly would evaluate different 
models for electing MLAs, including preferen- 
tial ballots, proportional representation a d our 
current "first past the post" system. 
After holding a series of public hearings, 
the asgembly would devise the options presen- 
ted to voters on a referendum ballot. 
"It should be a fascinating exercise for Brit- 
ish Columbians," Gibson said during a recent 
tour of northern B.C. 
He said the provincial government - which 
promised to look at electoral reform in its New 
Era document - has assured Gibson his report 
will be made public and will be acted upon. 
Gibson, a former B.C. Liberal Party leader 
(1975-79) and MLA who is perhaps best re- 
membered in the northwest as an opponent of 
the Nisga'a treaty on constitutional grounds, 
was hired to make recommendations on how 
that assembly would operate, and how mem- 
bers would be selected, among other things. 
For instance, should members be picked at 
random from the voters' list, or appointed ac- 
cording t~a se.t~of.criteria? :~:, ,.-- ...... • 
,.,),~t},ore.~are,~2-,9 mi~l!iqnroligible voters, but 
only 2.;2 million are ,q.q ,rrent[Y, registered:.Gib- 
son said. That means more than 700,000 voters 
are missing. 
Another issue is size. How many members 
should there be? 
There's also the issue of ensuring regional 
representation, a topic that hits close to home 
for northerners. 
And should members be selected to ensure 
the assembly reflects different ages, genders, 
and ethnic groups? 
It's what pollsters call stratification, Gibson 
SEATS OF POWER: B.C.'s legislature building in the capital city of Victoria. 
said, meaning selection isn't 
truly random but reflects key 
segments of society. 
Participation should be optio- 
nal, he said. "You can't force 
people to spend many weekends 
and months working on this." 
He may recommend a self- 
screening process, to encourage 
people who are interested in the 
project. 
Covering expenses is another 
issue. He said he leans in favour 
of paying members to attend 
meetings. 
Compensation for child care 
expenses is another matter he 
was considering. 
"We've got to make it easy for people to 
attend this," he said. "These will be totally or- 
dinary ,peopleY 
Gibson was,also dxpected,to mak'e a re- 
' comm6Malibn on i'h'6"gbvdi'iia'ri'de su:dcture 
and a proposed work.plan for the assembly. 
He said he envisioned three work phases. 
The first would be an education phase 
where the citizens' assembly would hear from 
experts from university faculties and other 
countries. "We could bring in champions for 
each system." 
The second phase would be a series of pub- 
lic hearings, possibly as many as 30, to be 
held in the spring of 2004. 
That would be followed by a deliberation 
Gordon Gibson 
period when the assembly would 
figure out a list of feasible op- 
tions. 
He envisions lively debates on 
the nature of democracy as the 
members whittle down the options 
to the final list to be presented to 
voters on the referendum ballot 
presented to voters in spring 2005. 
He foresees having voters choose 
from among three or four systems, 
including our present one. 
Those options would be explained 
in detail in a publication that 
would be sent to every household 
in B.C. 
Gibson also indicated he may re- 
commend that the legislature au- 
thorize the citizens' assembly and appoint a 
chair this spring. 
He said the whole exercise will cost less 
than the $9 million estimate for the mail-in re- 
fereiidiam 0ri tli~Eity 'n6gotiati0iis conducted 
earher thls year. That ended up costing tax- 
payers $4.5 million in the end. 
Gibson said he consulted with a wide varie- 
ty of people and groups, including political 
science instructors at universities, the B.C. Fe- 
deration of Labour, Fair Voting B.C., and poli- 
tical parties. 
He also sought input from voters by email 
through a Citizens' Assembly link on the fol- 
lowing provincial government website: 
www.gov.bc.ca/ag 
Vote reform is centrepiece 
of Green electoral strategy 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THE LEADER of B.C.'s Green 
Party is urging everyone to parti- 
cipate in the upcoming citizens 
assembly on changing the pro- 
vince's voting system. 
Adriane Cart came here for the 
first time Nov. 6, making her pitch 
for electoral reform to a small but 
epthusiastic rowd of less than a 
dozen. 
"This is a real chance to 
change our voting system," she 
says. "This is the biggest potential 
positive thing I 've seen in B.C. for 
a long time." 
It was one stop on her tour of 
40 communities this fall to dis- 
cuss her failed citizen's initiative 
on proportional representation- 
and talk to voters about what's on 
their minds. 
She says there have been no 
"unite the left" talks between the 
Greens and the NDP, which holds 
just two seats in the legislature 
following the 2001 election that 
saw the Liberals sweep to power. 
She denies the Green party, 
which' shares some common 
ground with the New Democrats 
on social issues, split left-leaning 
votes with the NDP. 
"The Liberals would have ac- 
tually got a stronger majority," 
Cart says, adding the Green party 
draws more support from soft- 
leaning Liberals than the NDP. 
"The vast support is in the 
middle," she says, pointing to 
those voters who are less likely to 
remain committed to any particu- 
lar party. 
. . . . .  They vote against the party 
., that/!~fhey really are loathing," 
! Can'says, pointing to a particular- 
;i i~/disllnctive reahty about B,C,!s 
• ~polltical landscape: we don't 
: elect governments so much as turf 
ADRIANE CARR visited Terrace to talk politics and vote reform. 
them out. 
That's something her proposed 
mixed proportional representation 
voting system would end, she 
says. 
Cart's "Free Your Vote" initia- 
tive needed the backing of 10 per 
cent of registered voters In all 79 
tered voters signed the petition by 
the Aug. 12 deadline. 
"The message didn't get out 
fast enough," she says, blaming 
time and not her proposal, which 
some critics said would further e- 
duce the north's political clout, 
"It would in my opinion do ex- 
ridings to succeed. She and her actly the opposite," she says, 
4,000 canvassers had 90 days to agreeing the north gets shortshrtft 
gather those signatures, under the present system. 
Here in Skeena, just 103 regis- Her proposal, which called for 
34 "List" MLAs elected accord- 
ing to the number of votes each 
party receives and the same num- 
ber of constituency MLAs, would 
force politicians to do a better job. 
"I don't think they're serving 
the public well at all now." 
Under her system, voters would 
choose a constituency representa- 
tive as well as a party. 
In other words, they'd get two 
votes, allowing people to vote 
their conscience - and support a 
party. 
"You have the choice to go to 
an MLA from another party," she 
says. "What happens is, they have 
to pull up their socks. They're in 
direct competition for constir 
tuents." 
The last provincial election 
would have played out very differ- 
ently under Carr's mixed pro-rep 
voting system: the Liberals would 
have won 43 seats; the NDP 15 
and Greens 9. 
Her bid to force a referendum 
on moving to what she believes is 
a fairer voting system may have 
failed, but Cart says the Liberals 
have made good bn their "New 
Era" promise to consider electoral 
reform. 
Gordon Gibson, the former 
party leader, has been appointed 
to make recommendations on how 
a citizens assembly on changing 
B.C.'s voting system would work, 
"I believe that's a direct out- 
come of our initiative," Carr says. 
"It raised the profile of the need 
to change • ' " ourvoting system. 
Gibson has until Dec. 22 to 
submit a report. If the assembly 
goes ahead, it would hold public 
hearings on electoral reform in the 
sprtng of 2004 with a referendum 
May 16, 2005-- the date of the 
next provincial election; 
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The Mail Bag 
Keep our health care 
public and available 
Dear Sir: 
Publicly funded health care is what the people 
asked for and health commissioner Roy Romanow 
said loud and clear that is what the people should be 
given. Medicare founder Tommy Douglas said 
medicare needs to grow beyond the services that 
medicare covered. 
Mr. Romanow's report will immensely improve the 
quality of care in our public system, t sends a clear 
message to the federal and provincial go ernments 
that Canadians want a universal, publicly funded and 
administered, and accountable healthcare system. 
Medicare should be affordable, accessible, high 
quality care based on need and not income. Under the 
Canada Health Act there are five principles of health 
care delivery - public accessibility, universality, 
publicly funded and administered, portability and 
comprehensive. 
The sixth principle that needs to be added is 
accountability. We need to know what is happening 
with wait lists, health care budgets, hospital beds, 
doctors and nurses. Whether services in the home and 
community care are being closed, if the number of 
diagnostic machines are adequate and treatment 
outcome is improving. This should be based on 
transparency. The governments' concerns of 
accountability should be a non issue. 
I praise and applaud Romanow for not giving any 
funds for private for profit partnerships. He asked 
those in the private sector to provide evidence that it 
was cost effective and care would improve but they 
provided nothing. 
The reason is that there is no evidence that 
privatization provides cheaper and better care. What 
it does is take health care professionals from the 
public system to work in the private sector, further 
putting a strain on the system. There is evidence to 
show that wait lists don't decrease. What does happen 
is that costs increase instead of decrease. What it 
does is allow those to receive care that have the 
ability to pay for it. 
There are many other things in the report hat will 
have a direct benefit for us citizens of Terrace. There 
will be a rural and remote access funds to improve 
timely access to care in rural and remote areas. This 
will provide training for nurses, doctors and other 
badly needed health care professionals. 
There is also more money for pharmaceuticals to 
expand and improve coverage, diagnostic services to 
improve wait times for those services, rehab services, 
bringing parts of home care as a part of the Canada 
Health Act, mental health, palliative care in the 
homes in the last six months of life, national 
immunization prevention and much more. 
The ministers need to support and act on these 
recommendations immediately. Health care is a 
human right that .belongs in the public system. If they 
do not proceed it sure is not in the public's interest. 
• This report came from the people for the people. This 
is Wbdt the pe6pl~: of Canhda ne~/d /;nd:des~'rve'- 
: public medicare. 
Penny Henderson, 
Terrace, B.C. 
More on theatre troupe 
Dear Sir: 
I was grateful to read your article in the Dec. 11 
Terrace Standard about Skeena River Players. 
I would like to clarify, and expand, on some 
relevant points: Geraldine Gunanoot stepped own as 
president of our society, however remains as a 
valuable member of our board of directors. 
As a First Nations (and multi-cultural) 
organization that receives money from First Nations' 
Health and Wellness coffers, it is imperative that we 
maintain a standard of conduct and accountability 
endorsed and understood by all First Nations. 
These standards include: respect, honesty, 
kindness, caring, generosity, sobriety and prayer. 
Maintaining these standards also contributes to a 
truly vibrant multi-cultural experience, which Skeena 
River Players seeks to be. 
The "personal differences" cited by Marianne 
Brorup Weston are in regards to the above. The board 
of directors at Skeena River Players will continue to 
maintain those principles. 
We respect the rights of Alan and Marianne 
Weston, Larry Guno, et al to have their personal 
objections to our maintenance of these principles. 
The Board of Directors of Skeena River 
Players looks forward to again entertaining 
residents of the beautiful Northwest. 
Janice P. Robinson 
Secretary, Skeena River Players 
A sincere thank you 
Dear Sir: 
We would like to offer our sincere thanks and 
appreciation to everyone who assisted in the search 
for Chris on Mount Elizabeth form August 25 to 
September 24 this year. 
We were overwhelmed by the outpouring of 
support we received from the local communities. 
Your support helped us through what has easily 
been the most difficult period in our lives. 
To everyone, from the searchers and pilots, to the 
local businesses and volunteers who prepared meals: 
we are sincerely grateful. 
We will always have fond feelings for the people 
of Kitimat and Terrace. You have communities to be 
proud of. We will never forget you. 
In addition we would like to take this time to 
publicly thank and acknowledge both AIcan and 
Telus, without whom a search of this magnitude 
would not have been possible. 
The Markoff family, Vancouver, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our 
address IS 3210 Clinton St,, Terrace, B,C. V8G 
5R2. You can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mall 
us at newsroom@terraoestandard,com. No 
attachments, please. We need your name, 
address and phone number for verlfloation. Our 
deadline Is noon Friday or noon Thursday if it's a 
long weekend. 
i 
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Mine on Taku R!ver 
approved - aga in  
By ,JEFF NAGEL 
THE PROVINCE has 
given the green light - for 
a second time - to  reopen 
the Tulsequah Chief mine 
near Atlin. 
An earlier approval of 
Redfern Resources' plan 
issued in 1998 when the 
mine would eliminate acid 
rock drainage currently 
seeping from the old mine 
site into the Taku River. 
Energy and mines mini- 
ster Richard Neufeld Said 
the decision to issue a new 
project approval certificate 
was made after careful 
members could benefit 
from the mine. 
Chandler said the per- 
mit approval means busi- 
ness and economic issues 
move to the forefront. 
"You can now make a 
business decision," he 
said. "You can't make a 
NDP was in power had consideration: bus decision if you're 
been struck down by the . . . . . . .  10v i f ig  ahead :With being held up indefinitely 
courts after it was chal' this minewill bring a var- by a political or legal 
legged by the Taku River iety of jobs to the area, context," 
Tlingit First Nation and a 
coalition of environmental 
groups. 
" I t 's  basically full 
speed ahead," Redfern 
president Terry Chandler 
said Friday after Victoria 
issued a new project ap- 
proval certificate. 
Fears centre on wildlife 
impacts from Redferg's 
plan to build a 160-kin ac- 
cess road from Hwy 37. 
The company wants to 
develop a $148 million un- 
derground mine at the old 
Tulsequah site extracting 
copper, lead, zinc, gold 
and silver. 
Proponents ay the new 
while addressing First Na. 
tions and environmental 
ConsideratiOnS," Neufeld 
said; 
The mine would employ 
260 people once it opens 
and 300in the construction 
phas e. 
Provincial officials said 
they'll work with the 
Tlingit to develop a land. 
use plan for the area. 
But they also said fail- 
ure to reach agreement 
won't stop development of
the mine. 
Chandler said he also 
hopes the aboriginal group 
will now agree to resume 
negotiations on ways its 
The mine would be 
viable with existing re- 
serves, but Chandler says 
the firm will now raise 
money to carry out more 
exploration and expand the 
size of the deposit. 
Mine opponents say 
they wil l  examine their 
options and study how the 
province has justified its 
decision. 
' ,There  was no mean- 
ingful discussions on reis- 
suing this project certifi- 
cate to Redfern," said 
John Ward, a spokesman 
for the Taku River Tlingit. 
"They just arbitrarily went 
ahead." 
School cuts on track 
to erase $3.5m deficit ± 
IT LOOKS like the school district will be 
able to balance its books for the current 
school year. 
"We're hoping to come in on budget," 
secretary-treasurer Ma cel Georges aid. 
Back in the spring, the district faced a 
$3.5 million deficit for the current school 
year, due mainly to declining enrolment, 
a change in the education ministry's 
funding formula to districts. 
Districts are also paying for years two 
and three of a wage increase for teachers 
and added benefit costs without any extra 
money from the government. 
The district has lost another 79 stu- 
dents since the start of the school year, 
bringing the current enrolment to 6,521 
students. A Sept. 30 head count showed 
6,600 students. 
The drol~represents early half a mil- 
lion dollars~ecause chool district fund- 
ing is tied ,~0 the number of students. It 
won't affect this year's budget but the 
continued drop in students will be felt 
next year. 
So far the district is holding the line on 
current expenses. 
"We don't need any more surprises," 
Georges aid. 
This coming March, a freeze on hydro- 
electricity rates rates will be lifted, which 
could result in higher heating bills next 
year. 
The school board is 
writing a letter to the 
provincial govern- 
ment voicing concern 
over energy costs - 
and the government's 
plans for B.C. Hydro. 
Terrace and District 
Teachers' Union pre- 
sident Richard Eck- 
ert said the union 
Marcelles fears an~, steps<t, ~ 
Georges wards p r iv a'W4~  
parts of! the public 
util ity would result in higher heating bills 
for school districts, leading to more cuts 
to students and services. 
Did they TELL YOU 
they have EVERYTHING they NEED? 
If you have friends or family who have hearing loss, 
here are some great ideas 
to help them enjoy the sounds of the season. 
We carry a range of Amplified Ph ones ~.  
The amplifier can be set to turn on automatically upon lilting up the headset. ~ '  
Adjt~able Tone Control makes imilar sounding words crystal clear and easy , ~_~ 
to understand. Extra bright ring flasher and super loud ringer let you know , ~ ; '  
when your phone is ringing. These are just a few of the many features. '" >~i  
Portable Amplifiers 
Clearest most powerful portable amplifier available. 
Makes calls up to 10 times louder. 
Advanced circuitry automatically enlmno:s word clarity. 
Cell Phone Amplifiers 
Turns your cell phone into an amplified telephone. 
Makes incoming calls crisp, clear and minimizes tatic. 
Volume and tone controls allow you to adjust incoming sound to suit your m'eds, 
ISLAND HEARING 
~----C~-_ -. SERVICES 
www.isl,,, ndhear ing.com 
5th Floor, 4634 Pork Avenue, Terra~e, B.C.., V8G 1V7 • Ph (250] 615-5077 • Fax (250) 615-5078 
I 
( '~  ~.~- - ' _~ ® BRrrlSH COLUMBIA 
~ ~¢-~----  - INYrTIUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
16/37 COMJ~UNITY FUTURES & THE SEB PROGRAM 
Is phased Io announce new compu~ programs 
Io put you ahead in your career d'bices 
• BCITONUNE ENTERPRISER 
(35 hrs/week Business Ranning from home) 
• SIMPLY ACCOUNTING 9.0 
(Slort your own somple company) 
• COMMUNITY FLrI1JRES- SAMPLE PLANS 
(More than 11 different business plans for review) 
THE WORLD REWARDS INNOVATION. 
ENTERPRENURSHIP & DEDICATION 
CONTACT US TODAY! 
h~rty Eisner at 635-5449 
1-800-663-6396 
or Marl,/~ 1637ckk.[x:.oa Canad~ 
 NOTlCE 
CITY OF TERRACE 
CHRISTMAS AND 
NEW YEAR'S CLOSURES 
Regular Operations will be closed during the 
Holiday Season, as follows: 
Wednesday, December 25% 2002 
Thursday, December 26 =, 2002 
Wednesday, January 1", 2003 
We wish you a happy and safe Holiday Season 
R. Peele 
ii i James W. Radelet • RADELET & COMPANY Barristers & Solicitors . Tax Law • Trusts o Corporate & Commercial • 1330 - 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
Chief Administrative Officer 
MOVING! 
2003 Property Assessment Notices 
will be mailed to all properly owners in 
a proud  sponsor  o f  
(;IlIW|I'  
, ;ll)l)l l'll!i 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for 
help to solve a break and enter to a 
residence on Mountain Vista Drive in  
Terrace, B.C. : 
On November 29th, 2002, entry was 
gained to a safe in a home on Mountain 
Vista Drive in Terrace, B.C. A door to the 
residence was not secure. The safe door 
was  not forced open. A sum of Canadian 
currency was stolen from the safe. 
Terrace Crirnestoppers wants your 
• information, not your name. Any  
• information is valuable and may lead to the 
~ airest and conviction of the Offenders. 
i i: i : 
I ] Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to $1,000.O0 for 
I 
Information leading to an arrest and charges being laid against 
an Individual in this or other unsolved crime• If you have any 
Information call Crime Stoppers at 635-TIPS that's 635-8477. 
Callers will not be required to reveal their identity nor testify In 
court. Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call display. 
I Call 635-TIPS 
i ...... - ° °  
i r / .~ ,v  ~ ' -  Home & Tenant- "~eV/C~'~ I 
British Columbia by December 31,2002. [~ Gv'-C°mmercial e Liability • Jet Boats~'#$~l~ 
Mobile Homes • Travel 
If you still own properly and have recently 
moved, please ensure that BC Assessment 
has your new mailing address. 
I z'ke~:~_ dec°m ~U~~= ! 
I _L , ,~,>'~ ..... t~em.ke,a~a.cte._ l 
?af,~t(C,~, - . 
I I I 250-635-5232 I 
n Fax: 250-635-3288 n 
i 4635 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (Next To SA.AN) i 
• Please contactzour local 
Assessment ONce- Phone 
250-638-1116 or 1-800-990-1116 
Fax 250-638-0156 
100-4545 Lazelle Avenue 
:~ iTerrace, B.C., V8G 4E1/ 
r 
CA' RS 
i e w e l l e r 5  
MOVADO 
the art of time 
I 
harmony" 
stainless steel with diamonds, 
black museum dial, : 
swiss quartz• sapphire crystal. 
water resistant, women's. 
~_.~:., 
| | 
(fir.l-5  :or Every 
1-888-847-9766 
Come see us on the Web at 
www.cartersjewellers.com 
E-malh 
sales @ cartersjewellers.com 
Skeena Mall. TerraCe 
320-4741 I.~e~Ave. 
Tefface, B.C., VSG 11:15 
CA RS 
J ewe l le r5  
Smlthers Sh0p~ina Centre 
Box 2059 
Pine Centre, Prince George 
Uni1132, 3055 Massey Ddve 
• Carler Card * Interact 
• Visa, Mastercard, Amex 
• 10% Down Layaway Plat 
• Credit Terms Available 
• 7-day Moneyback Guarantee 
• 30-day Full Exchange Program 
West Park Mall, Quesnel 
155 Malcolm St, Suite 3 
Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0 Prince Ge0~, B.C,, V2N 2sg Quesnel, B.C. V2J 3K2 
Ph. (250)6354~00, Fax (250) 63.~2727 Ph. (250) 847.9766, Fax (250) 847-2664 Ph. (250)614-9191, Fax (250) 614.9197 Ph. (250) g91.0129, Fax (250)991.0159 
: i 
,Letters to the editor 
Highway safety is .at risk 
Dear Sir: 
I must respond to an 
open line radio show 
where the highways main- 
tenance contractor was at- 
tempting to defend their 
performance r cord. 
The arrogance came 
through loud and clear 
whenever a citizen called 
in to vent the frustration 
The level of service 
has clearly deteriorated 
over the last few years. 
I am a small business- 
man and travel extensively 
throughout several areas of 
the province where the 
road maintenance is under 
several different contrac- 
tors and there is a great 
difference in the level of 
other areas l travel there It should 
is a preventative reaction go out to 
to road conditions, tender and 
As one trucker said who i f  t h is 
called in, he couldn't wait does not 
to get to the potato farm.! ha ppen 
also dread the trip home as then no 
road conditions will be contractor 
worse within the Skeena paid for 
region. ~ b y t a x 
I have heard that the do l la rs  
i!! . . . . . . . .  ~!~i 
Don 
Ritchey 
felt. I share the same opi- 
nion as many - that the 
road maintenance during 
ice and snow conditions 
have never been worse in 
the district controlled by 
our local contractor. 
service when conditions 
warrant it. 
From what I see our 
local contractor reacts to a 
situation only whenever a 
serious situation arises Like 
several accidents• In inthe 
government is l ikely,.to 
renew the highways mam- 
tenance contracts for an- 
other 10 years without put- 
ting the contract out for 
tender. 
This should not be done. 
And more that is absurd 
Dear Sir: 
Greer Kaiser hit the nail 
on the head ("Do you want 
absurd?" letter to the edi- 
tor, Dec. 11, 2002). I feel 
compelled though to ask 
though whether we don't 
all contribute to the ab- 
surdity. 
Our MLA, Roger Harris, 
has never really backed up 
the community unless he 
feels good and safe so it is 
somewhat absurd to expect 
him to begin now. 
Except for brief fer- 
vency to get chosen for the 
job, Harris has discouraged 
dialogue from the begin- 
ning, refusing to attend a" 
community forum, to meet 
with Other than the groups 
of his choice because 
otherwise it is "non-con- 
structive." 
He has alienated him- 
self ever since he chose to 
leek his office door and 
have his staff send any 
protesters off his porch ra- 
ther than talk to them. 
Pretty absurd we toler- 
ate an employee acting 
thus• 
Gordie Campbel l 's  be- 
haviouris just as absurd. 
We, the citizenry, pay his 
salary, allow him and his 
buddies to run the political 
show, then whine when 
they mess up, or when,-..~,,,~, 
Gdrdie visits' 'bur : "~ l f  .... ~'~'+'"; 
col]rse, but ducks odt::ili'~+:?' ~:/:'' 
back door to avoid ques- 
tions from his employers. 
Wow, wish I had an absurd 
job like that. 
On a local level, we 
allow major corporations 
to duck taxes, while crying 
about the need to inject 
money into the economy. 
Try telling your bank or 
government you can't pay 
taxes for a few years and 
need a break. They will 
likely consider you absurd 
for even asking. 
We have managed to 
re-elect school trustees 
who can only vote on cer- 
tain issues, depending on 
whether they are political- 
ly comfortable• Truly an 
absurd way to promote de- 
mocracy and progress of 
our education system. 
CN's  problems with 
pedestrians crossing the 
holy land sp l i t t ing  
the town are solved by 
widening a s idewalk  
across an overpass• There 
is no sidewalk on the 
north side of Keith Ave. 
between the overpass and 
Kalum. 
Folks still have to walk 
a long way to cross, so 
will still cross the tracks 
everywhere, despite the 
absurd attempts by CN to 
police the stretch. 
Folks, we are all acting 
absurd, and in these absurd 
times will continue to do 
Northwest Smile 
Design Center 
Dr,~ A. O~mi, 
FoM), Dahlia, M Fete Or6o~n~c~, T
* Serving I~e No'wed ~or 10 ye0rs 
• Full Face O~thedonflc Cm* 
* Invisalign* Ihe invlmble braes 
* T.M.J. li, eetment 
* Porcelaln Crownsand Veneers 
Teelh Whitening (Bleaching) . 
* latex Free Office 
Dr. Peter. A. Okimi 
200-4619 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VgG IV5 
(250) 635-7611 
DM +~oe k~w Pl~ o ~M ~M~ be ree+ ~ 
~lr Rrsf ~(~on~c scmenln8 ~ 'e  o9~ 7@ 
me] IN  I 
so until we make real 
changes, avoiding absurd 
decision-making by our- 
selves and those we en- 
trust to lead us. 
Perhaps our children, 
who witness our inepti- 
tude, will ~:onsider these 
times historically absurd 
as well. Let 's :  hope not 
because that would really 
be an absurd legacy. 
Rober t  Baker, 
Terrace,  B.C. 
WIN 
YOUI~ VEHICLE  
• . , , • .  • , . . . . . o ,  . , •• , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . • .  
* 0,000 
OF~ 
,OFIr 
......... "o""t,:'; :/..'+ : 
.,,.,..•.,.,o...+.....,,,.+,.......+, 
,a,sQO 
oPIr 
,,., , o . . . . . . , • . . . , . . •  . . . , ,  , • ,• .  •••,•, 
O~rar tA~T~n 
*!,000 
.OFI~ , 
UsII I  ~a,n a, IIOO8 
UP TO 48 ~I01~8 
O~ V~TUAY~Y 
should be 
renewed without a com- 
plete performance valua- 
tion by an independent firm 
as obviously whoever is 
supposed to be doing this 
now is asleep at the switch. 
Jeanne Monaghan from 
Kitimat has started a peti- 
tion and is also gathering 
letters from people. 
She will hopefully put 
pressure to make our roads 
safer and help reduce the 
the accidents and keep our 
ICBC rates favourable. 
Don Ritehey, 
Terrace,  B.C. 
ON MOST. ' 
]LEM.A~qING ~.a  :. 
+On=~ 
0% 48 t 
Y Sunflre, Vlbe, OrandAm, 
G.,'end Prlx, Bonneville, Montana, li,~e!~ 
r" , Century, ~gal, i~sabm, 
, ParkAvenue, Rendezvous , : 
k~M ~ Jimmy, sanma, Safer/, 
PONTIAC 
BUL ICK 
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When she opens 
ller holid:ty surprise, 
you'll reel like,.. 
the Wizard of 
"Aaaaaah! 
"I/SUNFIRE SL SEDAN 
F ~ 2003 PONTIAC 
• S.Yem'/SOO,OOOIm~ POW1ERTRAIN WA..qRANIY, wilh NO Ded~'Uble 
* 2.2L 140 HP ECOTEC Engine • 5.Speed Getrag Manual Transmission 
!ll,,eft Deterrent System • 60/40 Split Folding Rear Seat .Tachometer 
WITHOUT PAY!NG t m, mmmtm~ 
s234 s13,,778' 
pD114Osfl:~+41 itl0Mll $ ~t~l+101:l PW~]  & ~01 
~ ~  'V' 2003 PONTIAC 1 TGRAND AM SEDAN ~l~ 
: : ;i+ i~ a.~.L Sedes II SFI VO 2001tP Engtne'Automatlc rranm'n=lom. Power :: ~1:)~ 
Wlndows/Locks/Mirrors/TnJnK with Remote Kektess Entry. 6-Speaker CD ;: 
•, ',.t 6"Aluminum Wheels, Cm~o Control•lheft Deterrent System ... .  
• ,  . . . . .  . Oual Zone Air Conditioning, Wide TraekSto'nce: + . 
?+:? 
c~' 2003 BUICK 
CENTURY 
Best Pmn#um 
arid.ergo Car 
• 3.1L V6 ! I5HP Engine. AutomaUc Transmission, Dual Zone Nr Conditioning 
,6-SPeaker Stereo with CD and Cassette, 6.Way Power D~er's Seal 
• 6 Passon~r Seating w/Split Front Bench, Power Wlndows/Mirm~Locks wlU 
Remote Ke,/leSs Entry. CruiSe ConUol ,Thee Deterrent Systerc 
: 41 M~IH Ik~RI I IA I t  I C, UH NR(~*SE PRICE' ' .  
i SO SECURITY DEPOSIT .~  
~~ ~"- ,~ 2003 BUICK " ~  RENDEZVOUS CX 
/. 
' 3.4L SFI V6 18,-SHP Engine • 6.Speaker Stereo with CO, Power 
Wi~ows/Ml~rolz/'Locks with Remote Keyless EnVy • Air CondiUonthg. Centre 
Console Storage System. Lightweight nip and Fold Removable Bench with 
Seatback Recline • LeaLher.w~pped Stcedng Wheel with Radio Controis 
41 ~ I I IM~IA IE  I ~nl31t~ plUCP 
$0 SECURII~ DEPOSIT 
, , • : 
i 
! 
o~ 
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. . . .  What Has Santa 
BVS NESS REVIEW ....... P 
I ~ ~ J ; ~ ~  ~ " """";::'<' "" " " ' " " "~" '  ' " Hop  ing  For  G lee?  
The prices he's found on Simmons 
Beoulyrest do not disturb and the 
New Generation Back Care No-Flip 
Beds! This season give yourself Sawmill talks collapse Sleepthegift°fbeflersleeP!Befler Nowl ~ NO-NO-NO ITEREST, 
By JEFF NAGEL two weeks a senior worker won't be $1,250 in February, $1,250 in March DOWN PAYMENT OR PAYMENTS 
TALKS have collapsed between on vacation will presumably be and $2,500 in June. 
Skeena Cellulose and the IWA. spent working - me.'lning regular pay "We just want to get the show on FOR SiX MONTHS 
A "Fresh Start" agreement that in those two weeks will offset about the road," Quinn said. Iitl[,]d:l,'jlliJ:l~liliJ:tl:.i'l',,l;,llH~[4:l-~ 
would pave the way to reopen the half the loss in vacation pay. . . . .  Skeena needs to cut total labour ~,,i.l,lim.'trtrr~..,. . . . . . . . . . . . .  [ - - . j¢ .~. .~,~ 
Terrace sawmill next spring was Wong argues the union has al- costs at this sawmill from a present i~~C_~; ' :~ . .~ .~.~.c~ l,.~,~.-~:~t~:t0z,~:~,,~.l:--,.,.,ll~,Z,,;.;g~ 
close on all areas but vacation pay, ready agreed to huge concessions, 
"We're let down today,', Skeena ,'The concessions we,ve put for- 
negotiator Doug Quinn Said Friday ward would allow the employer to 
after talks broke off. !!We rea!ly earn more money eachyear of the 
thought we Should get there and collective agreement than what they 
worked hard to do itl But it's not to spent to purchase the entire c0mpa- 
W " be - today any ay .  ny," he said, referring to the $8 mi!- 
He said the company will instead lion paid for SCI by NW'BC Timber 
turn its attention to striking adeal and Pulp . . . . . . . .  
with the Communications, Energy Wong also said the sawmill isn't 
and Paperworkers union representing expected to start 
workers at the Carnaby sawmill. . . . .  production until 
"We'll move on and negotiate June 1, although 
elsewhere," Quinn said. 
The IWA has agreed to company 
demands for a 20 per cent wage roll- 
back, and they're close On contract- 
ing out and job flexibility. 
But the company also wants to 
cut vacations and vacation pay to 
the same levels agreed by pulp mill 
workers in Prince Rupert. 
That would mean the most senior 
workers here would get five weeks 
vacation a year instead of the pre- 
sent seven. Quinn said more than 
100 people at the sawmill have more 
than 15 years seniorityl 
"It's a very costly item," he said. 
IWA local 2171 president Darrel 
Wong agrees, adding the company's 
proposal would take away large 
amounts of vacation pay. 
"It is a dramatic, dramatic 
change," Wong said. "It could be 
anywhere from $3,000 to $4,000 
each per member per year." 
The union was prepared to agree 
to the company proposal for the first 
three years of the contract, after 
which vacation provisions would re- 
• vert back to coast-wide provisions. 
Quinn, however, noted that the 
Quinn says the 
expected startup 
is May I, with 
many workers re- 
called in April for 
maintenance. 
The late date 
of startup may be 
the main issue, 
Quinn said. Doug Quinn 
Union mem- 
bers are receiving 
at least $225 a week strike pay from 
the IWA while there's no agreement 
and the mill remains down. But if 
they sign, the strike pay ends. 
"They say 'Look if we conclude 
the deal these people will no longer 
get that money,'" Quinn said. 
He said he's tried to address that 
by offering to give union members 
extra money at intervals in the new 
year until the mill starts up. 
He said he's agreed to a payout 
by Jan. 15 of $309,000 that Skeena 
owes sawmill workers here for ac- 
crued vacation pay. " 
Quinn said he'd also arrange fur- 
ther advances on future profit sharing 
for workers in subsequent months -
$39 per hour to $29 per hour, he 
said, adding the company has insis- 
ted on the same proportion reduction 
everywhere. 
"We don't want to find ourselves 
the first out of the marketplace when 
the markets get soft again. We are 
not going to do that." 
Quinn said there was no counter- 
proposal from union officials, who he 
said advised him to pursue deals 
elsewhere. 
Quinn wants the union to put the 
company's offer to a vote of the 
members -something IWA leaders 
refuse to do. 
"I 'm not going to recommend to 
the membership what they proposed 
today," Wong said. "It's not accept- 
able and I told them that." 
The company could still ask the 
Labour Relations Board to order a 
final offer vote on the package. 
Another issue is the expiry date of 
the six-year deal. 
The union wants it to end in June 
of 2008, but the company wants to 
make it December 2008. 
Wong said that would put the 
sawmill union at the same disad- 
vantage as this time - negotiating 
after a deal is presumably in place 
with the PPWC in Prince Rupert. 
"No disrespect to the PPWC, but 
we're not going to agree to negotiate 
behind the PPWC in the future," he 
said. "It hasn't helped us." 
Quinn was optimistic about talks 
with the GEP at Carnaby. "They 
have given us every indication in our 
early bargaining that they were look- 
ing for the Fresh Start basis that 
Prince Rupert got." 
I 
m i 
our offices and call centres 
n December 25, 26, and 
003, our emergency crews will 
24 hours a day to keep your 
~t. In the event of an emergency, 
3WERON (1 888 769-3766). 
will also be closing early on 
4 and 31. For general inquiries 
:HYDRO (1 800 224-9376) 
im and 5:30 pro. 
r a safe and happy holiday. 
]Chydro ,,," 
A02-581 
j~ 
LEASE FROM 
s459 
PER MO./48 MONTHS 
$5 ,025 DOWN 
PAYMENT 
FINANCING FROM 
% 
OA C 
OR PURCHASE FOR 
Seat 6 in serious comfort. 
2003 Tundra 4x4 V8 Access cab 
Get the award-winning fu/I-size pick-up with amp/e seating for 6, p/us 
a 60/40 front sprit bench seat and serious power. With the mighty DOHC 
4, 7-/itre i-FORCE I/-8 engine, you'~~ be in command of 240 hp, and can 
tow over 7, 000/bs. with ease. You'~~ stop easier too, with/oad-sensing 
rear brakes. 
s38,612 
s 
!!17 i I 
i I 
News In Brief 
Victoria trip eyed 
TERRACE and Kitimat councillors wil l  talk in the 
new year about a joint regional delegation to Vic- 
toria to hound government officials on various to- 
pics. 
The idea sprang out of discussions at the Kiti- 
mat-Stikine regional district, where both councils 
have tops. 
Terrace Mayor Jack Talstra said Kitimat likely 
wants to concentrate on Alcan issues, while Ter- 
race would be more interested in forestry reforms 
to aid the region. 
"I don't think they've done a good enough job on 
the Forest Practices Code," Talstra said of provin- 
cial government policy. 
Councillor David Hull said the divergent issues 
and opinions may be so far apart that separate de- 
legations might make more sense. 
Councillor Lynne Christiansen said highways 
and health issues should also be on the city's 
agenda, while Rich McDaniel mentioned changes 
to the ferries system. 
Flag stolen 
Spring Creek School on the bench has been the 
target of both theft and vandalism in recent weeks. 
Police say a large Canadian flag was stolen from 
the McConnell Ave. school, connected to Seventh 
Day Adventist Church, about six weeks ago. 
And in the early morning hours of Dec. 6, plan- 
ters were damaged in front of the school. 
Those with information about these incidents can 
contact the Terrace RCMP detachment at 638- 
7400 or Crimestoppers at 635-8477. 
Money taken from safe 
TERRACE RCMP are trying to nail down the cul- 
prit or culrpits who broke into a safe in a Mountain 
Vista Dr. home and made off with some money. 
Sometime on Nov. 29 the thief got into the house 
using an unlocked door, say police. An undisclosed 
amount of. Canadian money was taken from the 
safe but police say the door to the safe was not for- 
ced open. 
If you have information about this theft please 
contact Terrace Crimestoppers at 635-TIPS or 635- 
8477. Callers do not have to reveal their identity or 
testify in court. 
Police are also reminding Christmas hoppers to 
ensure their vehiclesare locked and valuables 
stored out of sight when they are out and about 
l What a sight 
HERITAGE PARK is lit up for the Chr istmas 
season and into the new year. That's Gord 
Sheban with one neon vers ion of Santa.  
Buildings are also festooned with l ights and 
the public is welcomed at night. 
Tool box taken 
POLICE are trying to track down the person responsible 
for stealing approximately $200 worth of tools from a car 
parked at a River Drive home in Thornhili Dec. 10. 
A neighbour across the street from the residence spot- 
ted somebody leaving the scene with a black tool box, 
police said. 
The suspect is a Caucasian man who was wearing 
jeans, a jean jacket and baseball cap. He is about six 
feet tall with a medium build, police said. The man was 
last seen the night of the theft near a residence on north 
Clark St. 
If you have any information about this crime please 
contact he Terrace RCMP detachment a 638-7400. 
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8 days  
unt i l  ... 
she opens :your ~ift... 
says, "Oh honey, .you 
shouldn't have!" ... and 
you know she doesn't 
mean it o second: 
Haryana's Restaurant 
OPENING FOR LUNCH! 
Monday To Sunday 
Sunday to Thursday  
11 :30  a .m.  - 10 :00  p.m. 
F r iday  & Saturday  
] 1 ::30 a .m.  - 11:OO p.m. 
Now Unti l  Jan 5,  2003 
~ 1  & New Year's Partiesl 
635,2362 (ext. 
~~N. . . - ,  
Haryana's Restauranl 
5522 Hwy 16W, Terrace 
~ 0 down payment 
*,***,*,*,**o***,*,,*o,* 
.-$l'J-- Seourl,yDeposi, 
U off leases 
2003Echo  4 ,Door  
[EAIlE FROM 
 199 
POD Mil,IO0 MIlNtHS 
ao DOWN PAYMEN'~ 
FIHANCINII FROM 
39, 
OR PURCHASE FOX 
$14,956 
2003 Echo 4-door 
1.5 L, 4 cylinder, DOHC, 16 valve VVT-i 
5speed manual transmission, 6.6/5.1 L 
(43/55 mpg) city/highway, Low Emissior 
AM/FM CD, 4 speakers, full wheel cover: 
seat, multi-reflector halogen headlamps, 
(Vehicle no£ exact/y as shown). 
i i. ~ :
p S.o.,,, Oe os,, 
on leases ~ :
2003RAV4 FWD 4-Deal 
LEASE FRIlM 
s268 
PER MIlJ40 MIIRI'N$ 
$4,20D OOWR tArMtXt  
FINARCINII FROM 
OR PUOCRilSil FOR 
s25,571 
Security Deposit 
on.lje~ses ~' . . . . . . . .  
2003S ienna  CE Plus 
INAilf FROM 
'298 
t fX  MO,/4I MaWrN| 
14,$08 Pawn PArMINT 
FIRAROINII FROM 
09 , - 
OR PURCHASE FOIl 
s30,450 
% 
3.0 L, V6, VVT-i engine, automatic transmission, riverand ~ 
front passenger air bags, 50/50 split rear seat, AM/FM CD, i/ i i~i 
4 speakers, rremovablemiddle and rea/seat, air Cond/tidn/n#,:: ':;: ii;i; 
full wheel covers, EXTRA VALUE PACKAGE INCLUDES: Power / ! i:~ii:~:~ , 
windows/ doorlocks/ mirrors, cruise control, keyless ~ ;ii ~ 
illuminated ent~ engine immobilizer. 
r ACCe S S TOYOTA IT PAYS TO , .0  T , t  FINE PRINT: Lease and finance offers far qualified retail customers only on new 2003 madeh slid and delivered 5elite Oucanlbt, 31, 2002, Lease paymanlc el S459 far the 2003 Tundra 4x4 V8 Access cab BT441S(C] based on 48.month walkaway lease with S 5,025 dawn. Total lease obligations ere $27,051. Lease payments al S Y90 foe the 2003 Echo 4 Our BTI23MA[A) based on 60~anth welkiwuy lease wlt5 SO down, Total lease 1.880-TOYOTA-e • access , toyota.ca ablioitianl I l l  all, g40. Lease payments el $268 for the 2003 RAV4 FWD 4 Door HH2OVM(A) baaed in 48.mint5 walkaway lease with $4,200 dlwn. Tutal lease ubliiltiuna ari S11064, Lease payments el $200 Ill the 2003 S anna A n icer  way  to buy  a car.  CE Plus ZFIOCS{O) based in 40.mont5 walkaway lease with $4,808 dlwn. Total lease obligations are $10,202, Lease paynleats baled on o maxiatuat if 00,000 hat It 120o000 bat for 2003 Echo 40aar. Additional chugle are 10¢]knl, 
• License, insurance, and applicable taxes aru extra. Purchase price includes anlllximunl for freight and pie.delivery inspection of $1,300 far 2003 Tundra 4x4 VO AcCess cab end 2003 Sienna CE Plus, S980 for 2003 Echo 4 Door, and $1.280 far 2003 RAV4 FWO 4 Door. Other payglanl pans 
available. Oealae may inane nail fur lasl, Soma conditions apply, and allure ally uhani uwilhrut notice, Sea your participating ToyaU BC Declare lar mira dutaile , ] ~ : : 
" ' JUZ  
/,' L~ 
' RuRertquare 
| | ~  | SHOPPING 
CENTRE 
• ~• i  • ~,  ; • .  
, ~, ' ,  i • ~ i i~ i  ' i~~/~)i i i /  ~ 
i i ~i!~ I~ 
• iii~ I ~ i i • ~: i ,  ~~ 
~ •/i!i~i~!!ili~ ! ! !•~ ~ ¸ 
:~v ~,~ ;!:!~;i~,ii~!/ • ,~ 
The winners of t, ~e Poster Contest are: 
5 to 7 year olds 1st- Shaughne Smith 
2nd - Kiyana 
3rd- Josh Kierce 
8 to 10 year olds 1st- Jana Flaten ~ .... 
2nd- Stormy Johansen ! ,~ 
3rd - Gage O'Brien ~.~, 
1st- Racheal Lamb 
- Yorski & Ellysse , .  
2nd Mary Collins ~ :~;~i~:~  :ii~ ) 
~i~ ~: 3rd -" Anne M~N~Sh ~~ ~;~:~:~:~:,~ 
1 st- Rebecca Carignan 
2nd- Bernita Carrigan ~/~i 
he winners of the Gingerbread Contest are~ 
1st- Bev Taylor 
2nd- Kimberley Nelson & Family 
3rd- Larry & Deanna Oickle 
The Westview Child Care Centre was voted the 
winner of the RUPERT SQUARE CHRISTMAS TREE 
DECORATING CONTEST by the people of Prince Rupert. 
I 
Merry Christmas to all from the 
RUPERT SQUARE SHOPPING CENTRE LTD. 
Making your holiday season brigher. 
| 111 
~i~ 7.8:30 ~ 7~~ 18 1 
11:oo-s:oo I e:3o-e:oo II 9:3o-9:ooll 9:3o-9:ooll 9:3o-9:ool 
23. . J ' - '~ 24 25 26 
CHRISTMAS EVE CHRISTMAS BOXING DAY 
~..~ ,: ,./.._.~ DAY 
I 9:30"9:00 I 9:30"5:00 CLOSED I 9:30"6:00 I I 9:30-6:001 
29 
11:00-5:00 
CFNR 20 Remote:12-4 
/ i~  ~ LaleNite 
~,~ ' -8~/ Mens 
I 9:3o-11:DO I 
27 28 
9:3o~9:oo~ ~, ~ 9:30-6:00 
3o 131 i i NEWYEAR'S EvE January l Santa 
9:30-6:00 9:30-5:00 CLOSED PC = Poster Contest GC = Gingerbread Contest 
' i 
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I At your service 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY College chef students Rudy Chalifoux (left) 
and Mike Du were just two of many who prepared the annual college 
Christmas lunch, It was held in the college cafeteria Dec. 10. 
Jobless stats back up 
in double digit range 
UNEMPLOYMENT in the 
northwest has jumped back 
up into double digits. 
The rate is now 10.7 per 
cent, the highest of any re- 
gion in B.C., according to [~ 
the November labour force 
survey from Statistics Ca- 
nada. It had declined 
through the summer to a 
low of 9.4 per cent here in 
September. 
Federal labour market 
analyst Patrick Melntyre I~  
said the November jump is 
due to the windup of sea- , 
sonal summer tourism 
work and logging that had i -~ 
been spurred by raw log '~i : !~}~ 
exports. 
Falling population esti- 
mates back up his conten- 
tion that people who have 
been out of work for a long 
time have given up and 
left the region. 
"We're back to where 
we were last year but with / less people," Mclntyre said. 
He also said the stats 
show a •marked shift from 
mills. Mclntyre said• A settle- 
"That certainly would ment of the softwood lum- 
boost the economy, every- bet trade dispute would 
thing else being equal," 
full:'fi~e~//rk~b part'ti/ne.: : 
work, "We're probably 
seeing some people being 
shifted to less hours," said 
Mclntyre. 
Overall, he said the la- 
bour force and the econ- 
omy remains weak, "I cer- 
tainly wouldn't recom- 
mend anyone come up 
here to find work," the 
analyst added, 
His outlook for this win- 
ter is much the same as 
last winter, with the pic- 
ture brightening in the 
spring if Skeena Cellulose 
re-starts all of its idled 
11~-~-3 ~,~,,,~.~. , ~ ~ ~-,,,,~ ,,',~ I II I~|~11 ,,.~,e, o-,a ~ov, p,.q,,~,,', ~ I II ~ Irl~,p~d~d,coo~l~d~ I II ,~, Ip*r~h*no~*d;~'~/°ddr*"oF~l. 
II ~'~'  ~, = ~ ~" ~ M,'C=~'~ • I 
I~ , ,~ , ,~ ~: I 
I HEART ond SIROKE ~A11ON ~ I ' 
Io~.c.=~UKO, ~"~ I 
t P-O,~°x22`T*rm°~,B,C'VaG4A2 %. J "  I 
I ~°'~'~ " - -  I 
DIVIDEND NOTICE 
NOTICE is hereby given 
that the Boart~ of Directors 
of Pacific Northern Gas Ltd, 
has declared the following 
dividends on the outstanding 
shares of the Company: 
CLASS A COMMON 
SHARES and CLASSB 
COMMON SHARES: A 
special dividend of $2.75 
per share payable on 
January 23, 2003 to share- 
holders of record at the 
close of business on 
January 9, 2003, 
By Order of the Board 
Kelly Stark.Anderson 
Secretary 
Vanoouv~, B.C., Deeemb~12, 2002 
days  
unt i l  ... 
you realize that the best 
thine, about Christmas 
is the joy you see in her 
eyes. And you'll see it 
when her gift is from... 
Kitim0t. City Centre Mai ::~2i33i3 : 
Terrace. Skeen~ Mail- 635.5i] I 
Prince Rupert. 527.3;,~ Aye ~ 624-52311 
also help, he added. 
Band gets 
more land 
THE GITWANGAK band's 
reserve lands are being en- 
larged by close to eight 
hectares. 
The land was promised 
by the province 25 years 
ago but never delivered 
because of a bureaucratic 
C1Tor. 
"The province commit- 
ted to return this land in 
1967, but never completed 
the transfer," transporta- 
tion minister Judith Reid 
said. 
The transfer stems from 
the 1951 transfer of reserve 
land from the federal gov- 
ernment o the province to 
allow construction of 
Hwyl6. 
When the highway was 
realligned in 1967, more 
land was transferred to the 
province• Once that work 
was finished and old road 
sections were closed, that 
land was to be returned to 
the band. 
The 7.9 hectares is 
being added to Gitwangak 
Indian reserves #1 and 2. 
Can ou,ru,t our Computer 
:" ~ Milk & Cookies? 
~, ~t~,~.~~~ Desk To Hold Up.All These 
. . , . 
Con your desk system expand hke Santa s sleigh and 
i ~ growwilh your needs now and later?- Canwood solid 
,~,-..- _ _  ,~ ~ pine Apex computer/home office desk systems are the 
i ~ ~ ~ ~  ! ullimate in durability and flexibilily. Start with a 
' ~ ' ~  I I l '  straight desk, reg or corner model, then add a hutch, 
~ i~ ' - ' - - "  i matching bookcases, fihcabinets & storage drawers, 
i [ _-_~,~___~zi ...... ~(~ the possibilities go on and on like Santa's gift list. 
I~:: [I'~ilIl~.,; Work, Play & Surf Now, Pay Later! 
~ T ~ : ~  NO-NO-NO INTEREST, DOWN PAYMENT 
- - , , - . , . ,~~ OR PAYMENTS FOR SIX MONTHS 
I I ~  ~~ :~ 
save foods 
~! ii~ ! !i I. . . . .  ~:,~+ 
Dean Jarrett 
BU T FOR L ,: !N CANADA • 
TAURUS LX 
LOTS OF REASONS TO CELEBRATE 
Your health matters. 
Come visit our Pharmacy 
I would love to talk to 
you about your health 
care needs. 
Monday- Friday 
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
MORE GREAT 
;;)~:;~:.~W AY S T 0 .  G.E T 
~. . :  
HI 
2003 TAURUS 
.A 
i 
OR 
LX 
CASH PURCHASE FOR 
=22,9SS 
LEASE FOR 
=38S 
• 3.0L Engine• Automatic • 6-Passenger Seating 
per month/48 months 
with $3,649 down payment 
$0 Security Deposit 
includes $1,050 air tax and freight 
• Power Windows and Mirrors • Tilt Steering 
• Air Conditioning • Remote Keyless Entry 
• Personal Safety System • AM/FM Cassette 
• SecurlLock TM Anti-Theft, Speed Control 
LEASE FOR 
per month/48 months 
with $3,349 down payment 
$0 Security Deposit 
includes $1,050 air tax and freight 
• Standard Power Moonroof • 200 hp 3.0L Duratec Engine, Leather/Wood Steering Wheel 
• Leather Interior, AM/FM Cassette with 6-Disc CD Changer, Electronic Controlled 
II Air Condlioning, 16 Plumlnum Wheels • PerimeterAnti-Thefl•Auto Headlarnps 
~ ~ . g ~ , ~ a ~ .  . "  " ~ ' ' ::~,)¢E~,7i:.;~,- ? . ' .. ".'-',"i':'.~i;~' :>':' ~.~£:~ ~.-'" , ,i~ ,," 
~-.,,, ,;!?i::i;" No Down Payment, 
On the purchase of most 
new In.stock 2002 
& 2003 vehicles,, 
48 Month 
Purchase 
Rnanclng 
on selected 
2003's 
OR FORD 
MAKES YOUR : 
FIRST LEASE ; 
PAYMEIIT*: ~:  
Ito Hret Month Payment /. ' i 
., No Down Payment . 
• ,. No Security Denosit 
[: :?.. ~; ..~ [xduelveWayne Gretzky 
~ ~'~i~.collectlble, Get a framed photo with 
i"-~:!;. :::.WG authentic sliver medallion and 
~!!; L(, colle~ble coin with each 
~ i.'.... '~-~" : purchaee orlease, 
( * 
vaxie$ depending oll vehide ~nd pax~ rno~el). FOl vehicles w~l~out r.as hi~lck offel: E g $20.000 5nan~ at 0% annual per..entaOe tale for the flrs199 days. mollb~y ~ym~nl ~s $0, cost Of b~fow~nO fo~ the I, st 99 d,3ys is SO and tol~ sbq owing af~or Ihe fl~;t 99 ~ ~s $20.000. Nler the first 99 days $20,000 fln,ln~ at 5 9% ~la l  pelceqt,lg~ lafe fo148 months, mom]W payment HI $468.96, cost 
of ~O~TOW~ I $2,505 28 DflO 10MI tO (~ l¢~ iS $22,$05 28 '~1~ IS 8 sample r.a kula~(~ Only. F0~ vehicles ~1 C&~l~ck oeel: (E g ~r~)  E g. $20,000 I~anced el 0% anr~'al percer~ late fe~ I~e f,g g9 days, mm~ty I~ym~l is ~,  c~-1 ol t~rowlng f~ t~ has1 g9 days is ~ and ~ ~1 ~ after t~ rim g9 d~ is $20,000 Nte~ I~e f~rst ~ ~ly~ $20,000 f~,~nt.ed at 29% a~ per centa~ 
rate, m~t~ly payrn~ $442 I~ 4 e months, cost ol tx~tow~ Is$3,716 (tfldudng f~-e~ cashba~k), T~al to be tepakJ is $23,716 the effect~ rate of ~lere~t m $2/~)6 r, asht~:~ Is9 76% for 48 month reims ll~e is a samp~ r.a ~'dabon only NI 0uf~la~ hnanO~l offers I~  (W tz~ & he,hi (valise ~ep~%~g On vet~le told ~ l l~ar  model), and e~luda leant.e, i r~  a~x~, adm k~'l~ tl~l feel 
eft og'~q ~ppk~able taxes. P~ClI~ 6nan6,r~ not av&l~t~e w~th any ~11~ fef. "0~ cash purchase a~,w ~003 leufus LXwt~ 4.~peed aul~rna~; t ramm;~ f~ $22.999 after ca~ be d~ deducted Tax~ p~yabl~ '1 furl ~nounl of p~c~asa p~k~ l~e ca~ad~ pl ~t~)deducted.  Offe~ ~ $1,e~ ai t~x& Ile~ght ~nd e~c~le~ I mlr~, klS~ an~e, a(~in~stl~dion ises and aft olfi~ N~,~abis I~eL 
• OHea~a new kl.slo~ 2003 Ta~rusLX/T~ S(Lwlh4-speed~,.rlm~llansm~k)n,l~a~ ~ a ~ e ~ d ~  m ~  ($Mgoooyske)fo~ $319/~389p~monthl~edo~an~lea~,ale o(4.5%~'Kla 49 mo~l~l~e hum Fud~tto~l~ re~ ~ . ~ a ~ t  $3,34~/$3,649~l~Ym~lot eqdva~'nlea~e e~led.$Ose~JdtY~Poslt req~ed, Fo~dM~ 
Company Of Canada ~ I~Y the ~st m~lUl'll payrr~nt Total ~a~e o(]P0atl~l i~ $16,661/$22,321, m¢tdml of $8,514/$11,200, plL~ ~ ta~lL A mdea~e f ~iff~x~ of80.000 ktn o,'~ 46 months a(~bes. A ciwde of 8 cents per krn ~ mll~e lest~i~ s0pil~s, [~4us ~ Isxes Lea~ offer ~ $1,0[,0 ai t~l & ffetgM end ex~ It.err~e, Instant.e. a~nI~is~elkorl lees and M 
taxes, Io~ k~ ml~l rt~v kt.Mol:k 2003 Fo(d ~ohl¢les f~ ~ Ml~al I~ase lais el I~as~ 1 ,~J5 ~ 11.75% (Yadell ~e1"K~no ~ roll.is and pa~o~lX model)for ~e le~m ~ a 36 at 49 nlonlh i~  (~aso period vad~ depe~xlr~ On ~ and i~l~ 5~.  ~ ffOrll fo~d Oe~rd to Qu~ifl~J rot~l lessees,~l ap~ow~l ~edg. A illlea~} resttlt..5~ o~ 60,000/RO,0Q~ Mi o~f 36/46 IT~ngllbkleO~ ~ 
A d~rde el 9 cedis p~ krn ~ mIea0e (e.~lctlon aop~s, I~  ~ taxes. NO down ~ of sm,~fly ~ r~. ,  Fred Mo~ C(xnpany ~ Carmda will pay t~e fklt mor/.h, ~ All k~e afire, ~ ak t~ & hel0~, (vRles dep~x:l. On v~lk:Je a~d .flJco~, i11ode~ and exck~o Ik~,  ir6~ar~a, adminlsl~a~n, .~'~S and a, oS~e app~.a~o taxes. Lease ~e~, t .~  be c~mi~22.~5  ' .  
any ~ offers. £ g. Mxl~ no f~lSO deyme~, fo~ 30 days ar~ I t l~l~ it~ ,emlhlk~ term oltbe 49 ~, , .  ~ ,  ~ a .  ~3 T .~ ~L  ~m 4 .~ ~at~ ~ , . t . . ~  ~ ~ d  ~ nloo~voo~ ($1., 9~.0~ vd~) ,n~ $4 72 per mor~lh based ~1 a,1 ptlr~al lease ,,is of 4.$% from F.d r .e~, ,  qua l , .  ,etail ie~s~s, m a .o~d .e~t. Tota l .  ~m~d7 ~1 ~ 
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Excavator'fire still a mystery ,Iwa t A 
A LOCAL contractor is 
hoping someone will be 
able to help solve the 
mystery of how his only 
excavator caught fire and 
was destroyed last month. 
The excavator was dis- 
covered on fire Nov. 23 at 
the Thornhill Mountain 
Trail where Ed Moore 
Contracting Ltd. had been 
doing work to upgrade 
drainage on a road in the 
vicinity. 
"We parked it Friday 
night [Nov. 22] at 5:30 p.m. 
and everything was fine," 
says the company's owner, 
Ed Moore. 
"Then I got a call from 
B.C. Hydro at seven 
o'clock Saturday morning 
and they said the excava- 
tor was on fire at that time 
and was fully engulfed." 
The fire appears to have 
started at approximately 
5:30 a.m. Nov. 23 in the 
cab of the 1997 Hitachi. It 
spread to the engine and morning," Moore says. this contract I had a cul- lPlao¢  
t ~ . ; ;  . . . . .  i Iti~,~-~.~: : .::'~&'~:;' ~ , 'a~] !  . . . . . . . . . .  
I bTANDARD N 
the vehicle was destroyed, 
police say. 
The cause of the fire 
hasn't yet been determined 
but police say it appears 
suspicious. 
The loss of the excava- 
tor, valued at about 
$125,000, has also meant 
lost work for Moore. 
"We just completed 
that contract and we were 
actually going 
that machine 
"The weather situation vert stolen and people 
has been absolutely per- 
fect for working and here 
we sit, Just with the eco- 
nomic situation in general, 
to have work and not be 
able to work is a real set 
back." 
The burned up excava- 
tor isn't the only problem 
Moore had while working 
at the Thornhill Mountain 
to move trail site. 
the next "When I first started 
rolled my pipes down the 
bank," he explains. 
Anyone with informa- 
tion about the excavator 
incident is asked to call 
Terrace Crimestoppers at 
635-8477. 
Callers do not have to 
identify themselves. 
There is a reward of up 
to $1,000 offered for infor- 
mation leading to an arrest 
and conviction. 
Robbery witnesses sought 
POLICE are hoping wit- 
nesses to a robbery and as- 
sault will come forward. 
Just before I a.m. Satur- 
day, Dec. 14 a 22-year-old 
man walking with his wife 
on the Sande Overpass 
was accosted by a man 
who tried to rob him, po- 
lice say. 
A suspect assaulted the 
victim who then ran into 
traffic hoping someone 
would stop to help him. 
Police say they believe 
a vehicle did stop briefly 
on the overpass but then 
continued on. 
They're hoping the oc- 
cupants of that vehicle 
will come forward to pro- 
vide police with any de- 
tails they can remember. 
The victim was then 
chased by a suspect 
through the Skeena Mall 
parking lot. 
Police say they did find 
a 20-year-old suspect who 
is now facing a charge of 
robbery. 
If you have information 
about this incident contact 
the Terrace RCMP de- 
tachment at 638-7400. 
Did you see a photo in the I 
you want a copy oP The Te: 
Standard along with 
Northern Photo Ltd. 
now provides this service. 
Come into our  office locatec 
at 3210 Clinton Street and ir 
the photo of  your choice an 
4"x6" 5"x7" °lher'i 
• Phone 
Price includes prinling fee E'om Northern I 
purchasing fee From Ihe Terrace Ston~ 
All photographs are copyrighlecl to the Terra~ 
(Note: 90% el photos taken are digital photos 
of high qualily ipeg. Black and white Finis 
also available from black and white negatives.) 
TERRACE 
northern photo 
"Your Headquarters For Digital 
Cameras And Digital Imaging Services" 
4-4736 Lakelse Avenue 
STANDARI) 
Ph:638"7283 Fax:638"8432 
The Picture of Health 
An affordable, sustainable 
Pharrnacare plan 
},~; i ,<  :!( ~" " 
We are 
increasing and 
making better use 
of Pharmacare 
resources. 
BCs Pharmacare plan is the most generous in Canada, covering 53% of 
prescription costs. In 1968 there were only 639 approved drugs. Today, 
there are over 2.1,000. Newdrugs are:icontinuallybeing introduced,that ~;'.#".:i:'~#~ ~ ,~ ,,o }i;i) 
manage disease and prolong patients' lives. 
But, as a result, Pharmacare costs are growing faster thanany other health 
program- over 75% in the past 5 years. This is due to: 
= An aging population 
,, Expensive new drugs 
,~ Inappropriate use of drugs 
We are acting to control costs: 
O Reducing inappropriate drug use and 
avoiding use of unnecessary drugs 
® Improving patients' health by increasing 
emphasis on prevention and wellness 
" Ensuring we get the lowest prices from 
drug companies 
'~ Working with other provinces to develop 
a common drug review process 
BC Pays the Highest 
Percentage of Drug Costs 
BC 53% 
pQ ~ ~ . , 4 ~  48% 
MB ~ ~ , ~  45% 
SK ~ ~  45% 
NF ~ ~ ' R  43% 
AB ~ ~ ~  39% 
ON ~ ~  39% 
• NS ~ ~  37% 
NB ~ ~  28% 
PE ~~27% 
To learn more about these and other plans to modernize our 
health care system. Call 1-800-465-4911 orvisit 
www.gov.bc,ca/bchealthcare 
BCHealthCare 
I Provincial 
Health Services 
Fraser 
Health 
Interior 
Health 
Northern 
Health 
Vancouver Coastal 
Health 
Vancouver Health Island ~] 
i: 
+, ,?~ : : . ?, + : 
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'Ihz.:eys 
~er 11 kg. 
)zen.  
MIT ONE.  
Co, :a -Co la  and  + ...................... +. . ................. Lucerne  
~ ~  Egg N Peni__r s  P roducts  + ~ ~ . 0 
+++- - ~+ .... ~, . . -~, i  Assorted varieties. Assorted varieties, i~ + + ~ i :  
12 x 355 mL.  Plus depos i t  '~ :: 2 Litre. 
and /or  enviro levy where 
appl icable.  
.... + . . . . .  ++++++'+:+++'~ rup~uhm~tvt~mJ'-~'--e"eat 
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"7+"5 lb'B, ~! ;!.[ Korean  
Mandar ins  
Imported.  Perfect fop an 
A f te rnoon  Snackt 
5 lb. Box. 
Boneless 
"New York" 
Strip Loin Roast 
LIMIT ONE FREE. 
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Nursing Students 
finding jobs available 
THE 25 students graduating from Nortl~- taking an eight month break until a new 
west Community College's first-ever li- class starts next September. 
censed practical nursing program this It'll give time for both an internal and 
month are finding a waiting job market, external evaluation, says Maraseo. 
says their main instructor. The September first start also fits in 
At least 15 inquiries have already been with the college's regular program semes- 
made by potential employers, says Mi' ter schedule. 
chelle Nehring , "We'll look at what worked and what 
It's been a gratifying response for 
Nehring as the program winds down from 
a year of intense activity. 
Students this month are out in the field 
for a final one on one placement with 
nurses in a variety of health care institu- 
tions. One student is in Burns Lake, an- 
other in Smithers, there are students at 
Mills Memorial Hospital here and at 
Prince Rupert Regional Hospital among 
other locations, Nehring notes. 
"Overall everything we're hearing has 
been positive," she said. "They're defini- 
tely needed." 
Filling that need was the idea of the 
provincial government beginning in 2000 
when it began to expand registered and 
licensed practical nursing programs 
across the province. Until the program 
was approved here in 2001 for a January 
2002 start, the northwest was the only re- 
gion of the province without any type of 
nurse training program. 
Nehring and Denine Marasco, the 
Northwest Community College dean in 
charge of its health programs, are quick 
to credit community involvement. 
As many as 10 nurses and other people 
from outside taught sections of the curri- 
culum and hospital managers and staff 
gave their support where needed. 
"One of the LPNs that came in here 
and was teaching has 25 years of exper- 
ience and she said it put a whole different 
perspective on nursing and that was re- 
warding to hear," said Marasco. 
With the students ready for the job 
didn't, at what changes we should make," 
she said. 
The program involves classroom and 
practical experience in each of its three 
semesters. 
Students have already said there 
should be a longer break between semes- 
ters and practical placements, Marasco 
said. 
And they've said there should be more 
hands-on experience. 
"This has been a very intense program. 
The degree to which students have had to 
re-orient heir lives to be here for a year 
has really impressed me," said Marasco. 
She's also been impressed by the de- 
gree of assistance from other more estab- 
lished nursing programs and from north- 
west hospitals. 
Having 25 northwestern students 
graduate is also a sign of one of the phi- 
losophical underpinnings of the program. 
"Studies have shown over and over 
again where people train is likely where 
they will work," Marasco said. 
There's already keen interest in next 
fall's class with approximately 40 appli- 
cations and inquiries already on file. 
As well as solidifying its licensed 
practical nursing program, the college is 
in close contact with the University of 
Northern British Columbia to develop a 
Bachelor of Science of Nursing program. 
The idea is that students will start at 
the college and finish at the university. 
It's part of what Marasco views as a 
broad effort to improve northern health 
market or for further study, the program is services. 
Ter Builders 2x9.5 Airmiles1218 - Black 
Hospital 
changes 
nurse plan 
NEWLY-GRADUATED 
students from Northwest 
Community College's li- 
censed practical nursing 
program are to benef i t  
from a shift in thinking at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Hard-pressed to find en- 
ough registered nurses to 
fill vacancies, Mills has 
re-allocated some of the 
money it would have spent 
on registered nurses to cre- 
ate 4.5 full-time equivalent 
licensed practical nursing 
(LPN) positions. 
Hospital nursing direc- 
tor Marg Petrick says the 
positions Will result in the 
hospital having one extra 
LPN on duty all the time 
in addition to its regular li- 
censed practical and regis- 
tered nursing complement, • 
Existing LPNs in the7 
hospital's casual pool have 
had first dibs on the jobs 
because of seniority and 
have taken up all but one 
of the new positions. 
Cont'd Page A15 
days 
until . . .  
she sees her gift in your 
hand. It's a little box with 
a pretty bow, And inside is 
a uelue~y jewelry box. And 
her heart starts tO race... 
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MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kit•mat, Smithers &Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
, 4626 Davis Street 
~urrace, B.C. VSG 1X7 
fA ~As~r~-e  Phone 635-2444, Fax 635-635-2160 24 hour pager 
I 
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Tryyour luck at the Money tree 
Five times a week we will 
be drawing names for a chance 
to win cash or prizes! 
All you have to do is enter your name! 
ALL THE BEST TO EVERYONE ALL 
OVER THIS GREAT COMMLINITY.  
WOULD LIKE TO WISH EVERYONE IN THIS GREAT COMMUNITY 
AN, JOANNE, MANAGEMENT AND STAFF OF YOUR LOCAL TIM HORTONS 
A HOLIDAY FULL OF HAPPINESS AND HOPE. 
® 
Pendragon Computers Inc. .~  I WE ARE ~lG.a.t.ew.~ 103-4716LazelleAve. T rrace B.C. ~ I I~~IL  IcARRW~ MORE 
Te1:(250)635-3362 ~,g' l~l  I ~'WARE FOR 
[ ~  I THE CO~I~I~ E-Mail:pendragon1986@telus.net I . ,~ . ,  I CH~STa~S 
www.pendrag0ncomputers.com ~-- • ) 5EASONI 
AMD~ 
O, th lon  
Compaq 6310CA 
$1268. 94 
@ 
• AMD 1800+ Athlon XP 
• 256MB PC2100 DDR Sdram 
• 40GB Hard Drive 
• 40x CD.RW 
• NForce Graphlcs 
• USB 2.0 Supportl 
• 56k V.92 Modem 
• 101100 Network Card 
• Compaq Mouse and Keyboard 
• Wlndows XP Home 
• Norton Internet Securlty and more software .,, 
• 19" Daytek Monitor and Speakers 
Monitor and speakers not exactly as shown 
' • Intel P4 2.0 Ghz 
• 256MB PC2100 DDR Sdram 
• 40GB Hard Drive 
• 48x24x48 CD-RW 
• 48x CD-Rom 
• Intel Extreme Graphics 
• USB 2,0 Supportl 
• 56k V.92 Modem 
• 101100 Network Card 
• Optlcal Mouse and Keyboard 
• Wlndows XP Home 
[Pendragon has certified technicians ] 
/ on staff for mstallafion, sere•crag ,/
/ . and vi,.. remov.,. / 
[ Serving the commundy since 1986. ~ 
Gateway 500Sb 
Limited supply 
• Work SuRe 2002 and Norton Antivims 
• 19" Daytek Monitor and Speakers $1 569e  94  
Gateway 500Sb Only 
Upgrade to a 17" LCD 
Fiat Panel for only 
$250.00! 
k J 
Nursing fulfils her ambitions 
But before graduation 
happens officially, she has 
to work at least 13, 12- 
hour shifts at Mills Mem- 
orial Hospital. 
The one-on-one xper- 
ience with a nurse, called 
a preceptorship, is fol- 
lowed up by an exam for 
official licensing from the 
College of Licensed Prac- 
tical Nursing. 
There are other students 
at Mills and throughout the 
northwest, including 
Prince Rupert Regional 
Hospital. 
Papps wants to do acute 
care nursing in a hospital 
setting. 
Her goal is to work for a 
couple of years and then 
JOAN PAPPS has always 
enjoyed earing for people. 
So it was no surprise 
the stay-at-home mother 
applied to take the li- 
censed practical nursing 
program at Northwest 
Community College. 
Papps is one of 25 
graduates of the program. 
"I had been looking for 
something like this for 
quite some time," said 
Papps of the program 
which started in January 
and which concludes the 
end of this month. 
"For me, it's not the 
wage. I'm finding some- 
thing I enjoy doing. I feel 
at home when I'm looking 
after people." 
From Page A14 
take more education to be- 
come a registered nurse. 
"I'm hoping, and I know 
others are, for a bridging 
program eventually. But 
for now I want to get some 
experience," she said. 
"Right now people want 
to use their skills and to 
get more comfortable with 
them. There's a difference 
between being at the col- 
lege and doing the job." 
Papps said the year- 
long program has been as 
intense for her family as it 
has been for herself. 
And she says working 
12-hour shifts means ome 
adjustments for her family. 
"Most of us have good 
support systems at home." 
Less burnout predicted 
agers and other nurses 
have helped the college 
program. Students have 
done their practical exper- 
ience at Mills and in the 
final stages of their train- 
ing, been paired up one to 
one with nurses. 
"For the staff to be- 
come so involved, because 
it takes a lot of time, is 
really admirable," Petrick 
noted. 
The benefit .of that in- 
volvement is having LPN 
graduates at hand for the 
But that clears the way 
for the college grads to 
apply for the remaining 
position and to fill those 
casual pool vacancies. 
Petrick emphasized the 
move is not intended to 
take away any of the hos- 
pital's registered nursing 
positions. 
"With their scope of 
practice, we see the LPNs 
fitting in quite nicely," 
said Petrick. 
"Their role from just 10 
years ago has expanded. 
They can now give medi- 
cations and provide more 
treatments han before." 
Additional LPNs will 
also provide more relief or 
the nurses already on duty. 
With a shortage of 
nurses at the hospital, 
medical or other leaves, 
holidays and training time 
means those remaining are 
asked to work larger than 
normal amounts of over- 
time. I t  creates tired 
nurses, resulting in burnout 
and departures. 
"Those LPNs will make 
it not quite so difficult," 
said Petriek. "We're run- 
ning 30 beds~ more often 
hospital's staffing needs, 
she said. 
Also involved in the 
program is Prince Rupert 
Regional Hospital. 
Senior administrator 
Suzanne Johnston there 
said 12 students did clini- 
cal placements and three 
did one-on-one training 
with nurses. 
"They did a wonderful 
job in teaching for theory," 
she said of the college 
program. "And when the 
students arrived, they did 
an excellent job of fitting 
in with the nursing team." 
Once staffed only by re- 
gistered nurses and care 
t~.an~L~,e~e not and we're aid e.s;~l!~¢_hospilaL.C.teated 
supposed to have only 25 ,~, ~,a number of LPN positions 
beds and that creates a in the spring.• . . . . . . .  
strain." " '  "Adding LPNs allowed 
Petfickl her nurse man- . us to create an integrated 
i 
team," said Johnston. "The 
feeling was that LPNs can 
make a contribution to 
care." 
Although the Prince 
Rupert hospital does not 
have any LPN openings at 
the moment, it does have 
work for casual employees. 
Johnston is also predict- 
ing an expanded role for 
LPNs across the north. 
IT WASN'T the prospect of a paying job that attrac- 
ted Joan Papps to the Northwest Community Col- 
lege's licensed practical nursing program. It was the 
opportunity to care for people. 
I Hankering For A Good Deal On A New 
Appliance Like Santa Is For Snacks? 
You Could WIN s250 
IN GROCERIES 
( ~  ~l ith the purchase of any 
no'molto" MO,=g#  
range, you '11 et, ter ot, r tlraw to wit! $250 in groceries. Easy cleat, 
ra,,ges tile priced fro,,, $469. self.clea,, ra,,ges ~ale priced fn,,,, 
:~'~' $639. Cert,,, s,,,ooth top self-cleat, ra,,ges .~ale priced fro,,, $869 
Bake  up  Chr i s tmas  de l i~ lh ts  th is  ho l iday  
season tliat everyone wil/be talking about! 
NO.NO-NO INTEREST, DOWN PAYMENT 
i OR PAYMENTS FOR S iX MONTHS . 
J m I[O] d :f~',l i l l  :1 ~ Ih I[IJ :1 ~:~ll:l 'j ;J q f:l ~ [,] :~ '~ 
I~ll , I 
Courses and Credentials to Meet Your Needs, 
Northwest Community College offers courses and programs that fit 
your educational goals and lifestyle, Now is the time to consider. 
classes for the upcoming winter semester. Conslder these choices: • 
• University Credit • Career and College Prep : 
• Business Administration * Trades Programs . . . .  
• Business Technology • . . •• Computer Technology • ~ 
• Integrated Human Services : • , Wilderness Guiding Skills 
Flexible. ; 
Day and evening, full- and part-time : 
classes are offered. Online and  NORTHWIE~T 
teleconference options are also 
available, Take a closer look, 
6if÷s for 
1-888-847-9766 CA RS *""° ' " "° " "° '  • Visa • Mesletcard* Amex Come see us on lhe Web at • 10% Down Layaway Plan 
www, carlemJewellers:com . Credit Te~me Available 
E-mall: • 7-day Moneyback Oueronl~ 
saleo@carletslewellera.oom J~ e ~ e I I e r ..~ .3o.day Full Exch~lo Program 
Skeena Mall, Terrace Smilhm Sh®DIn~ Centre Pine Centre, Prince Oe0r~ West Park Mall. O,~esnel 
320.4741Lak¢.~ Avo. 8ox2059 Unit 132, 30~ Measly Ork'e 1~ Malclm SL ~ito 3 
T~aoe, 80., VSG 1RS Sm~m, B.C.,VOJ 2N0 Pdrtcg GeO~, B.C, WN 289 " ' ~ue~l, BC. V2J 31~ 
Ph,(250)e~-gOOO.F~x(2~O)6~9/'Z/ Ph.(Z~O)847.1)7~l,Fax(2SO)847.~4 Ph.(2SO)f14.glgI,Fu(250)eid-9197.Pfl.(250)ggbol~9,F~(250)ggl-ol~ 
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"Thank you for providing such a pleasant local travel 
alternativd" - Kifimat 
"You do a wonderfuliob and it's always a pleasure 
on your flights." - Smithers 
"What a great way to travel. Non-stop, ~reat in-flight 
service, close to home. Easy, no connestion'In Vancouver at 
South Terminal. You have dgood thi'ng here, I am telling all 
my friends and work associates."- Dawson Creek 
Your service is more dependable.".- Nanaimo 
"Great group of people."- Ohio 
"1"he best thing ever to happen to our communily 
is Hawkair." - Terrace 
"Great service and I loved leaving from 
Seulh TerminalV' - Vancouver 
"1 really en ayed the flight to/from Terrace. ' 
Thanks for your serv ce." - Olympia, Washington 
"Keep up the good work."- Gitanyow 
"Nice muffin -- healthy."- Portland, Oregon 
"1 love this airline -- I wouldn't fly any other 
into the north!"- Victoria 
"Had a wonderful fliqht, everyt.h, ing was nicer than 
large carriers?- Scoltsdale, Arizona 
"Thanks for being herd"- Terrace 
"What I enjoy most about flying Hawkair is 
South Terminal"- Burns Lake 
"1 like that there is adequate leg room for 
taller people."- Terrace 
"Excellent customer service bolh when I booked 
and on the flight. You guys RAWK!" - Victoria 
"Th s is a wonderfu affordab e price."- Calgary 
"Stay at South Terminal. Ou!stand.ing setyi,ce . . . . . . . . .  
and price~"- Rossland, ,~ ,~ : 
"Great service alwaysl" - Terrace 
"Dash in a flashl The only airlin.e I fly now."- Kispiox 
"1 always fly Hawkair -- you have a good 
thing going here."- Smithers 
"Your sales rep visited my office, you're 
dol a r 'ng g eat job. - Houston 
"Hawkair is greatly appreciated in  
the Terrace area."- Terrace i 
"100% all lhe way." - Vancouver . ~ 
i'The Reservations clerk was very helpful, 
Thank you."- Kitimat 
"First time we flew Hawkair, we will do it again."- Holland 
"Your service is really good."- Montreal 
"It's nice a)to have a choice and b)to support local 
enterprise."- Vancouver 
"Awesome in-flight service." - Courtenay 
"The downtown ch~k-in is greatl Ch~k-in agents 
and flight attendants were very polite and 
I . friend y. - Prince Rupert 
"Friendly handsome pilot, very enjoyable 
flight."- Pdnce Rupert 
'Thank ~oodness for South Terminal, thank goodness 
[or small regional airlinesl" - Victoria 
"Serve hot lunch, have videos, less clouds, Continued 
successl' - New Aiyansh 
"TelIRed Hayward he needs a new carl"- Terrace 
Fly out of Abbotsford, too1" - Abbotsford 
"We need you i n the Kooteneysl" - Cranbrook 
"Fly Comox to Vancouver."- Comox . 
/ 
I I  How about Vancouver- Kelowna • KamioopW 
- Kamloops ~::~ 
"Have flights to Nanairno and other Vancouver 
Island cities."- Victoria 
Thank'you far choosing... 
HAWKAIR 
Your local airline 
I 800-487-1216 or 1 866 429-5247 
. ...., : 
Va ncc 
• t: I, 
Tefmc~e, KitlmdL 635 .4295 :~ ., i::~:!~,.: 
Whack  on.'l,n~i ~ ihaWka, r . ca . - .  : 
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Local won't face cake hurling charge 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
A TERRACE man will not be facing any 
charges despite a lengthy police invest- 
igation which ensued after he was ar- 
rested this summer in Vancouver. 
William Christiansen was arrested 
after police believed he might hurl a 
piece of pineapple sponge cake at Prime 
Minister Jean Chretien during the official 
opening of the Chinatown Millennium 
and no charges laid," said RCMP spokes- 
person Danielle Efford. "Notwithstanding 
any other information that comes to light 
- his file could always be reopened." 
Christiansen's arrest was captured by 
lelevision crews and newspaper photogra- 
phers and was widely reported. 
He says the ensuing media attention 
has marred his name and will make find- 
ing employment working with aboriginal 
was splattered right across the country 
and even the Miami Herald," said the 
former Terrace resident. "Whether or not 
they go through with the charges, the 
damage has been done." 
He is relieved no charges have been 
approved. "That is good news and I know 
I don't have to • worry about hem banging 
on my door," he said. 
Christiansen still wants an apology 
Gate Aug. 1. youth difficult, from the RCMP and Mrl Chretien for the 
"The investigation has been concluded "I know that my name and my picture damage that's been done to his image 
since the event. 
"A lot of the media see that event as 
something that was kind of funny," 
Christiansen said, adding it was a very 
serious matter to him. "I guess I know 
deep down to just sort of leave it, but 
again I think the damage has been done 
in looking for employment." 
He plans to seek legal advice on how 
to go about getting a formal apology from 
Mr. Chretien and the RCMP in what he 
believes to be his wrongful arrest. William Chrlstlansen 
Gmfts i ~, " m ........ 
Every 
Wish 
f 
Thonk you For your conhnuous potronage. 
• . ~  HAIR GALLERY  
47119 Ke i th  Ave ..... ~ iii ~ 
635-3729 
:[i ~(i~:i :I:~• ;:~ 
COME TO ~'~|~~,a~,  
TXX, rlLITE MAD 'q]SSS 
Friday, 7-1 1PM 
; ALL  
ACCESSORIES 
Hats, Gloves, Scarves, 
Wallets, Belts, Jewellery, Shoes 2 
( 
: DECEMBER 2oth!20 i:itd: liP,| 
,:L SKEENA tv~LLSTORE ONLY 
0 
~ Lay's Potato Chips 2700.~i:i~:'..ii,~:!"2,9Beor2ea0si II l 
earbieJewel Giri ~,~,~ t 
_. ~ :, ,Jc,,s~ 9m ~ 
l'lUSli IncludesGund, l]usi;~&!M~~i*a~e~e~sil;125~ ~,~,l~i~ri6e 
Turtles Boxed ChocoJ~tes;4(~O;6t: L!'6)99 ~ ' 
Ancient Vines45 Da~Wine Kits.,i ......... '10.00 ,,stor, coupon ~ 
Oft Regular Price [ ; : 
Coty Fragrance Gift Sets,,.iii,i ....... 1.1....25% Off Rig,,ar ~ri~e 
Vanilla Fields Gravity Adidas C ub Med , i 
Enter to wmn a Collectible Coca-eoia Nostalgia 
Poster from Northern Drugs and Coca-Cofa 
Boxed Cards, Giftware, Light Sets, Garland 
Trees, Decorations, Giftwrap & Ornaments 
Ctock Oat Our Wooldy Flyers For AddliJaal Cbrlstmnas Gift items & Special Prl 
m am , i~x=¢ 
i . l n  D .  i i 
" "  - - ~  SKEENA MALL, TERRACE, B'C~ 
ili 
;% 
. /  
t-. 
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Around Town 
Singer signing 
AN UP and coming local singer will be sign- 
ing copies of her two CDs at the Skeena Mall 
Saturday afternoon. 
Theresa Fenger, a Grade 
9 student at Skeena Ju- 
nior Secondary, recorded 
two independent CDs in 
Nashville under the 
name, Theresa Marie. 
If you've already pur- 
chased a copy of her 
CDs, you're invited to 
bring them down to the 
mall. She'll be manning 
Theresa a table outside Sight and 
Fenger Sound from noon to 5 
p.m. 
Fenger performed at the R.E.M. Lee Nov. 2. 
Dancing on Air is a six-song CD that ventures 
into pop music territory. Me and You and For- 
ever, a nine song album, sticks to Fenger's 
country roots. 
Write Santa soon  
SURE. He knows if you've been bad or good, 
but who wants to take a chance? There's no 
harm in making sure Santa knows what you 
want for Christmas by writing him a letter. 
Santa, the magical elf who delivers gifts 
on Christmas Eve, receives letters from child- 
ren all around the world during the holiday 
season. 
He'll even write back - as long as his cor- 
respondents include a return address. 
Canada Post says more than 15,000 of its 
56,000 employees help Santa answer the bags 
of mail he receives each year. 
Last year he received more than 1 million 
letters in 26 different languages - including 
Braille - sent to him at the North Pole, where 
his unique postal code is HOHOH0, or Ho, Ho, 
Ho. Another 18,500 messages were sent to 
Santa through Canada Post's website last year: 
www.canadapost.ca/holiday. 
Hip hop DJ returns 
A LOCAL lad who's an emerging artist in 
B((2~;sbl0ssoming hip hop scene returns to his 
home town this weekend for a show at Gators. 
DJ Mid invites you to come by and see 
what all the noise is about Dec. 21. 
The evening will offer something a little 
different for music fans who are bored with 
Top 40 cover tunes, so open your mind and let 
the truth set you free. 
Victoria-based DJ Mid is also known as Ca- 
mild Desierto, a four-year psychology student 
at the University of Victoria who graduated 
from Caledonia Senior Secondary in 1998. 
He and the U.K.'s Kraf- 
ty Kuts shared headlining 
duties at the recent Etnies 
Vancouver Island Break- 
dance Championship. 
He's held sold out 
shows at a number of 
clubs, including Vancou- 
ver's 7 Alexander, Maxx 
Fish in Whistler and the . . . .  ~ 
Sugar and One Lounge in 
DJ Mid has also per- 
formed with the likes of 
the Battle Axe Warriors, D J  Mid 
Son Doobie, the Living 
Legends, the Oddities, and Mat the Alien. 
There's a modest cover charge. Doors open 
at 9 p.m. You're asked to bring a donation for 
the food bank. 
. , . , . ,~  ~,- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ~' ' 
?" . .~  : ... 
'Nil 
Conspiracy theory 
NOW THIS is the kind of leadership we all 
could take inspiration from. Leadership stu- 
dents at Thornhill Junior Secondary School 
spearheaded a food drive for the Salvation 
Army. The school collected a lot of food items 
- 1,872 to be exact. 
Isobel Lippers, director of community and 
family services for the Salvation Army 
(pictured above with student Jacklynn Ewald), 
hauled the donations away in the back of a 
pickup truck. 
She was presented with a gold coin (see 
above) representing the school's conspiracy 
project: do three acts of kindness and pass on 
the coin. It's hoped the coin will" keep on tra- 
velling through other acts of kindness. The 
coin's path can be traced and will be returned 
to the school in the spring~ principal Dave 
Bartley says. 
1 A Christmas classic 
NOT EVEN Scrooge himself could have resisted this heart- 
warming reading of A Christmas Carol Celebrity readers Skee- 
na MLA Roger Harris (from left), city councillor Marylin Davies, 
CBC Daybreak host Mary-Jean Cormier, Nisga'a Lisims gov- 
ernment president Joe Gosnell and CBC associate producer 
Kirstie Hudson (centre), were joined by the Terrace Community 
Band and the Northwest Singers, in bringing the Dickens clas- 
sic to the R.E.M. Lee stage Saturday. The Terrace Arts Coun- 
cil and CBC Radio One presentation was a benefit for the Ter- 
race Churches Food Bank, JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
Students show the true spirit of 
Christmas, says poverty advocate 
CaledoniaSenior Secondary galvanizes efforts to help out 100 local families ................ 
A GROUP of high school students is being 
commended for coming to the rescue of a 
local campaign that ensures Christmas comes 
to every home in Terrace. 
Each year, Terrace Anti-Poverty Group 
Society and its partners mount a Christmas 
campaign that offers people a way to buy a 
gift or clothing item for a specific child or 
teen. 
Roseanne Pearce of Terrace Anti Poverty 
said a lot of the program's usual sponsors 
didn't take part this year because of the econ- 
omy. And some of those who were able to par- 
ticipate sponsored fewer children, counterparts at Mount Elizabeth Senior See- 
That's when Caledonia Senior Secondary ondary in Kitimat, have made a major eontri- 
School called her up asking how they could bution toward the campaign. 
help. 
Pearce said students in Cal's career prep 
and work experience classes have sponsored 
100 stockings for children and 100 hampers of 
food for their families. 
"This is going to make a big difference," 
Pearce said, adding the society will likely dis- 
tribute gifts to between 300 and 400 children 
this Christmas. 
The Cal students, who also challenged their 
"I think it is awesome," Pearce said, stress- 
ing the students haveworked really hard. 
"It's kids helping kids. They're really show- 
ing the true spirit of Christmas. I think it's 
great the school allowed them to do this." 
Meanwhile, demand for the progra m skyr- 
ocketed, with 155 families registered as of last 
week, a number that Pearce expected to 
climb. 
Last Christmas, 96 families registered. 
GROUND WORK: Kevin Kilpatrick directs a load of boardwalk beams being 
dropped off by helicopter at a staging ground at Bornite Mountain. 
Flying high to improve 
a I  opular hiking trail 
CONTRIBUTED 
A HELICOPTER dropped 1,700 pounds of 
bridge and boardwalk material at a sta- 
ging point on the Bornite Mountain trail 
last month. 
The airlift, a key step in ongoing ef- 
forts to restore and upgrade the trail, be- 
came a reality thanks to volunteers from 
the Sierra Club the Terrace/Kitimat Hik- 
ing Club, the Mount Remo Backcountry 
Society, the Ministry of Forests and 
Quantum Helicopters. 
The airlift is part of a joint effort be- 
tween the hiking club, the Sierra Club 
and the ministry to upgrade the existing 
trail on Bornite Mountain. 
"With the ministry pulling out of trail 
maintenance, we have to help out," says 
Chris Sturrock, a member of the Terrace. 
Kitimat Hiking Club. 
to the parking lot on a recent Saturday 
morning in late November. Then they 
hiked an hour up the trail to direct the 
chopper with radios to the drop site. 
"There is no way we could do this 
work without the help of a chopper," says 
Sturrock. 
"The trail Is steep and the section re- 
quiring work is a good 45 minutes from 
the par.king lot when conditions are 
ideal," Sturrock says. "We really ap- 
preciate,companies like Quantum that are 
willing to help out with projects like this 
in the community." 
The building material was provided by 
the Ministry of Forests recreation program 
and Quantum Helicopters provided the 
helicopter time. 
A work party will be organized next 
summer to build the boardwalk and 
Volunteers drove the lumber up the bridge. Those interested in helping can 
rough, deactivated Bornite Mountain road  contact Chris at 635-5996. 
Spotlight shines on 
Terrace playwright 
Larry Guno is taking O'Keefe  
to a major theatre festival 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
A LOCAL amateur play- 
wright says he's honoured 
his play has attracted the 
attention of Canada's pre- 
mier First Nations theatre 
company. 
Larry Guno's work-in- 
progress, O'Keefe, was se- 
lected by Native Earth 
Performing Arts in Toronto 
to be workshopped at its 
annual new play festival, 
"Weesageechak Begins 
To Dance!' Jan. 10-19, 
2003. 
"Worksh0pping a play 
means that professional 
actors, a director and a 
dramaturg work it daily for 
six days to bring it nearer 
to production standard," 
explains theatre director 
Marianne Brorup Weston, 
who will join Guno in Tor- 
onto. 
"Professional standard, 
that is -wh ich  means 
Larry!s work is regarded as 
artistically important." 
Brorup Weston and 
Guno have been collabora- 
ting on the play about a 
riot at a residential school 
since 2000. 
In developing the play, 
Guno draws on some of his 
own experiences at a resi- 
dential school, 
"The play is basically 
based on the resiliency of 
the human spirit," Ouno 
Larry Guno 
says. "It's been in my Canadian history IS of in- 
inind for quite a while - terest all over," he says. 
it's a piece of work I've • i /  i :: ,~ 
been wanting to do for a 
long time." 
Taking part in the Tor- 
onto festival will help 
bring the play forward so it 
is ready to be staged. It's 
also a chance to bring it to 
the attention of profession- 
als across the country, 
Brorup Weston says. 
She adds it also brings 
the issue of the residential 
school experience of 
northwest B.C. people to 
the forefront. 
That experience is 
something people from 
across the country will be 
drawn to, Guno says. 
"I think the whole issue 
of residential schools and 
its facts and its place in 
4. t~ 
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CITY SCENE 
The Terrace Standa~ Is now 
?online • ~:~ <,:/.. ~:i:f !i:i~ '+.;~,~ 
www.lerraceslandard.com 
Check out our site or call 638-7283 for advertising Information 
PUBS & CLUBS 
GEORGES PUB: King Rsh play Classic Rock to Dec,21, 
HANKY PANKY'S is your dance party night club, No cover, Free pool Wednes- . . . . .  " '~" ' ""  
day, college night Thursday, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Friday and Saturday. Kar- 
aoke contest Sunday and Monday. I il ROYAL. CANADIAN LEGION: Members andbonafideguests. Newmembers +ii!!i !~!!:! ) :+ i ~.`;v ++ ~i  + + i+ .... 
MUSIC 
: :2 : :>"  •~ - • . , , .  
[]  The Terrace Academy of Music presents the story of The Nutcracker. A PAT IRVING, Aron Strumecki and Vi Zimmerman of the Terrace ~ ( ~ ~ ~ W E [ ] ( l ~  pOOl .  ;~iiiii 
program of reading and music for the entire family, Sunday, Dec, 22 at 7:30 p.m. Art Association with the prizes from the recent art raffle. 
at the Evangelical Free Church. Admission by donation. Proceeds will be given to ~ ~m/v.~ , ,~  ~_ , i / r [ _TOIn iNABIEN l r  iiil 
the Terrace Child Development Centre. Call 638.1183 for info, ~i:i ~'~"~ - ' "~ '  II T U.ESDAY NIGHIS' 7P .M.~ ii++!i+ 
VISUAL ARTS ++++++++ ~L'l.. S/kLE ENDS DEC 23 "0 I /  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ +  
I t R ! ST M A S F U N + .  ",.,.= IIIIr+~llRjr~++ ~L . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [] The Terrace Art Gallery is closed for December. Upcoming in January: The L~ in our Full Service II ~,,,, "~  ++++++++++:~ 
v 2003 Photography Exhibit and Quilting Exhibit 2003, The Terrace Art Assocla- ~f~,  L iquor Outlet! II _Lois Of Room.. B ii+++++ 
tion congratulates the winners from its recent art raffle. Joset Graham i;~'~::~pen/t Jays,,=, week II moodyIOGC~INPUB I',lqPlllllllllt~] i::'::: 
~' d' :~ J" ' : :  9arn - 11 pm IHTHE NORff4WEST :ii!i The Terrace Community Band hosts its annual Carols in the Park, Sunday, (Marketplace byGall Turner Sears), Marj Baillie (Skeena River Salmon by Joyce .::,:~, .2~ ~:~ . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . .> : . ,  .> : : : :  >: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Dec. 22 at the Jim Ryan Bandshell in George Little Park. It starts at 6:30 p.m. Findlay), Kathleen Stuart (Nap#me by Maureen Worobey), and Gloria Kirkpatrick • iiiiiiiii::!i::'iii!~i~4 ill ::ii::i : iiiiii~.:i::'i:.i i l;iiiiiiii!iiiiii!:+ih!::!i:: 
Bring your family and friends, lanterns or candles, and your voices for this festive (Kermode Bear by Chris Harrison). :~:ii!i~ii!fi!ii~:~ : il :iii:f~i}iiii{~iii}}iii~i:i~i;::~iii~ii i!~! :+.-::i~ i:!f;!ii:i:i~/~i~iii~fi!i~i~iiiii!iii 
community gathering, Song sheets and hot chocolate provided, Call Carol at 635- I i+:+i:+iii++i+i !+ +++i++++iii+ i+ ii: ++ k!  +ii+i:iiiiiiiiiiiiii:iii+ii+!ii!++ii!i!ii 
| ;  iii: i:.: :ii:.~i::; :  i iiii 3086 H ighWay! i ]  6~ :Te i~re i~ B~C;::;!!::::   4729. 
NECnAKO irMa]riTe: 
m'r, MA'r 8s2-:,s:,s_ I 
~ - ~  - ~ ~ . ~  I 
TODAY THROUGH TO DEC, 23 I 
: ~ ~  JONAH A VEGGIE TALE I 
, ~ ~  NIGHTLY~P.M.'G~"~"~. /
DIE~AY / 
NIGHTLY9 P.M. RATED 14A I SUNDAY. DEC. 22 
The Salvation Army Christmas Services Fall and winter stock Is available at Mills 
take place Sunday, Dec.22at11 a,m. and7p.m. Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift Shop, 
4544 Lazelle Ave,, open Tuesday to Saturday 
Christmas Dinner at the Terrace Emergency from 10 a.m. to 4 p,m. Clothing for the family, 
Shelter, located at 2812 Hall St,, on Sunday books, toys, household items and much more, All 
Dec, 22 from 2-5 p,m. Adult men and w0men who ,, proceeds go to your hospital. Cal 635-2230, 
do not have access to this meal are welcome, Do- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
nations of food gladly accepted, The shelter Sweet Adelines of Terrace meet every 
would greatly appreciate donations of winter Thursday at 7 p,m, at the Terrace Christian Re- 
clothing, especially coats, boots, toques and formed Church (on the corner of Sparks and 
gloves, Call 635-5890. Straume), For info call Kathy at 638-1245. 
~ R~E 
~.ter raceautomal l . com 
Con+tact  ' Us@ 
TERRACE TERRACE ¢~,,,-,.,.~,,., ~ mc~'azt 
i n fo@ter raceautomal l . com 
T E R R A C E  
STANDARD 
advertising @terracestandard.com 
newsroom @terracestandard.com 
Your website/email ddress 
could be here! 
Contact us at 638,7283 
This month at the R,E.M. Lee Theatre 
January ~ : 
January 24, 2003. runners of the 2002 roots)tmmonal 
category at the East Coast Music Awards: 
Sons of Maxwell, 8:00 p,mi!: .. ....... 
.. Ticl{etsavailable ai Cooks]ewe e~i~i 
February.. ~ ~; ! ~:, : ......... : ':;'~: 
February l i 2003. The Vag na Monologues presented by 
• Ksan House Society and Terrace Little Theatre 
Tickets $!5. Available at Sidewalkers, Misty River 
and Ksan House :Society 
February 8, 2003. Todd Butler Variety, excitement and 
surprisesll Tickets available at Cook's Jewellers. 
Terrace Concert I Terrace Little , 
Society Tickets j Theatre Tickets 
Available at Available at 
Cook's Jewellers Uniglobe Courtesy 
in the Skeena Mall Travel 
THURSDAY. DEC. 26 - BOXIN(~ PAY 
Take part In Bird Studies Canada's 103rd 
annual Christmas Bird Count, Information collec- 
ted during the count will be used to help docu- 
ment and preserve bird species. For more infor- 
mation on how to participate, call 635-5984, 
SATURDAY. JAN. 11 
Christmas tree removal: Local scouting youth 
will remove your Christmas tree in the Terrace 
area for a donation, On Jan 11 from 10 &m, to 4 
p,m. Areas covered will depend on youth and 
parent participation. To arrange for pickup or 
for more info call Karen at 638-0943 or Sharon 
at 635-9270. 
Help the Terrace Little Theatre celebrate 
its 50th anniversary. The TLT is looking for 
old scripts, preferably from original produc- 
tions, Stories from the old days are also wel- 
come, Contact info for former members who 
have left Terrace is also requested, Please con- 
tact Nancy at 635-1329 and Marianne 635- 
2942, 
Attention all home.school famlllesl The li- 
brary is putting on a program just for you, It is a 
fun-filled, multi.aged, cross curricular class. On 
the 9"st Friday of every month from 1-3 p.m. 
Free but register in person or by calling 638- 
8177, 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Local Scouts sell Christmas trees grown local- 
ly to Dec. 22 at Canadian Tire during regular 
operating hours. 
Christmas puppet shows at the "Terrace 
Public Library. Dec. 17 (ages 15 months to 2 
years) from 10.11 a.m. Dec. 16 (3.5 years) 
from 10-11 a,m. and Dec. 23 (all agesl) between 
2:30 and 3 p.m. Free but preregister at the li- 
brary or by phone at 638-8177. Please bring a 
donation of a non-perishable food item. 
The Terrace Emergency Shelter is in need of 
food and financial donations, Drop them off at 
Ksan Society's office on Lazelle (the Pink House 
beside) or call Shannon at 635.2373. 
TOPS BC meets every Thursday evening at 
Mills Memorial in the basement cafeteria. 
Weigh in at 6 to 7:15 p.m. Meeting from 7:30- 
8:15 p.m. Everyone welcome. Call 635-7519. 
Are you living with the Impacts of domestic 
violence, a sexual assault or abuse of any kind 
and need someone to talk to? Ksan Counselling 
provides FREE confidential services for your- 
self and anyone close to you who may also be 
struggling with what has happened. For an ap- 
pointment call 635-2373. 
Cluittlng smoking doesn't happen In one 
step: there are five stages of successful 
change. Some people may try four or five times 
before they quit for good, moving back and 
forth between these stages: 1. Not thinking 
about quitting, 2, Thinking about quitting but 
not ready to quit. 3, Getting ready to quit, 4. 
Quitting, 5, Remaining a non smoker. For Info on 
how to quit smoking, call the Cancer Resource 
Centre at 638-8583, 
Overeaters Anonymous meets Mondays from 
7-8 p.m. at the Sacred Heart Parish, at 4830 
Straume. Email terraceoa@hotmail,com for 
more Information. 
Donations of food and money to the Ter- 
race Churches Food Bank can be made 
through your local church and at drop off bins at 
participating stores: The Bargain Shop, Safe- 
way and Save-on-Foods, B,C. Sharing Coupons 
are available at Safeway and Safe-on-Foods. 
Mail donations to: Terrace Churches Food Bank 
c/o 4012 Anderson St, Terrace, B,C, VBG 2"1"2. 
The Family History Centre of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, at 1744 
Kenworth St,, is open Wednesdays from 10 a,m. 
to 1 p,m. and from 7-9:30 p.m. Call 6354190. 
The Terrece/Kitlmat Hiking club has snow- 
shoeing excursions planned throughout the win- 
ter every Sunday leaving at 9 am. Schedules are 
available from any outdoor store, the chamber of 
commerce, the library or the Terrace 
Standard, For info, contact Chris at 635-5996, 
The Family History Centre (genealogy) at the 
Church of Jesus Christ Latter Day Saints is 
open Saturdays from 10 a,m,. 1 p,m. and Wed- 
nesdays from 7-9:30 p.m. Call 635.3190. 
The Lutheran Church. Canada will be provi- 
ding a weekly bible study in Terrace, starting 
Nov. 18 at 5116 Mills Ave., 7:30 p.m, Everyone is 
welcome. For more information call Vicar Kuhn at 
632-6962 or Ellen at 635-2533, 
Coffee Break/Story Hour: Bible study for 
women, Thursdays from 9:30-11:15 a.m, at the 
Terrace Christian Reformed Church, 3608 
Sparks Ave. Nursery and story hour preschool 
program (3-5 years), No previous Bible know- 
ledge necessary. Call Lucy at 635-9610 or 
Elaine at 635.9005 for more information. 
The Pacific Northwest Music Festival Syria. 
bus is available at Sight and Sound on Keith 
Ave. For information, call Irene at 635.3215. 
The Cancer Resource Centre, located at 301- 
4722 Lakelse Ave.. is open Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from !0 a,m.-3 p.m, or call 638.8583 
for an appointment. 
From all of us at  
Sidewalkers 
We share our warmest 
Christmas Wishes 
and hope for a Peacefull 
' and Healthy New Year! 
Watch  fo r  our  year  end  sale!  
M" 
Baby's Name: 
Antonio Stephan Edward 
Robert Magnus Alexander 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec, 7, 2002 at 1:33 a,m, 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 11 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Pierre & Candace Gray 
Baby's Name: 
Brody Hunter 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 3, 2002 at 5:47 a.m, 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 6 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents:/dJJson Grier & 
Kory McKay 
Baby's Name: 
Shaylyn Grace 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 6, 2002 at 11:35 p.m. 
Weight: 8lbs. 4 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Tammy &Seth McLean 
Baby's Name: 
Logan Benolto 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov, 16, 2002 at 7:53 p.m, 
Weight: 81bs, 11 oz. Sex: Male 
Parenls: Dave & Meredith Wolfe 
Baby's Name: 
Nicholas tlayden 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 30, 2002 at 8:26 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 4 oz. ,Sex: Male 
Parents: Nicholas Dennis & 
Treena Albert 
Baby's Name: 
Ocean Leydi-Deanne 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Feb. 8, 2002 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 3 oz. Sex: Female 
ParenL~: Tina Quock & 
Edward VanMlerlo 
~~++~+r+"¢l~ern Drugs' Baby Club and 
w.. rece.,,e their . rst  
 und Teddy Bear 
O . 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, B,C. 
I ) 
Remembering Alex Sacharoff 
Russian war veteran was 
happy to live a quiet life 
YVONNE MOEN 
ALEXANDER Sacharoff is 
remembered for the won- 
derful produce and the fruit 
that he grew so proudly. 
Over the last five years 
he donated apples as well 
as other fruit for the con- 
gregation at the Knox Uni- 
ted Church. This year, the 
ladies of the Church made 
more than 180 apple pies. 
For all of this they re- 
member him fondly and for 
his gentle kindness. 
After a lengthy illness, 
Alexander Sacharoff pas- 
sed away Oct. 22, with his 
beloved wife Helen by his 
side, at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. 
He is survived by his 
son Richard (Jane) of 
Smithers, David of Terrace 
and grandchildren Sarah 
and Reed of Vancouver. 
Alexander Sacharoff 
was born on Aug. 30, 1914 
in Male Bischervo, Russia. 
He was educated as a ma- 
thematics teacher in Rus- 
sia and taught math in 
high school 
During the Second 
World War he served as a 
captain in the Russian 
army and was sent off to 
the Western Front. He was 
captured and spent the 
next four years in a P.O.W. 
work camp in Germany. 
He was freed by the 
American forces and was 
lucky enough not to be 
.sere,back.to Russia. Dur- 
i i'/g~ithis time he met a 
~(bdng Ukrainian g i r l ,  
_ . . . .  : . .  • : 7 : :  :7  : : . . . 
:: : DeCember3L: .2002 
: , . .  : • . : " , ' . . . -  ~ : ' .  : . ,  ~ ; ,  . ' . . :  : , . . "  
: First: ,.~;: Night: cerem0ni:... 
HELEN and Alex Sacharoff chose Canada be- 
cause it offered room and opportunity: 
Helen (Olena) Gorodt- 
schan (born July 27, 1923 
in Poltawa, Russia). 
Helen was there under 
similar circumstances. 
Alexander and Helen were 
married on Dec. 15, 1945 
in Vach, West Germany. 
Like many others dis- 
placed by 
the war, un- 'They quickly built 
able or un- 
wi l l ing to a rough cabin.' 
return home, 
Alex applied to immigrate 
to several countries. Cana- 
da, the U.S.A., and Austra- 
lia were willing to accept 
them. They chose Canada 
because it seemed to have 
the most room and oppor- 
tunities. 
They first spent a cou- 
ple of years in Belgium 
where their son Richard 
was born February 14, 
1948 - Valentines Day. 
In October 1950 they 
stepped off the boat in 
Montreal and boarded a' 
train to Saskatoon, Saskat- 
chewan. There they were 
met by their sponsor fami- 
ly and were required to 
work on a farm for one 
year at a wage of $45 a 
month. Here they got a 
good education, learning 
the way farming was done 
in Canada. 
After the 
one year 
was up 
they came 
to B.C. 
Alex had kept in touch 
with a couple of friends he 
met in Germany - Walde- 
mar and Henry Penner who 
had immigrated to Terrace. 
On Oct. 22, 1951, Alex, 
Helen and their young son 
Richard arrived by train in 
Terrace. (Alex passed 
away in Terrace on that 
exact date 51 years later.) 
In Terrace, they bought 
an acre of forested land 
from Will Robinsofi in a 
newly surveyed area on 
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Do You Think Santa Crawls Up Any Old Bunkbed? 
+ ............. ......... ' ~' : Canwood has one of the safest ~unkbeds anywhere. He 
t'~ : . Now Santa's a pret~ smart old .clay, and he Irusts lhat 
also knows that they are one of the most versatile bed 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~' ........... " ~ . . . .  ,, .. syslemsavailable; Startwitha Slngle or double bed; 
i "' - -  ~ then add another bed now or later and it transforms 
• " II 
what later became Me- 
deek Ave. They quickly 
built a rough cabin before 
winter set in. They were 
the first people to build on 
that part of Medeek. 
Will Robinson, Bryan 
Molitor, Benny Agar, and 
E.T. Kenney subdivided 
the Keith Estates. Alex 
went to work at LHK Saw- 
mill (where Safeway now 
stands) until it closed, 
then worked on a section 
gang for C.N. until he was 
hired on as a mill worker 
at Pohle's Mill. 
Over the next 27 years 
he saw Pohle's change 
from steam power to the 
high tech facility it is 
today. 
Later, Alex and Helen 
acquired an adjoining acre 
of land. Both worked very 
hard and cleared the land 
all by hand, 
Over the years, they de- 
veloped the land into a 
large market garden and 
orchard with over 86 fruit 
trees, some purchased 
from Ken Kerr. 
1 
To further enhance to 
pollination of his beloved 
trees, he acquired honey 
bees, which soon became 
another passion. 'He joined 
the newly-formed bee kee- 
per club and sold honey 
and taught the skills to 
others. 
Alex and Helen were 
happy just to lead a quiet 
farm life after the tumult 
of their earlier years. 
Alex will be missed by 
his loving wife Helen, 
children and ma~y friends. 
Memorial Service was 
held at the Knox United 
Church Friday Oct. 25, at 
1 p.m. officiated by Mini- 
ster Wally Hargrove. 
Burial took place at the 
Terrace Cemetery; tea and 
coffee at the Church was 
served by the ladies of the 
Church; the eulogy was 
given by Sandy Whight- 
man, who contributed to 
this article. ' . . . . . . . . .  ' " " . . . . .  
into a bunkbed. Think like a kid; remember how fun a 
bunkbed is? Now think like an adult and know your 
children are sleeping in one of the safest bunkbed 
systems available. Sale priced starting from $499 ' twin 
over twln size, a gilt to be enjoyed for many Christmas 
Seasons to come, 
Pine up now with Canwood solid pine furniture! 
NO-NO-NO INTEREST, DOWN PAYMENT 
OR PAYMENTS FOR SIX MONTHS 
tOtEM FURHITURE & APPLIANCES::. _~ 
,¢as,]]is8 :, 'l-eoo,el s-~ ~ so ~,~r~:~ 
R WELDER'S DRERH! 
- A GREAT 0111"- 
LINCOLN SP175 PLUS 
Package Includes: 
, SP 175 Plus MIG welder 
• Gun and Cable o Work Clamp and Cable 
° Input Power Cord, Gas Solenoid Valve 
.2 Ib Spool of MIG Wire 
• Gas Regulator and Hose 
° Welding Gloves • 2x4 Flip Front Helmet 
• Customer owned 40 cu. ft. Gas Cylinder only ~1,285+ r~ 
o First Fill Free 
Upgrade to an Optrel Satellite Helmet ar only.., s300--'6":~T~X ,~ 
Let WELDCO Help You Find The Right Answers/ 
331 Enterprise Ave., Kitimat, B.C. * 639-9188 
i 
"~.,~ ~ t l g t  ~ 3  / Z ~::~:: ~i~:~:~,U " 
: . " . •~<~c~' :~. ! : : r :  :~ : 
. . . . . . .  ~ ~]]~ ~ ; , ,~ .~: ~....~;:~ :..:,, 
"We don't have winter weekends 
like this on the prairies." Accent 
Fr°m $69 t° $79' d°uble °ccupancT' including inns. 
continental breakfast. Welcome to our winter 
weekend specials. Tour Victoria - Shop Vancouver- 
Ski and Wine Tour the interior - then ~ 1-800-663-0298 
, • WWW accentinns cam relax in a clean comfortable room w~th ~ ~  " " 
~i • 1~,~11 E Canadlan owned and operated. 
grea'beds'P~erfect"~ ~":"':: '  : ! ' : !~ I  ;~ .~ : " " '  ' 
'*; Valid Friday,~JaIo(;clay,: $0nday to Mai'ch ........ : "  " ~ ; "  " . . . . . . .  : • ..... 
~ ," YOU'RE INVITED 
?' to join us & 
Celebrate 
75th Anniversary of Terrace 
~iL '  December 3 i, 2002 i~" ,. ~ . . ~!~ 
ri~ Open,ng Ceremon,es 
J~  4:00 p.m. - Terrace Arena Banquet Room ?~/~ 
~ Complimentary Birthday Cake and Coffee 
i~il Free Swim & Skate -:i' 
~'~ 4:30 - 7:15 p.m. '; 
: '/ Funl Games~ Prizes 
i~i~i:i :~ : ~'~?~~ "First Night"SkeenaFamilYMall Dancef.~I 
8:00 p.m. - midnight ~ " 
Alcohol-free, Family,oriented 
Prizes! Favoursl Funl I~ ,~ 
: $1 O/family i TER~A_CE~=~ 
'I!'i,' Advance tickets required for 
J;'.~,:, skate, swim and dance .~]70 ,~ 
I Available at Cily Hall, Pool & Arena 
I For more information call 638-4722 
A Tina Turner TribUte Show 
lere: Best Western 
Terrace Inn 
lere: Skeena Ballroom 
re: Friday Dec 20th 
mtirne: 8:00 p.m. 
kets: Front desk 
(250) 63S-0083 
Beverages and Food 
available! 
• ~ = ~ ~ I~ 
( 
www.tinytina.com 
#E BYE 2OO 
TUESDAY :31 ST DECEMBER 
SAY 'BYE BYE'TO 2002 & WELCOME 
THE NEW YEAR WITH 
CRUSH BAND 
P TY UN11LL 4 
$10 KZIDES ~ BI, IFFET & GLASS aL4JdPA611E 
SNOW; BABY; 
PERFORMS THOURGH 28TH DECEMBER 
OJ llJO INDAHOUSE 
I I SAT  :~ 1 ST  DEC 
3-SOME WEDNESDAY 
$3 $3 $3 $3 $3 $3 $3 $3 $3 $3 $3 $3 
~ ~ ~  
• ~ ~  GLASSES and CONTACTS 
*Gucci 
*Ralph Lauren 
*Harry Potter 
,Flexon 
*'Silhouette 
*Easy Clip 
YOUR 
"ONE STOP SHOP" 
BUY ONE PAIR 
GET A SPARE 
for a friend or family member 
t:: . . . . . . . . . . . .  o,..,;°n,,..,= o,n,Jlrk c~ i r~ 
CHRISTMAS LATE 
NIGHT SHOPPING! 
• A ~ | A 
Friday December 20th • Open Until 11 p.m. 
aturday, December 21st, Open Until 9:00 p.m. 
LOTS OF CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS 
t 
7pro- 8prn 3M Scotch Tape 3 pack ..................... $2.99 
All Christmas Wrap & Bows ......... 25% .Off 
reg. price 
8pro- 9prn Christmas Plush Toys .................... 30% Off 
reg, price 
Hawkins Cheezies 210g. bag ....... i ...... 99¢ 
9pro- 10pro Box Turtles ....................................... $4.99 
2pk. Thermo Mug Gift Seteg ' price $~:~ 
10pro" i 1 pm Terr,/s Orange or Raspberry Chocolate...$3.99 
All Regular Priced Giflware ......... 25% .OFF 
Pea. once 
i 
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Smart 
choices 
'TIS THE season for cele- 
bration. 
For many, this includes 
drinking alcohol. North- 
west Addiction Services 
once again reminds you 
that when drinking and 
driving mix, the joy of fa- 
mily and friends sharing 
the holiday spirit can turn 
into tragedy. 
From now to Jan. 3, 
local businesses will dis- 
play baskets of red ribbons 
with a sign asking you to 
"Tie one on." 
A red ribbon on your 
antenna or side mirror sig- 
nifies your support for the 
campaign against drinking 
and driving. 
Northwest Addiction 
Services, a program of 
Terrace and District Com- 
munity Services, is also 
distributing personalized 
place mats decorated by 
local students and infor- 
mational tent cards to par- 
ticipating restaurants. 
The Red Ribbon Cam- 
paign originated with the 
national awareness group, 
Mothers Against Drunk 
Drivers. 
TERRACE SCHOOL children have decorated restaurant placemats with perso- 
nalized messages asking customers to make smart choices over the holidays. 
.:... :<: 
J mile and Whitening 
By Dr. Zucchiatti 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
Phone: 635-2552 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Fri • 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
BEAUTIFUL SMILE 
By 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
20 years of mercury-free dentistry 
Founding member and treasurer 
of the Western Canadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
We welcome patients 
of Dr. Gustavsen 
And Aft  New Patients 
Community 
Calendar 
WEEKLY 
MEETINGS 
TERRACE ROD AND GUN 
CLUB hosts trap shooting 
every Tuesday at 6:30 p,m. 
Come out and have a blasfl For 
info call Cord at 638-1945. 
BREASTFEEDING SUP-. 
PORT GROUP for morns and 
morns-to-be, Information and 
sharing. Snacks and juice, First 
Tuesday of each month in the 
Mills Memorial Hospital Educa- 
tion room 7:30 p.m. 
Babies/Children welcome. For 
more info call Cathy 635.7397. 
Summer hiatis, 
DAIKO JI SOTOZEN 
CENTRE hosts Zazen medita- 
tion every Tuesday evening at 
7 p.m. at the centre, For info 
phone 635.3455, 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD ..... 
Clinic is open every Tuesday 
night from 7-9 p.m. Informa- 
tion and counselling on birth 
control and birth control sup- 
plies at reasonable cost, Drop 
in. They're at the front of the 
health unit on Kalum. For more, 
info or to volunteer call 638- 
2027. 
RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL 
SUPPORT CIRCLE meets 
every Tuesday from 6:30-8:30 
p.m. at 1581 Kulspai Crescent 
in Terrace. The effects of re- 
sidential school are multi-gen- 
erational. For information, call 
the Northwest Band Social 
Workers Association at 638- 
0744 or 1-888-655-6533. Ask 
for Louisa. 
T'AI CHI FOR SENIORS 
is held Tuesdays and Thurs- 
days at 8:45 a.m. at the Happy 
Gang Centre. For more info call 
Marg at 638-6364. 
JOIN THE TERRACE 
COMMUNITY BAND! Adults 
with previous wind or percus- 
sion experience needed. Re- 
hearsals Tuesdays from 7-9 
p.m. at the Caledonia band 
room. Call Wayne: 635-4294. 
TERRACE TOASTMAS- 
TERS, Learn to speak in public. 
with ease and confidence. 
Meetings on the first and third 
Tuesdays of the month from 
7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at the Tele- 
media Boardroom (back alley. 
entrance). For info call Wendy 
at 635-3901 or Leydi at 638- 
8857. 
I 
days 
until ... 
she's reminded once asain 
why she fell in 10ue with 
you ... why she st~s 
in love with.you ... and 
why she'll love you forever. 
.. ;~..~ 
;:~i! Teriece.! Skle~no Moil, 635,5 lfi; " : 
P/ioce:Ruperl :'527.3'~ Ave ". ~24:5231 
• ,,,.~> -. 
trot it! Your best choiceOf 
r g,you wante 
on most 200 
it for a limited 
Or choose 
Percent Purchase Financing 
for 48 months ~ 
Down Payment 
Payments for 90 days* 
Or choose 
We 
first I 
on all lea 
NO SECl 
h, ;;:( 
Chrysler PT Cruiser 
Dodge Dakota 
.f.~.... ................... ~.~..  
~¢ ~ ,~ 
Chrysler Sebriug 
~---~- ~:~i 
Illl 
" . . . .  w 
e t ro  e . . . . r  
offered on all 2oo= and 2oo3 vehl¢ 
7 years or lt5,ooo km engtnei~i 
transmission wat~a~.~!~ 
* Plus 24 Hour R6ads ide!~i~ 
VISIT YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD CHRYSLER, dEEP,, DODGE DEALER OR DAIMLERCHRYSLER.CA 
Wise customers read the fine print: ', ", • ,  i 11 ~:1: These are limi ed t me offers which may not be combined with any olher offers except Graduate Rebate and apply 
to retail deliveries on most new in-stock 2002 and 2003 vehicles Dee er order/rade may be necessary. Lease/financing subject to approval by Chrysler Financial Canada. I] ~ R ~ ~ ] ]~ 
See dealer for complete details end conditions. ', '° Your deeler wi]l take $500 off the pr co of most in-stock 2003 models, or $1,000 off the price of selected 2002 models ~ _ J  
deduct any applicable dealer discount and then reduce the r ce b f ' , • . ! . . . . .  , . . . p '  . y a urther 7%, The 7% GST Break does not apply to freight, dealer installed accessories, warranties', . . . .  
taxes or aomimstration costs utter coos not appiy to 2002 Chrysler Neon, Prowler, Dodge Caravan Viper and 2003 Chrysler Sabring Sedan Intrepid Dodge SX 2 O all Ram K~Oq~t'¢ 
~8O.dme~Sn, thVi~er~andodn~hlPvLjb.erty..t ..0%purcha, s oJina~/ng onmest 2003 Chrysler, Jecp Dodge vehicles up to 48 months. Example $25,000/$35,000/$45,000 @ % APPJ Up t-o *[000 ~ 
" ; ,,,oH y v,=y,,,uut ,= ~o,=u,oo~.,u.~ r/~u;~',ou, vest or oerrow ng ts $0, Total obligation is $25,0001535,0001545,000, Offer does not apply to 2003 Dodge o 
SX 2.0, Viper, all Ram pickups and Jeep Liberty. 1"'1 0% purchase f nanolng on most 2002 Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge vehicles up to 60 months Examp e $25,000/$35,000/$45,000@ O~ APR/ 
60 month term; monthly payment is $416.67/$583,33/$750.00. Cost of borrowing is $0, Total obligation is $25,000/$35,000/$45,000. Offer does not apply to 2002 Chrysler Sabring Convertlb e, 
Prowler, all Dodge Dakota models, all Dodge Ram models Viper and Jeep Liberty. f he 0% financing is chosen, the effective interest rate and the effective cost of borrowing with the forgone 
GST break and $500 are as follows for the following amounts: $25,000/$35,0001545,000,. 4,29%4,02%3.87%; and 32250152950153650. Examples based on 0% purchase financing for 
48 months•  No payments for g0 days• See dealer for details. *:1: Dam erChrys~er will pay your first payment up to a maximum of $500 on most 2002 and 2003 leases, Leases include freight 
and exclude licence, insurance, taxes registration dealer administrat on charges and security deposit. Offer does not apply to Dodge Ram Heavy Duty, Viper or Prowler models, A See dealer 
for complete details and conditions. ~ Warranty valid for all new 2003, and all rema n ng 2002 vehicles, to 7 years or 115,000km, whichever comes first. Some conditions apply. See dealer 
for details. ® Jeep is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corporation used under license by DaimlerOhrvsler Canada lno,, a wholly owned subsidiary of DaimlerOhrysler Corporation. 
I :  H RYS  IL_ I--' ir 
4916 Hwy  16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
635 7187 
1-800-.313-7187 
r www.terraceautomall.c0m DLIL 5958 
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SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PORTS 638-7283 
ROB BROWN 
Blood Sport 
T here was more snow covering the ser- 
rated peaks of the Telkwa Range that 
day in mid September than there is 
now, a week before Christmas. 
"It's a spectacular view," said Don. 
"It is," I agreed. 
We'd only a short time earlier made the trea- 
cherous trip over the 500 Bypass - a 45 minute 
longcut offering some striking vistas of its own - 
and were rounding the bend that skirts the top of 
Matsen Creek Canyon, the place where the 
change in the valley is dramatic. 
"! don't like it when there's that much snow 
so early in the year," I said. 
"Why not?" asked Bill. 
"If the temperature ises there's a chance of 
rain on snow. That's what happened in 1978 
when we had a flood that the river still hasn't 
recovered from." 
By the time we'd finished fishing Little Griz- 
zly, dark clouds filled the valley. The river was 
turning gray. We'd touched nothing. I could see 
that Don and Bill were losing confidence, a fac- 
tor exacerbated by the driving rain and the 
quickly rising river. 
Half a day's fishing lay ahead. I thought of 
the Lunch Run, an old favourite of Bill Burk- 
land's and now one of mine. Steep and fast, the 
Lunch Run is best fished when the water is on 
the way up and fish are on the move. I made the 
trip downstream quickly. We ate our sandwiches 
inside the cab of the truck, then made for the 
river. 
1 grabbed my six-weight Hardy from behind 
the seat of my truck as we left. I don't fish when 
I guide, but I was worried that my sports would 
fish with half a heart if they didn't hook up 
quickly. As it turned out, this is exactly what 
happened. 
The water height seemed perfect for the run. 
Bill and Don waded out. They appeared to be 
intimidated by the velocity of the water. They 
fished superficially. After one pass, I asked if 
they would mind if I gave it a try. 
"By all means," urged Don. 
I waded in, braced myself against my staff 
and sent the fly out into the water that would 
have been too heavy were it not for the large 
submerged boulder there that is only visible in 
low clear water. 
A steelhead smashed the fly, cartwheeled 
and raced downstream in the frantic way that so 
many fish I'd hooked in this run had done. The 
Hardy de-Luxe bent double as I put as much 
pressure on the fish as possible. 
"Boy, he plays a fish a lot harder than I 
wouldV' I heard Don say to Bill over the whine 
of my reel. 
The fish took to the air two more times. It 
bolted for the far side of the river and then up- 
stream faster than the line could follow. I reeled 
frantically, recovering backing. Before the fly- 
line was back in the guides, the fish raced 
downstream again, taking even more line this 
time. I pumped. My forearm ached. The middle 
finger of my left hand stung where it had come 
in contact with the reel handle. 
The tempo of the struggle changed: the steel- 
head's flights were shorter. I pulled hard at him 
from various angles. The fish made another short 
burst then flashed as it rolled on the surface. I
gingerly backed up over the uneven bottom to- 
ward shore. The fish had been on for about five 
minutes. It glided smoothly through the water 
when I pulled on it. 
Perfect, I thought. Bill and Don would now 
know I had put them on a piomising run. They 
had witnessed how to play a fish properly; not 
so long as to inflict too much stress, but long 
enough to ensure that the creature wouldn't run 
up on the beach or thrash about on the rocks. 
And they were about to see how a fish ought to 
be released. 
t prepared to gently tail my quarry, carefully 
unhook it, then let go without remowng it from 
the wateL After that demonstration they would 
fish harder and find the fish I was sure were 
passing in front of us. 
I slid the fish into the shallows. Don and Bill 
gathered round. A wisp of blood curled out of 
fish's gill. I dropped to my knees. The hook was 
deep in the poor creature's gullet. I cut the line. 
There was another cloud of blood. I let her go, 
knowing that the prognosis was not good. 
i "There's more out there," I said, trying to 
sound optimistic and failing badly. 
"I've had enough," said Don. Bill said he'd 
be happy to go too. 
We left. The creeks roared. Waterfalls did 
Life 
From the roadside to the bike seat - one woman's story of getting fit. 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN Praught entered her first bike 
IN THE SUMMER of 2001, Lucy race this summer - the Red Sand 
Praught stood at the side of High- Root Chute. 
way 16 handing out water bottles Instead of handing out water 
while her husband, Ray, tempe- bottles as others competed, she 
ted in the Skeena River Chal- was the one on the bike. 
lenge long distance bike race. "Red Sand is pretty early in 
She was there to support her the season and I know she was 
husband of five years, but the ex- just really starting to get a lot 
perience was bittersweet, more confidence in her fitness," 
"You look at everyone having says race coordinator and avid 
so much fun and you just want to biker Mike Christiansen. 
participate and be part of "I think she just entered to 
something," says Praught, 23, have some fun and see if she ca- 
who grew up in Terrace. joyed it." 
"I think I just got tired of going Though she says she was slow- 
to bike races and being the girl er than she would have liked, the 
handing out the water bottles race marked a turning point in her 
when everyone else is having confidence and her physical abili- 
fun . "  ty. 
At the time, Praught weighed "I think it sparked the competi- 
235 pounds and had just had her tive spirit," she says. 
first baby. Next up was Eight Hours of 
She wasn't getting a lot of ex- Onion Lake, an endurance biking 
ercise and she felt self conscious relay held on the Labour Day 
about her body. weekend. 
Six months later it was Christ- She competed on a three-per- 
mas time. son team along with Ray. 
Her son, Luke, was six months The event embodied what she 
old and she realised if she was was looking for -a  place to come 
going to keep up with him as he together with other people who 
grew and became more active, love biking to compete in a fun 
something had to change, yet challenging event. 
"He's such a miracle for us," In the past year, Praught's fit- 
she says of Luke. "I wanted to be ness level has skyrocketed and 
a morn that was fit enough to play her determination has become a 
with him." source of inspiration for other 
That was the beginning of a IN LESS than a year Lucy Praught lost 100 pounds and people. 
major lifestyle makeover, changed her lifestyle in the process. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO "Lucy is the kind of person 
She decided to try a popular who, l think, once she gets her 
12-week program designed to shed are going to do !t, it makes you come. mind set on something she just 
weight, develop muscle and adopt accountable." "it kept me accountable, to see gets motivated and her enthu- 
healthy.eating habits; . . . . . . .  • ~, ~,:lt~was.a simple formula - eat my improvement and not be dis- siasm is infecfioqs," says Christ-" 
"What's 12 weeks out of your healthy and make a regular exer- couraged," she says. iansen, v,,...~,,J ,--~,~, ,.v~o :.', ,~ 
life?" Praught hought. " else regime a priority. In January 2002, Praught's "I used to train.at a natmnaL 
Like so many others who strug- It required a complete change journal contained entries where level and this y'ear I 've been v 
gle with their weight, the idea of of lifestyle from what and how she said she hoped she could lose training a lot more in part because 
shedding potmds was intimidating, much she ate to how she spent her a given amount of weight or of her." 
"At first it does seem imposs- free time. wished she could accomplish a Continued Page B12 
ible to say, ' I 'm going to lose 115 She started writing down her certain workout. 
pounds this year,' when for the workout regime in a special bin- Six weeks later 
last five years you couldn't lose der her sister put together for her her entries reflect a 
five or 10," she recalls, for Christmas. more confident and 
At her heaviest, exercise of Praught used the binder to keep determined atti- 
any kind was challenging because track of how much weight she was tude: 
of the amount of energy she had Feb. 18, 2002 
to exert for even a brief period of It's so exciting 
time. "At f irst it  does seem because I can and 
Her weight was becoming an Impossible to say, 'I'm do have the power 
impediment, go iRg  to lose  115 to change. 
Ray bought her a road bike so The key, she 
she could join him on rides - in- poul lds  tl?is yesrj '  when says, was setting 
stead it ended up hanging on a for the last  f ive years  short term goals 
rack on their basement wail. you couldn't lose five or  which were achiev- 
"I had this bike hanging on the 10 . "  able. 
wall and I couldn't even go ride it And it worked. 
- not for 10 minutes," she recalls. By June Praught 
Getting into a regular exercise lifting, how many repetitions he had lost 90 pounds, 
regime took a lot of personal was doing and used lined paper to but more importantly 
strength and determination, keep a journal of her progress, she was doing what THIS IS Lucy Praught handing out water 
"If you don't believe in your- On days when she felt like she she had set out to do bottles at the Skeena River Challenge road 
self it's really difficult for other wasn't making .any progress he and 'in the process biking race in the summer of 2001. Now 
people to believe in you," she would look through the binder to she discovered'a new she's  gone from the road to the bike arid 
says. "By telling other people you remind herself how far she had passion- biking, plans to keep riding in the future. 
Local takes aim at Aussie 
combat shooting competition 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A TERRACE marksman 
has made armed forces 
history. 
Pierre Cote is the first 
Canadian Armed Forces 
Ranger to compete with 
Canada's team at a major 
international combat 
shooting competition. 
He's just back from 
Brisbane, Australia, where 
he shot with the 16-mem- 
ber Canadian team at the 
Australian Army Small 
Arms meet for much of 
November. 
"This is the first time a 
Ranger has ever been invi- 
ted," said Cote, who qua- 
lified on the strength of his 
scores at a shoot in Ottawa 
in the summer, 
Cote competed in a 
variety of combat shooting 
events - long-range shoot- 
ing at 600 metres, firing 
PIERRE Cote lines up his sights at the Australian Army Small Arms meet. 
libre rifle and a Bro~vning 
9-mm pistol. 
Some events involved 
running up to 2.4 kilo- 
metres through obstacle 
courses, navigating razor 
wire and other barriers. 
And when the targets 
were checked and the 
scores were tallied, Ter- 
race's Ranger held his gun 
tel team finished seventh. 
"It was just an excel- 
lent experience," Cote 
says. 
Australian range condi- 
tions were unique. Besides 
the summer heat, sharp- 
shooters had to be Careful 
to avoid hitting kangaroos 
or flying foxes that would 
frequently jump or glide 
pions and a wide variety of 
poisonous snakes were 
plentiful and would frequ- 
ently infiltrate the bedding 
and clothing in the sleep- 
ing quarters. Cote says 
shaking them out of boots 
and other items was a 
morning ritual, 
He said his success in 
Brisbane may open up 
Wax U. p 
the skin 
HAVE YOU always 
wanted to try cross 
country skiing but 
just need someone to 
give you some poin- 
ters? 
January 4th skiers 
of all ages and abili- 
ties are hitting the 
Onion Lake cross 
country ski trails - 
snow permitting - for 
The Snow Valley 
Nordic Ski club's an- 
nual open house. 
That means free 
skiing, informal les- 
sons, tours of the 
new trails and cheap 
rentals fo r  those 
without gear. 
There will be free 
food, drinks and lots 
of activities for the 
who le  family' to 
enjoy. ~ i 
For :more. details 
too. The valley was wet and cold. The road from protected trenches,, up high. Cote finished through the competition more armed forces shoot- call Mark, at 638, 
looked frail and vulnerable. The next day it~ team assault events, and eighth in . . . . .  long-range com-  area,i Then, there, was the ing. possibilities for . . . . . . . . . . . .  him, R~a'7 a,,.;.oe,.th~. . . . . . .  d*v 
w out m two laces. The aver rose two close quarters pistol corn- bat shooting out of 1~3 more . . . . . .  dmconcerting loca l  including competition, . . . . . .  in or ~even[n,,e-** a3~ ble P . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . v 
metres Itwas dark and angry ~ - bat. He used a regular competitors from 10 coun- fauna ~Ottawa and posstbly an I 3132 ~-~::~ ~. ~ .... 
' . . . .  ' a rmy issue C-7 .223 ca- tries. And his four-man pis. Massive spiders, scor- event in Bisley, England. I :; ":,!"~, ;~,~,. i . . I 
By TYLER NOBLE 
THE FINAL games of 
2002 in the Midget House 
Le~fgue have come and 
gone, marking the mid- 
way point of the current 
minor hockey season. 
Once again, the Midget 
House League has under- 
gone great change from 
the previous season. Last 
season the league consis- 
ted of three teams, com- 
posed of both recreational 
and competitive level 
players to boost numbers. 
In reality, there was 
only the equivalent of two 
house teams last season. 
The league was made up 
mostly of players aged 16 
and 17 with some juvenile 
players aged 18 and 19. 
The Canadian Hockey 
Association (CHA) imple- 
mented new age groupings 
for all levels of minor 
hockey throughout the 
country, beginning with 
the 2002/2003 season. 
These changes resulted in 
the Midget age division 
becoming larger, now 
consisting of youth aged 
15-17. 
The division now con- 
sists of four recreational 
teams, with the competi- 
tive team playing strictly 
rep games as part of the 
Skeena Valley Hockey 
League. Juvenile players 
aged 18-20 are playing on 
a separate team as well. 
The four Dediluke Land 
Surveying midget house 
teams this season are dis- 
tinguished by their uniform 
colours: yellow, teal, red, 
and white. The league fin- 
ished up the first half of its 
schedule last night, and is 
currently taking a break for 
the holidays. All teams 
have played 25 league 
.games o far. 
~21.;~ Week- 12 .featured three 
games. The first was a 
hard fought battle Dec. 9 
between Team White and 
Team Teal. White was 
able to hold on and edge 
Teal 4-3. Chris Schlenker, 
Brian Lomas, Tanner 
Noble, and Donny Van 
Dyk scored for White, 
while Dustin Hystad, Chris 
Webb, and Ken Molitor 
picked up the markers for 
Teal. 
Team Red faced league 
leading Team Yellow the 
following evening. Yellow 
was in charge of this game 
most of the way, winning 
by a score of 4-1. Kristian 
Gough struck twice for 
Yellow, along with Kris 
Anagnostou and James 
inkster in the winning 
cause. Mark Biagioni was 
the lone scorer for Red. 
December t l  Team 
Teal hooked up with Team 
Red. It was Teal that come 
out on top in this one, 
taking the contest 3-1. 
Teal's Chris Webb recor- 
ded a pair along with one 
from Mark Billey, while 
Andrew McColl scored the 
only goal of the game for 
Red. 
As well, White and 
Yellow met up Dec. 9, and 
Red and Teal met up 
again Dec. 11. These two 
games were being made 
up ahead of time as a re- 
sult of a few unavailable 
Sunday night ice times 
coming up on the second 
half of the schedule. 
In addition to local lea- 
gue action, Teal and 
White took part in a tour- 
nament in Kitimat Nov. 
15-17. 
The Midget House Lea- 
gue returns to the Terrace 
Arena on Jan. 6, with 
games four nights per 
week. Mondays at 8 p.m., 
Tuesdays at 7:45 p.m., 
Thursdays at 9:15 p.m,, 
and Sundays at 8:15 p.m. 
~,6 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 18, 2002 Midget Introducto~'v Interoretive . on l ine  2, Janet Lewis Final', Fourth* The Terrace Standard IS now i ~ i  Scoreboard 0 Jacquellne Lenuik Final: Fifth 
3. Kelsey Wilcox Final: Sixth ~ ~" h o u s e F -;-''-:E''ls., =:" S -k  a -~-n~g 4.8. H aleYLindsay ScharfLessard Final', Twelfth ~:~:::!i;;~:~¢'::':i, :  i . '  
9. Samantha Nyce % ~  www.terracestandard.com 
11. Jenna Pavao c..o.o., .... ,, ..... ,,,~o.,,~ ,o..,,..,.,.= ,,,*,m.,.. 
i eag  Bronze Interorative Ei u e Central Regional Championships 1. Kelsey Minhinnick Final: First* 
Kitimat Nov. 29.Dec.1 3. Jamie Penner Final: Eighth bigg 7, Jeanne Homenluk or e r Pre Preliminary Sklll~ Sliver Interoretlve 
2. Rayven Algor Trlathalonl' Shelby Stach* r will be out of town from ~1~ 
3, Julianne Lenuik Shelby Stach Dec. 22/02 until Jan. 13/O3. 
REUSE 
PITCH.IN 
3. Katherine Scarborough 
5. Riley Baverstock 
7, Teela Chapdelaine 
Preliminary Skills 
3, Ashley Thandi* 
5, Lindsay Scharf 
Junior Bronze Skills 
1. Jacqueline Lenuik* 
3, Taylor Woodcock* 
5. Samantha Nyce* 
Senior Bronze Skills 
2, Hayley Lessard* 
Junior Silver Skills 
3. Jeanne Homeniuk* 
Senior Silver Skills 
1. Jamie Penner* 
Gold Skill~ 
3. Kelsey Minhinnick* 
4. Shelby Stach* 
Element~lrv Fr~e 
5. Kelsey Owen 
Pre Preliminarv Freeskate 
1. Rayven Alger 
3. Katherine Scarborough 
3. Jenna Pavao 
5. Riley Baverstock 
7, Julianne Lenuik 
9. Teela Chapdelaine 
Preliminary FreeQk;=pl;~ 
. dacqueline Lenuik 
. Hayley Lessard 
4. Ashley Thandi 
7. Sarnantha Nyce 
8. Lindsay Scharf 
9. Taylor Woodcock 
Junior Bronze Freeskate 
3. Kelsey Wilcox 
6. Jamie Penner 
Senior Bronze Freesk~Ite 
1. Janet Lewis 
1. Kelsey Minhinnick 
3. Shelby Stach 
5. Jeanne Homeniuk 
Pre Novice Comnetitive 
Final: Third* 
Final: Seventh 
Final: Eighth 
Final: Third* 
Final: First* 
Final: Second* 
Final: Ninth 
Stephanie Leong 
Technical Sixth 
Free Fourth 
Overall Fourth 
Heather Hanna 
Technical Seventh 
Free Sixth 
Overall Sixth 
Skills 
Interpretive 
Free 
Overall 
Kelsey Minhinnick 
Skills 
Interpretive 
Free 
Overall 
*Skaters qualify for Pacific STAR Skate 
~ TheClassifiedsl 
Neighbourhood 
Esso Lubricant Depot 
KERMODE AUTO SPORTS 
2815 KALUM ST., TERRACE, B.C. 
PH: (250) 638-1956 FAX: (250) 638-0998 
E-MAIL: kas@telus.net 
OPEN MON. TO Fill. 8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Fifth Terrace Veterinary Hospital and 
Second Parkside Veterinary Hospital will be 
Third open for pet food sales, boarding, making Third* 
appointments, etc. during these dates. 
Second Dr. Elorza & staff would like to wish everyone 
Second 
We are sorry for any inconvenience ~ may c a u ~  
cBP, fftSH OLUMBIA 
The Treaty Negotiations Office operates an 
adjustment project o provide funding for 
,workers or small busmess owners who are 
negatively impacted as a direct result of the 
Nisga'a Final Agreement. 
Applicants must not be eligible for other 
provincial, federal, or Nisga'a Lisims 
Government Programs. 
For more information, contact: 
Larry Merrill, InterConnect 
Terrace and District 
Community Services Society 
205 - 4650 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Toll Free Phone: 1-877-635-7995 
Phoiae: (205) 635-7995 
E-Mail Address: iconnect@telus.net 
........................................................................................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  . ....... ........ ; " "  ::'"": ....................... :: .......... 7': ...........  .... ~ ........................................................................................................................................... :: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
COME CELEBRATE WITH WAYNE GRETZKY, 
YOUR BC FORD DEALER AND 
PAY NOTHIN6 FOR 
plus no down payment on 
the purchase of most new in-stock 2002 & 2003 Ford vehicles" 
OR FORD MAKES YOUR 
FIRST LEASE PAYMENT 
N O  First Month Payment" 
Down Payment 
Security Deposit 
Mmiflist~ation fees a d applicsble t~xes apply. 
On selected new in-stock 
2003 Ford cars, trucks, SUVs and minlvans 
~ 4peu/r(~chOl~ nth 
financing 
on most 
200312002 
models 
respectively." 
2003 FOCUS LX SEDAN 
Focus is the Best-Selling 
Car In the WorldP 
2003 F-150 
F-Sedes Is the World's Best-Selling 
Full-Size TruckP 
2003 WINDSTAR 
Includes Family Entertainment System on all 
Wlndstar Sport, SEL and Umlthd Modelal 
HURRY, 
OFFERS END DEGEMDER 31" 
v'~depen~ng~tem0(~ Eg $2~f~m&"da~%ante~r~rat`ef~r99de~s~rren~fl~ma1~$~tG~~p~a~ ~e$~,~ Nt~e~$~f~a59%ar~u~perr~m~ra~r36/48rn~r~.m3n~/p`~arm~$/~`~e$1~8M~~e$2~`~4.~2~ 
met~ reded Nosecmt~ depor~(eq~ed T~ le~e ~on ~ $12,411,res,~]l anv~ {Y ~,8,4000,plus al~%~el~es "'6% p~r~ flnamng a~,~ b 60 ma~ ~ r~a,n~rv~v ~.s~ 2002 F~d v~e,~lu(~Q ~kxe~ Sp~ Tr~,~,~ ~T,~ E~ ~ , ~  ~[xC~m 0% p~l 'mndrQ a~af~ 48mon~ m M 2003 R)rd~tes e~udk.QMe, aLder, 
P ~  Waca~fyts ~'~t~ on d12008 mo~ yea' Fad Cas and W'~sta~ tFocus ~ ~ ~'s  ~.~ ~ ~ ~ T® ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~de ~ d ~ ~,  tF .~ ~ ~ s  ~.~T~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. ~ ~ 9T'/tm~h 20)1). t tLq~ is the Wol~ s D0d.~l~o Sit. / i~ on Auto 9raters hllematk:ml Inc.(cal~ ~ ~1)  . 
, i t 
i 
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ACTION/,D RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P .M.  
Display,  Word  Classi f ied and Classif ied D isp lay  
~.DVERTISING DEADLINES:  When a stat holiday falls 
~n a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
rh~rsday at 4 o.m. for all display and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE,  B.C. V8G 5R2 www, terracestandard.com 
~,11 classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
~ither cash, VISA or Mastercard. When Dhoning in ads please 
~ave your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
NaRD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
(Standard & Advertiser) ~14.45"pn¢..~ Gel1 
(Standard & Advertiser) ~26.~*(~.t .TS as'r) 
'Additional words (over 20) 25¢ FER WORD PLUS GST 
.3LASSlFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES I 
N MEMORIUM/CHURC'":S/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $8.40 c,in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.98 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$4.75 per Issue, plus GST ($10.17 per week). 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
3 Announcements 
Classif ications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS O-4P 
3 Announcemen~ 
6 Annive~mliet 
9 Birth= 
12 Uirthday~ 
15 Chulch 
18 Coming L-ranis 
21 Caner ofulatlons 
24 Sngogemenl/~/e~lngr~ 
30 In Memollom 
33 Obi~ofies 
36 Thanks 
PERSONA/50-99 
55 Business Per =oeafs 
6O He, al~h/beauty 
65 toU & Found 
70 Personak 
75 Psychlct 
80 Slnglas 
85 Tr av~l/Tou rs/Vocation 
WANTED 100.149 
125Want=d 
MERCHANDISE 150.249 
155 Anli ues 
160 ~a~(es  
165 Arts & Cra~ 
170 Auetiom 
175 Building Molerlals 
180 Computsrt 
18S Consignments 
190 Fireormt 
19S Firewood 
200 Free G~vll Away 
20S Fqrnilure 
210 Garage Sabs 
215 C..arden Equipmenl 
220 Mi~cellomm~t 
22S Music 
230 Sporling Good~, 
235 Tools 
240 T, ade Or Swap 
EMPLOYMENT 250.299 
254 Bu~ineu, Opportunilies 
258 Careers 
262 Do,am 
266 Educotloe 
270 Help Wanted 
274 Proleadonal 
278 Skilled Trades 
282 Tuloring 
286 Volunteers 
290 Wore Wanle~ 
SERWCES 300-399 
302 Accounling 
304 Appliances 
306 Automo~rv~ 
308 Budding Services 
310 Cop.ring 
312 Car nt~y 
314 Chi d~a~re 
316 Cleaning 
318 CongP.Ktion 
3;)0 Dr p~oll 
322 Educat~:t/'rulo~ing 
324 Electric 
326 Exca~ahon 
328 Rnance/Modgage 
S30 Handyman 
332 Home Impr~en~nl 
334 Home Support 
336 House Sin,rig 
338 Investment 
340 Janilorld 
342 tondKaping/Gardenlng 
344 Machine/welding 
346 Mi~, S~rvic~s 
348 Murk; Letsons 
350 Pointing 
3S2 Paving 
354 ~olog,ophy 
356 Rumblng 
358 Peak/Spin. 
360 Roofing 
362 Snowplowing 
364 Trover 
366 Trucking 
368 Yard & Garden 
RENTAL 400-499 
404 Apqrtman~ 
408 Baehelar Suite 
412 Baul~menl Suile 
416 Cabin=/Cottage~ 
420 Commercial 
424 Condos 
428 Dupku~/F¢orpl~x 
432 For Rent Or Sole 
436 HaUs/Auditorlum~ 
440 Hours 
444 Miscel~neous 
448 Mobile Hon~s 
452 Modular H~'~es 
456 Room~ 
460 Room & Board 
464 Senioes/ReUremint 
Accomrnodafione 
468 Shared AccommodaHons 
472 Storage 
476 Sultes 
dee Tourist Accomrnodalion$ 
484 Ta~nhou~s 
488 Wanled To Renl 
492 Warehouses 
REAL ESTATE $00.$99 
506 Acreages/LoB 
SI 2 CoblfB/Col~o~et 
St8 Comr~*rclol Buu ness~$ 
S24 Commercial Property 
S30 Co~o~ 
536 Duplax/rou~ex 
542 Farm~/Roncl~s 
;~4U Foe Sole o~ Renl 
S54 Haum 
S60 tokesho~e 
566 Mobibs 
572 Modular 
57B Open Hou~ 
S84 Out a~ Town 
590 RV $ikn 
S96 Townhouset 
PETS/FAJUd 600.699 
606 Boarding 
612 Farm E ipmenl 
618 F~Od &~ 
624 Fmit/Prod, xe/Meot 
630 Han=$ 
636 tivettock 
642 PeP. 
648 Tt ail~r~ 
INDUSTRY 6..¢0 .699 
660 E~ipmenl 
670 Logglng/Timbel 
680 N~xhlnery 
690 Mining 
RECREA~ 70~4P 
7OS Affcrah 
710 Arv't 
71S Boots/h/KIr lt:~ 
720 Homeboa~ 
72S Molorcycles 
730 RWs 
73S Rentals 
740 Snowmobile~ 
745 Trade/Swap 
AUTOMOrWE 750.799 
756 Canople= 
762 Cars 
768 Classics 
774 Part= 
780 SUV't & 4x4's 
786 Trucks 
792 Vons/Butes 
NOTICES/TENDERS 800*849 
815 Legal NoUce~ 
830 Te~=rs 
The Terrace Slandard reserves the dght o classify ads under apprepdale headings and Io set rates therefore and to determine page Iocalion. 
The Tenace Standard reminds advertisers that it is againsl Ihe orov[ncial Human Rights Acl to discdminale on the basis of children, madlal status and 
eml~oyment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking prelerence. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answem directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and Io repay the customer the sum paid for Ihe advertisement and box renlat 
Box replies on *Hold* thslmctions hal picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advedisemenl will be destroyed unless mailing mslmcl~ons are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send anginal documenls Io avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in a~vertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after Ihe first publication, 
t is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that Ihe liability of the Terrace Standard in the event el failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall he limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for onfy one incorrect Insertion for the parlion of the advertising space occupied by the thco~rect or 
omitled item only, and thai there shall be no liability in any event greater Ihan the amounl paid for such advertising, 
Name Address 
Phone Start D a t ~ #  of Insertions Terrace Standard # _Weekend Advediser 
CLASSIFICATION Credit Card No. Expiry D a t e  
12) VISA El MASTEROARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 ,~ 
E 7 
11 12 
16 17 
14.71 14.98  
27 .02  27 .29  
16.05 16.32 
28,36 28.62  
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace. B,C. VgG 5R2 
13 
18 
15 .25  
27 .55  
16 .59  
28 .89  
STA 'ARD 
• ~ E 
g 10 
1,4 15 
14.4~; 
16 ;~O,7~ 
1 5 .52  1 5 .78  
27 .82  28 .O I  
16 .85  17 .12  
29 .1e  29 .43  
For longer acl, please use a separate =heel 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
33 Obituaries 36 Thanks z•NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEALING CENTRE 
Slatting Janua~ 61h, 2003- 0ullines Available 
CENTRE IS CLOSED DEC. 23. JAN. 6 
W0rld Devotional- Dec. 30- 7:30- See Posters 
'May The Brightest Day 01 The Season Be 
Yours' Merry Chrislmas & Happy New Year 
;11 Cottonwoo dCres., Th0rnhill, 635.7/ 
EVAHLY-RAYS' 
LIVE PSYCHICS 
Voted most accurate  
by customers. Police 
use us! Relationships? 
Spouse cheating? 
Getting lover back? 
1.900-451-4055 
1 8+ $2.99/min  
ANDERSON 
WOOD •CASKETS 
: i 36"rhanks :/ 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 - .25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or email to 
advertising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/m/c 
or cash. 
The Dirty 3O's are over. 
Welcome to the 
40's 
, Locally manufactured Wood 
Caskets & Cremation Urns 
• Cedar Casket $2400.00 
• Birch Caskel $2000.00 
• Cremation Urns $200.00 & up 
• Direct sales to public. 
Call (250) 638-8411 
Website 
http J~w.anders0~-w00d-caskets,c0m 
ELDERLY GENTLEMAN - non 
June 24, 1913- Dec. 19, 2002 smoker, would like to meet an 
'~inff can ever ta~e awa~ attractive lady to share my 
home for a possible permanent 
ffhe[oveour~eart~fw[ddcar, relationship. Reply to file 152 
5weet~mofics[in#er~uenjday. c/o Terrace Standard, 3210 
Our[ovesh'([~e Clinton street, Terrace, B.C. 
ffou near, V8G-5R2. 
Sadly ' 
missed by EXERCISE BIKE and treadmill 
Amy Fercier wanted. Call 250-638-7978, 
and WANTED: 6X6 cedar posts 7' 
Family +/-. 1-250-627-4710 or leave 
messa,qe 250-624-5624 
Lardy, Lardy 
Shoppers Cookie ' 
~Z.~e~' Lon g- time resident ~ - - -  
~ HELEN ISABEL (HALL) WINDSOR 
/ passed away quietly, In her sleep, on ~ ~  
~IL  October 28th, ZOOZ, at Mills Ntemortal 
J' . . . . . . . . .  ~ .  " ~ J~ Hospital, after a lengthy ,Mess. 
~/TE ~ '~ ~ Helen arrived In Terrace from Ontario In J J ~ J  
i ~'TJ 1954, and raised a family of four children ~ ~  
LC, . ,M=Tq~I  W4 here. She Is survived by her sister Alice ~,~_~l ' : ,~  
J ' '~ /AGON / i  Iw  PurvIs In Ontaro, her sons James (Jo-: ,'L~.. : 1~,,~ 
*~lw Anne), Donald (Elaine) and Patrick (Laurie). ''~\ ~.'* I , ,  st.ca,Rao l Her grandchildren Stanley, Kenneth and Douglas Walker, 
1 Your Welcome . I ~.~/michael Hall, David, ~bert, Norman and Ch,stlne Ha,, 
I Wagon Hostess for I -~  Michael Suthedand, Cindy Onsteln, Daniel and Llam Hall. Her 
/ ,d  great-grandchildren Calvin, John, AIIda, Jeremy, Shyla, 
/ Terrace; B.C. is: J .'7~.,~..,,,- _~lm Caroline. Aquaya, Taylor, Thomas, Conner, Brandon, Abigail 
; ~z~,m;.~/7~/m~ ~ and Gwynneth. She Is also survived by numerous nieces and / Cathy / - - -  " t~l~"  nephewslnOntar'°' 
"Wt '~ She was predeceased by her two slste=s Thelma and Hazel, 
J 6  6 J  'her "rst husband Vlvlan (Pat) Hall' her sec°nd husband i .5 -928  _ Herbert WIndsor, and her daughter Karen (Hall)Walker, 
~qp. Helen was very active In her work with various youth groups 
J lf you are new to / ~i  and was Instrumen'tal In the formation and operation of such 
I Terrace or  having a J ~" local groups as the Royal Canadian Air Cadet Squadron 747 
:J baby, please callYour I _~ Terrace 1963, theThornhlll Teen Town 19~5, and the Terrace 
~i~ Pipes and Drams Society 1975, of which she was a life-time 
'.j. Welcome Wagon i : 9",  honourary member. 
:tJ hostess for your free J . The family of Helen (Hall) Windsor wish to thank all those 
BB, I  Her many friends and members of the youth groups that she 
~a i f i s  and in fo rmat ion . , /  ~ who showed their support and sympathy with her passing. 
J helped form,' Dr. Brown and the staff at Mills Memorial 
• ~,~'~J Hospital and Reverend Hargrave of the Knox United Church. 
~Ai Helen was a great lady and she will be sadly missed, 
~L  Rest In peace, dear mother, until we meet asaln. 
FOUND: HOUSE key in Agar 
Park, Sunday Dec fst. Call to 
identify. 250-635-1192 
LOST OLD wedding ring with 
emerald. Saturday November 
2312002, Reward offered. Skee- 
na mall or Terrace peaks gym- 
nastics. Call 250-635-2836. 
LOST: LADLES left hand red 
leather glove. Dec 4th, Safe- 
way/Seen's/Bargain Shop 
stores. 250-635-5221 
LOST: SET of keys with Toyota 
auto opener, First week of De- 
cember, $50 reward, Call 250- 
635-6828 
LOST: SILVER Samsun cell 
phone in or around Northern 
Motor Inn, Nov 30/02. Reward 
t 
• ":;:,.;:,;.' 
I I, CT> 
Dawn Park 
of 2ark-It..~re Ent. 
wishes to ~az~ all of 
her customers for their 
palronage in 2002. 
May you all have 
offered. No questions asked, a .~l~erry Ch~stH las  
250-635-8292 . . . . .  : . and Best Wishes 
tar 2oo91 
transplant Jackte & 
all is well. PTL 
A, BIG thank you to 
a• who prayed for 
Jackte. God heard & 
answered your 
prayers, 
A special thanks to 
you D.R.for your love 
in action.It will never 
be forgotten. 
God bless each of youl 
~ The Comptqn Family ~ 
~ Knights of Columbus Council 5149 ~I .  for donating the proceeds is312) from hosting a pancake breakfast. 
A Big 
Thank  You 
from the Canadian 
Diabetes 
Assoc iat ion 
to all who helped in 
our annual campaign, 
to all canvassers and 
donors. 
A special thank you to 
management and staff 
at Clarica, who were 
again a great help. 
The total amount 
raised is $12 ,750.  
Wondorful 
Jane Braam 
Campaign Coordinator 
WANTED: FREEZER.  burnt 
meat, fish, and bones for Sled. 
dogs. Will pick up. 250.635. 
3772 ~" ~'' 
QUEST EQUIPMENT for 60 
seat restaurant. Refrigerated 
sandwich table, hot soup table, 
natural gas powered 
grilVfryer/woks complete with 
exhaust and fire suppression, 
Complete dishwasher with side 
table and sink sprayer. Buffet 
table, coolers, sinks etc. Many 
'more items pdced for quick 
sale. 250-635-2360 
FLOORING FACTORY direct 
laminate..$.49sqft. Cork,.$1.99. 
6"or 8" Rustic FIr,.$.80. 2 1/4" 
birch prefinished..$2.60, 3 1/4" 
Exotic Kempas prefln. 
ished..$5.00/ Select Amer red 
cherry prefinishod..$4.75sqft. 
2 1/4 Oak or Maple preflnlshed 
$2.99sqft. Oak, maple, birch, 
beach, cherry floating from 
$2.50sqft. TONS MOREl 1-800- 
631-3342 
HANDHELD PDA palm ml00.  
Excellent condition, comes with 
leather case, usb and serial 
' cables, all odglnal packaging 
and complete users manual, 
Great Christmas presentl $125. 
Call 250-635-5564. 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood. Mixed Hemlock, AI- 
der, and Birch. $800 to Terrace, 
250-638-7290 
STANDARD 
PALLETS 
FOR SALE 
The Terrace Standard has 
a colledion of pallets. 
' Suitable for 
kindling, small fences, etc. 
$2,00  , , ,=h 
Available at 
STANbAR  
3210 Clinton Sheet, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
4'X8' SLATE pool table. 2 sets 
balls, cues and accessories, 
Also 5'X9' ping pang table, 
$750. 250.635-9602 
SNOWBLOWER 10 hpl Crafts. 
man. Good condition, $900, 
Call 250-635-0940 
B8 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 18, 2002 
220 Misce l laneous  i 1270 Help wanted 
FOUR STUDDED P195/75Rt4 
Bridgestone winter tires moun- 
ted on 14" Dodge rims, Like 
new. 95-100% tread remaining. 
$550.00 abe. Call 250-635- 
4379 or 250-615-2643 
TOR'S FLOORS. Save over 
25% on laminate flooring before 
Christmas.Also ask about our 
new arrivals. Lux-lock laminate 
$1.60 per sq.ft, underlay inclu- 
ded. Hardwood specials.. Call 
250-638-7074 www.tors- 
floors.cam 
254 Bus iness  r 
Opportunities 
FITNESS FACITLITY, 18 years 
in business. 5600sqft. Serious 
inquiries only. Days 250-635- 
6146 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, grants 
& loans information. For all 
business & farms. Call 1-800- 
505-8866 
HOME WORKERS neededlll 
Assembling products- mall: 
ing/processing , our circulars- 
copy/mailing pc disk program, 
no experience neededl Free 
into send sase to crafts, 8 -  
7777 keele SI Ref#7-702, Con- 
cord, Ontario L4K-ly7. 1-905- 
866-6095 for more into. 
MOMS NO more day care. 
Stay at home, make above 
average income, www.free- 
moms.com/cashclub. 
MOTHERS AND others work at 
home $500 - $1500 plus part 
time, $2000 - $5000 plus full 
time. Call: 1-888-229-4598, 
www.free2workathome.com 
RECIPE FOR success, Panago 
Pizza has a successful well es- 
tablished franchise for sale Io- 
cated in Smithers, B.C. Turnkey 
operation, training Included. If 
you desire success and inde- 
pendence with a high return on 
investment, don't miss out on a 
great opportunity. Call days 
250-847-5392 
CLASS 1, 3, and 4. Driver train- 
ing, the simplest and most cost 
effective training methods avail- 
able today. Funding available. 
Visa/Mastercard accepted. 
Taylor Professional Driving 
Services. 250-860-7624 or 1- 
877-860-7627 
278 Sk~illed Trades  
JOCUS EDUCATIONAL toys 
looking for reps in B.C, excel- 
lent quality, most under bonus- 
es. Training provided. 1-800- 
361-4587 ext 9484. 
CHAIR MASSAGE training. Try 
this shod, affordable certifica- 
tion course in chair massage for 
general interest or as a career. 
You'll love it or you don't payl 
Classes available in Vancouver, 
Kelowna and Prince George, 
24hr .- msg: 1-800-207-4013 
Www:chairmassa.qetrainincl.com 
FREE ONLINE course on Inter- 
net basics. Demystifying the In- 
ternet is a stand-alone, self- 
paced, instructor-guided 
course. The first in Canada- 
Ghost's web development pro- 
gram. www.canada.qhost.com 
270 Help•Wanted • 
EXPERIENCED BUTr'N'TOP 
operator wanted far Burns Lake 
area. Year round job. Please 
fax resume 250-692-3872 or 
mail resume to McPhail 7 
Assoc,, Box 130, Burns Lake, 
BC V0J 1E0 
FREE INFORMATION package 
assembling products and crafts, 
clerical work or computer pro- 
gram. Send self addressed 
stamped envelope to Box 1707, 
Vanderhoof, B.C. V0J 3A0 
LEADING OKANAGAN RV 
dealership hiring QUALIFIED 
TECHNICIAN. Hard working, 
team player, valid drivers li- 
cence. Send resume to Mike 
Rosman RV. 6395 Hwy 97, Ver- 
non, B.C. V1B 3R4or fax: 250- 
545.6932 Attn: Lloyd or Hazel 
LOOKING FOR enthusiastic 
person for STORE CLERK po- 
sition. Drop resume at Northern 
Vacuum & Sewing, 4435 
Lakelse Ave, or call 250.635- 
FULL TIME FRONT DESK 8822 
CLERK/ NIGHT AUDITOR re- HAVE YOU ever wished you 
quired for shift work. Computer coul d workwith a professional 
knowledge necessary, Musl company with professional 
have reliable transportation, people doing professional 
Apply to Mount Layton Hal things in a professional way? 
Springs. Box 550, Terrace, B.C, Nowyou can. We want entre- 
V8G 4B5 or fax resume to260' preneurs to help change the 
798-2476. Attn Donald or Mar.. livesof people throughout North 
lene America. We are looking for 
help. People with a mission, No 
experience necessary as we 
will teach you all you need to 
know. Part-time or  full-time. 
www.homebussinessgo.com - 
bentley 
INLAND KENWORTH in 
Houston, B.C. needs a FIELD 
SERVICE MECHANIC. Full 
benefits. Own service truck. 
Please call Art Dykstra at 250- 
845-2333 or mail resume to: In, 
land Kenwodh, Box 1299, 
Houston, B.C. VOJ lZ0 
JOIN OUR team: ESTIMA- 
TOR/SALESPERSON required 
immediately. Candidate must 
have experience in floor cover- 
ings for retail + new homes. 
Send resume to Atlanta Car- 
pets, 32851 London Ave. 
Mission, B.C, V2V-6M7. 
JOURNEYMAN TECHNICIAN 
with import experience and 
FIXED OPERATIONS MAN- 
AGER. Parts and service ADP 
experience. Jim Pattison Hyun- 
dai, Nanaimo, B.C. Fax: 250- 
729-4145 or jwebber@jphyun- 
dai.com 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 2 
DRIVERS for log truck or chip 
truck in Athabasca, Alberta. Ac- 
commodation allowance provi- 
ded. Send resume with drivers 
abstract to 780-675-7776 or 
Call 780-675-3741 or 780-675- 
5294VTL Transport Ltd. 
UNIVERSITY / COLLEGE stud- 
ents wanted for summer man- 
agement positions with Student 
Works. Full business training 
provided. Challenging learning 
experience, huge resume build- 
er. Average earnings summer 
2002 $13,500. Into 1-800-665- 
4992. Deadline December 
30/02. 
LOOKING FOR RESIDENT 
MANAGER for 94 unit apart- 
ment complex. Mall resume to 
Summit Square Strata Corpora- 
tion #1108-2607, Pear Street, 
Terrace, B.C, VSG 4V5 by Jan- 
uary 14, 2003 
PART TIME COMMUNITY 
HEALTH NURSE, A graduate 
of a recognized nursing pro- 
gram and preferably of Aborigi- 
nal descent, you bring to the 
role: Current RNABC registra- 
tion and understanding of Popu- 
lation Health. Akisqnuk Health 
Resource -Cer~tre~:' Box '187, 
Windermere, B.C. V0B 2L0, 
Fax: 250-342-6279. Deadline 
January 3, 2003, 4:00mst, refer- 
ence #CHNCI.2003 
PARTTIME BOOKKEEPER 
wanted for NR and inventory. 
Must know Simply Accounting. 
Please [eply with resume and 
references to File#163, The 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton 
Street, Terrace, BC, VSG 5R2 
PARTTIME EGG GRADER 
wanted at DayBreak Farms. No 
experience needed, we will 
train, Should be physically fit. 
$8/hr. Apply at DayBreak 
Farms, located on North Eby. 
250-638-0777 
RANCH CCOK required. Dou- 
glas Lake Ranch Is looking for a 
RANCH COOK. Duties would 
include: the preparation of deli- 
cious home style cooked meals, 
baking and general housekeep- 
ing duties for a crew of approx. 
20 people. Assets would in- 
clude: driver's license and 1st 
Aid Certificate, Single accom- 
modations available with salary 
and benefits package. Please 
forward resume to info@dou- 
glaslake.corn or by fax: 250- 
350-3336 Attention: Stewart 
Murray. No ph~one calls please. 
WANTED: PERSONAL CARE 
AIDE. 2-3 hours a week. Per- 
manent part time, on the job 
training. Certificate not required. 
A vehicle will be an asset. For 
interview call 250-635-4992. 
EXPERIENCED MOULDER- 
MAN required. Send resume to 
Williams Lake Cedar prouducte, ' 
5525 Frizzi Rd, po box 4814, 
Williams lake, B.C. V6g-2v8 or 
fax 250-398-2281. 
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
HEALTHCARE IN NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Consider who we are'. 
The new British Columbia Northern Health Authority offers exciting opportunities to further your career as 
a Healthcare Professional. We serve a regional population of approximately 320,000 people in a wide range 
of wonderful communities in the northern 2/3's of the province. 
The wonderful, family oriented communities are surrounded by beautiful mountains, rivers and wilderness 
that will appeal to anyone, supports a wide range of cultural and social opportunities as well as excellent 
education and sports facilities. In the heart of beautiful BC, you'll enjoy lifestyle options that are dazzling 
to even the most demanding individual. An ideal place for a professional tO plan an exciting future. 
Consider the opportunity: 
We are currently seeking candidates for... 
MENTAL HEALTH CLINICIAN 
TERRACE, BC - PART-TIME (0.5 FTE) 
, "i • :iii!i~ii~ ~ 
• :~  :... 
/ i  i r "  ~ • 
COMP. NO. X02-9109 
The qualified applicant will have a current registration with RNABC and a minimum of 2 years experience 
in individual, group and family therapy. 
HOSPITAL & COMMUNITY LIAISON / ADULT DAY 
CENTRE NURSE / CASE MANAGER 
SMITHERS, BC - PART-TIME (0.6 FTE) COUP. NO. X02-91 11 
The qualified applicant will have a Baccalaureate degree in Nursing; current 
¢ ~  registration with RNABC, Recent experience in discharge planning and/or 
hospital and community liaison is preferred. 
ADULT DAY CENTRE COORDINATOR 
SMITHERS, BC-  PART-TIME (0.6 FTE) 
~ COMP. NO. X02-9113 
~ !  ~\ ! The qualified applicant will have a graduated from a recognized 
~ ii~ ~.:~)~ recreational therapy program or an equivalent combination of 
t.~ education, training and experience working with seniors, 
i Training in the health care field and one year relevant 
~i,  experience is preferred. 
For more information on these positions, please see the Northern 
~/:;~: Health Authofity website at www'n°rthernhealth'ca' 
..... /7 
Please submit a resume with refereme to the 
competition number by January 3, 2003, to: 
NORTHERN HEALTH 
AUTHORITY  
Brenda Lemal, HR Recruitment Assistant 
Ste 300-299 Victoria St. Prince George, BC V2L 5B8 
Toll-Free: 1-877-905-1155 
Fax (250) 565-2251 ~ E-mail: hr@northemhealth.ca 
Web: www.northernhealth.ca 
~ Wilp Si' Satxw Society Community Healing Centre 
n =t:4 ~OAll i kvj :11 :] i:i :[e]l i[o] : IB 
Job Summary 
Is Ihe senior employee and Is responsible for, and to oversee the ovurall 
operation, programming, financial management and resource 
management ofthe Wilp Si'Satxw Healing Cenlre. 
Futl details can be obtained at 
"Job Opportunities in the Bulkley Valley" at 
www.lnterior-news,com 
NORTHERN 
SAVINGS 
Employment Opportunity 
Northern Savings Credit Union, a progressive, 
communily-minded organization has a part-time Member 
Service Representative position available in its Branch 
located in Terrace, B.C. This opportunity would appeal to 
an outgoing individual interested in providing excellent 
customer service and a career in sales. 
Applications may be obtained at our Terrace Branch or by 
phoning: 
Grace Makowski 
638-7822 
Northern Savings Credit Union 
4702 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1T2 
Closing Date: December 24, 2002 
Are you interested in
Community Issues and 
Reproductive Health? 
A challenging and exciting opportunity exists 
for you to work with youth and volunteers 
20 hours /month  
(some venings and daytime hours) 
Eligible RNABC Registration 
Send resume to: 
Terrace Planned Parenthood Association 
c/o 3412 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4T2 
If you are looking for a career in a fast-paced 
industry where you will use your talents to 
provide "WOW" service; if you are dynamic, 
responsible and want to succeed, don't miss 
these unique opportunities to join our team. 
Positions available now: 
, Assistant Managers ,, Assistant Kilchen manager 
, Line Cooks • Prep Cooks • Hosts/Hostesses 
,Servers • Dishwashers • Bartenders 
Please submit resume to: 
{ ~ j BOSTON PIZZA, 
",..~,'~,~ BOX 2800, 
SMITHERS, B.C., VOJ 21t0 
Deadline for applications is December 27, 2002 
. . . .  V i i :  ..... 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
POSITION: Dedicated Service Representative 
POSITION DESCRIPTION: To service, maintain and 
support our large customer base as required. 
KEY DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
• Co-ordinate all on-site facets of servicing the 
customers specific needs. 
• Participate in Continuous Improvement (CI) Team 
meetings 
• Call on customer personnel/locations as agreed and 
identified by the customer to monitor service, 
performance, trouble shoot and provide 
solutions/product knowledge as required. 
• Observe all aspects of the customer's operations 
looking for cost savings opportunities that will assist the 
customer in meeting their goals. 
• Assure all commitments are being met on a timely 
basis, 
• Other duties and responsibilities are required for the 
position 
EXPERIENCE/QUALIFICATIONS:' 
• Minimum college degree with focus on sales and 
marketing, or equivalent experience 
• Proficient in Microsoft Office, including Word, Excel and 
PowerPoint 
• Ability to work independently 
• Superior interpersonal skills and excellent customer 
service skills, proactive thinking and the ability to 
analyze customer needs 
• The diverse nature of the position will demand that the 
incumbent be versatile, flexible and able to multi-task 
easily 
i Maintain a thorough knowledge of products and 
services 
Possession of a valid driver's license and reliable 
vehicle 
• Certification in WHMIS and TDG 
Salary commensurate with experience. 
Please submit resumes to Box #304, Northern 
Sentinel Press, 626 Enterprise Ave., Kltimat, B.C. 
V8C 2E4. 
Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society 
Social Worker 
Opportunity 
The Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society is 
seeking to fill one Social Worker position to deliver 
culturally appropriate family support services. 
This challenging opportunity is available for 
experienced child welfare practitioners to provide 
the highest quality services to children and 
families in six Gitxsan communities. 
Prefer BSW. Police record review required. Must 
have valid BC driver's license and may be required 
to use personal vehicle for business. Knowledge 
of Gitxsan systems an asset. 
For complete details of the responsibilities and 
qualifications for this position, please contact the 
GCFS (250) 842-2258 or fax (250) 842-2481. 
The deadline for receipt of applications is 
4:00 pro, January 3, 2003.  
I i 
Wilp Si'Satxw 
Community Healing Centre 
JOB POSTING 
POSITION: EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Accountable to Executive Director 
Job Summary: 
Is Ihe senior employee and is responsible for, and to oversee the overall 
operation, programming, financial management and resource management 
of the Wilp Si'Satxw Healing Centre. 
Duties: 
To provide a safe, secure and supportive nvironment for Clients and Staff. 
Co-evaluates the efficiency and effectiveness ofthe healing programs at the 
Centre. ' ! i  :~. !,. -i i, . . . . . . . . . . .  ........ ~.;.- 
' Provides •l~dership forshort and long.term i~l~J~'~ing'of the Cent?~;'" ' i~.?, 
• Parllcip~te i~ the hlrlng; Supe~iiio~ and evalubtion oF Counsellors 
Aflendanls and All other staff members. 
• Report all issues and program needs and requirements tothe Board of 
Directors at Board meetings. 
i Review the Wilp Si'Satxw healing programs for adulls and youth regarding 
scheduling, implementation, a d evaluations of the completed programs with 
the Program Director. 
Plan, and forecast expenditures with the Office Manager egarding the 
Cenfre's operating and capital budget, and to consult with the Board of 
Directors. 
• To provide management, leadership and motivation to the V/tip Si'Salxw 
Heeling Centte Staff. 
• To participate as a member of the Association of B.C. First Nations Treatment 
Programs. 
• Liaisewilhthecommunilyand other agencies to promotelheWilpSi'Satxw 
Heeling Centre, to handle routine media inquiries and public speaking 
engagements a required. 
Interprets Board Policy for all Centre staff. 
Develops and writes Centre proposals as required. 
To ensure reports, statistical data, and other information are prepared for 
Board of Diredors for decision,making, and [or funding agencies. 
Develops and partkipales in the on.going delivery of staff development and 
Iraining programs. 
Develops client lectures and shares the day-to.day workload as an adlve 
i member of the Centre shealing team. 
To exercise initiative, good judgment, interact with Clients and other staff on 
an informal basis. 
Be proactlve abut personal wellness. 
Parlkipate in cultural activities. 
Specific Duties: 
• To resolve conf]icls lhat may arise between staff, orbetweanstaffand dients. 
Report all maior client concerns/suggestions/recommendations to the Board. 
Assist in the development ofCentre Policies/Procedures to ensure Fe"Jeral 
and Provincial laws, regulations are followed in every aspect of the Centre's 
operation. 
i Ensures that client record are kept on file for seven years (and are prepared 
from the general public) Legal? 
In consultation with the Personnel Committee and the Preiident of the Board 
hires, evaluates, disc!jolines and terminates staff when necessary. 
• To ensure that all start record pertinent information on Client difficuhles so 
lhatthey receive the maximum support possible during their stay at Wilp 
Si'Sotxw. 
• Attend ebriefing and planning sessions held by staff. 
• To ensureopen finesofcommunkationamongststaff. 
• Other duties as assigned Item time to time by Board. 
Job Requirements: 
• Preferably an eppropriale degree in social service of heahh care 
adminislrallon. 
. Demonstrated organizational nd management, including leadersh p, prob- 
brn solving, decision making, communication skills end knowledge of treat- 
ment Centre programs. 
i Signlficant Counselling and supervisory experience ina social serv ce of 
heahh care setting. 
A'w0rking knowledge of bookkeeping and accounling principles. 
Knowledge of alcohol and drug dependency, First Nalions culture, tradi. 
tlonal and conlemporary healing approaches. 
Extensive xperience working wilh a Board. 
Excellent interpersonal nd communication skills. 
Native Ancestry preferred. 
Af brstlnence ~'om alcohol and drugs a minimum of five years is a prerequ;site 
this position. 
• Have a personal wellness plan in place. 
• Provide an updated Criminal check, i 
Respect and accept First Nations cultural belie~. 
First Aid training. 
Open to ongoing training and development. 
Class 4 license an asset 
. Initiative fund-ralsing adivilies, an d demonstraled nego ia ng ikiils with 
Senior and local Government (Federal and Pmvinchl), 
• Oath of confidentialily. 
• Valid B.C. Drivers License. 
• Hay, own vehicle 
Deadline DaN: December 27, 2002 
Slart Dale: . . . .  January 13, 2003 
Submitresuma nd covering later to: 
Wilp Si'Satxw Communily Healing C~ntm: 
. Box 429s Kibvangn, B.C, VOJ 
i 
WILL TUTOR math and phys- 
ics, grade 12 and higher. 
$15/hr. Call Sad 250-635.2695. 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
. . . . .  Car 314 Child e .: 
LITTLE RUGRATS DAYOARE 
wants to take care of your childl 
Our licensed facilities is located 
on Halliwell Ave. We are close 
to uplands school and play- 
ground. Spaces available for all 
ages. For information and regis- 
tration call Robin 250-635-4947. 
PLAYTIME FAMILY Daycare 
has one full time and part tlme 
space (pro)for child age 16mo 
to 5 yrs. Starting Jan 06/03. 
Call Barb Steinbrenner at 250- 
638-1353 250-638-1353 
f Looking for "~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information On 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113, 
Skeena CCRR is e program 01 the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the Ministry of Social 
ti~evel0pment a d Economic Securi~ 
404 Apartments :412 Basement 
.... Su i te  : i . . . .  
FREE CREDtT counselling. 
Consolidate debts, one low pay- 
ment. Eliminate or reduce inter- 
est. Rebuild your credit rating. 
Credit counselling Society of 
B.C. NON PROFIT SERVICE. 
1-688-527-8999 
GET BACK on trackl Bad cred- 
It? Sills? Unemployed? Need 
Money? We lend!l If you own 
your own home you qualify 1- 
877-987-1420 www.pioneer- 
west.com Member of the Better 
Business Bureau. 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint Fall and Winter interior 
residiential and commercial 
painting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier. Seniors 15% la- 
bour discount. Professional 
quality work. Reasonable rates. 
Free estimates. References 
available. Call Karl. 250-6!5- 
0199 
*GETAWAY SPECIALt* 3 
nights for the price of 2! 1, 2 &3 
b~droom fully equipped condos. 
R~thtrevor Beach, Parksville; 1L 
88B-248-6212 or Visit 
www.ocean-trails.com 
2BEDROOM UNIT in Thornhill, 
utilities included. Laundry facili- 
ties available. $550/month, no 
pets. Available immediately. 
Damage deposit required. Plus 
2 bedroom half duplex. In town, 
$550/month + deposit. Call 250- 
635-5992. 
1 AND 2 bedroom apartments 
available immediately. Call 
250-635-5136 or 250-635-6428 
1, 2, AND 3BEDROOM apart- 
ments available. Heat, hot wa- 
ter, electricity included. Live in 
manager, on site security. 250- 
638-0018 
1,2,3 BEDROOM apartments in 
various locations in town. Utili- 
ties included/optional. Some 
available immediately. Also 
basement suite. Prices on rs- 
quest. Please phone 250-638- 
7608 
1.2.3 BEDROOM apartments. 
Available immediately. On.site 
management. References requ- 
Ired. 250-635-6428 or 250.638- 
0015 or 250-61.5.0345 
t ,  
1 BEDROOM apartment. 
$465/month, heat and lights In- 
cluded. Bachelor suite, 
$350/month, heat and lights in- 
cluded. Call 250.635-502t. 
!2, BEDROOM! 
TowN"HOUSEI 
+'" '" r'= :frid.qe/sto,~e;/::~::  
waSherZdryed hook!: !
'~ u s ilq~w~b~dit ~n !
AVAILABLE: IMMED ATELY 
" $600/550 per:~ontK :I 
• ; i:: iCall:~i!i: ~!i ~::I:! 
~148 Mo bi le Honies 
. , c  • 
IIII 
COACHMAN I| 
APARTMENTS II 
4204 N. Sparks I| 
I[ 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. III 
I] On Site Management I I  
II Security Entrance with I |  
I] Undercover Parking I I  
II & Elevator, Laundry I I  
III facilities on each floor I I  
[ On Bus Route I I  
I . No Pets I I  
[ To Vmw a Clean &ll 
II Quiet Building II 
II on Bench II 
[, 638-8554 JJ
Northern Hearing & Safety Training 
WCB OFA Level ! 
Men., Jan. 20 Sat., Jan. 25 ......................................... $90 
WCB OFA Transportat ion Endorsement 
Tues., Jan. 21 Sun., Jan. 26 ........................................ S90 
WCB OFA Level I w/Aduh Care 
Mon., Feb. 24 ........................................................... $115 
WCB OFA Level 3 CAREYBOGART, Instructor 
Jan. 6-] 7 Feb. 3-14 .............................................. $675 
WHMIS  - Anytime via computer .............................. $55 
TDG Clear Language 
Anytime rio Computer .................................................. $75  
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Cable and laundry facilities 
available. New management 
onsite. No pets please. 250- 
~15-5441 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
stO0.O0 month. 
One block ~ swimming IXOl, 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
IAPARTMENTS 
'TERRACEI ~ ~ Your Terrace Standard/Weekend Advertiser i 
N~NLYRENOVATED2Bedr~omApts| ~ ~ ~l NEWSPAPER CARRIERS are out there I 
• $475 per month I ti i!.'[ii PLEItSEUerrm, I Free hot water/recreation I 
o Close to school and hospital I 
• Securityentrance•Starchoicel [ t l# P I tT IMt~ To your  DOOR I 
Call collect (250) 877-6773 i ~ M ' ~ " ~ L " ; ~  m"~' I 
~. ' . . :  I1 I:I1 I~  llilllr,,l~ llZl I Ili~ 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 1BEDROOM FURNISHED 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, refer- 
ences required. $360 + $180 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065 
NEWER SPACIOUS 2 and 3 
bedroom, security entrance, 4 
appliances. No pets/smoking. 
Walking distance to downtown. 
Available immediately. 250-638- 
0046 or 250-635-4852 
NEWLY RENOVATED, 2 bed- 
room apartment. Close to town 
security entrance on site man- 
agement. No pets. Available im- 
mediately $500/mo + damage 
deposit. Call 250-638-0404 
TWO 1&2 BEDROOM APART- 
, Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
MENTS. 4623 Haugland, full 
kitchen and livingroom. Recent- 
ly renovated, electric heat. 
$600/month plus $300 deposit. 
Available now and November 
1/2002. Call 250-638-1348 Mar- 
ia or 250-635-5800 Tony. 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Apart., 
$600.O0month, includes 
heat. Close to swimming 
pool & downtown. 
No pets. 
Re~erences required. 
Phone 635-3475 
it.~ii:: [! ~i!] ~!::!~ ii !]!iii! i!i ::i~!!i .~ !:~i: : :: ~!. !'I!'!?::Z:: i. ;. ;~;: i. ;:~ ;: i.;.;: ;: i.::i: i:i:: i~: i: i:i~i-i: : :  .i. i: i: i.. ;: i. ;. ;. ;: ;~;~i.~ i ':;:::Z!:: i:.: :": : ::: !! : !~ !~i~i~i~::!i:i : ~:: i~: :~:~i~:~i~:~ :: i //. i 
~.~i!!!i::':"'!'" :~:~:!~!~:i~!!~:~:~!!!i!!i]:~i~i~:i!~:!iiii!~!!~!![~]i~!~i~!~!!]!~i~:~:~:i:~ .!: ;: i!i~ :: ~: i~::!i i i~ii::' ": : i.: !i.i:i:!::::. " ' '::!:ii!~!i~:~!ii! ii!i 
liiii~iiiiii~; :':~:: - !~!i i i i i i i i~ ........... : ............... , ................. : :~' , ~,: 
O r y ~  
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES ,SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• AIR DUCTS ,SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• BOILERS ,CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
• FIREPLACES ,REST. GREASE TRAPS 
• ATI'IC INSULATION REMOVAL ,EI'ECTRIC SNAKE 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS ,FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTHS ,VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635-  11 32  
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
WELL MAINTAINED 2 bed- 
room apartment in small adult 
oriented complex. Close to 
downtown, security system, 
enter phone system. Wash- 
er/dryer, fddge/stove, d/w. Call 
250-847-5546. 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 ...... 
Bedroom suites 
, Clean, quiet renovated suites 
,Ample parking 
, Laundry facilities 
, Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
, On site management 
° No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
~j~ T[uck & N~ 32 & 28 ft Trailers at Your Se~ica 
-~;~1~...~ • Across town or the country 
~Z.~ ~ • Will assist or load for you 
, Reasonable Rates 
# jE~L IE~ . 1 -866 .615-0002 
~1 ~ i [] I ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUNT 
] Ph: 615,0002 ~: 6~6969 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
. .~-  .,. 
/ / '  " , \  ~' 
- row LOCA mN 
oMossage oReflexok~ 
• Ear Candling ,Li~e Energy Assessment 
FRANCES BIRDSELL 635.2194 
Natural 1herapht - Hallsllc Healer- Clinical Ecologist 
MK 
; Excavaling ~=¢ Home 250-635.5566 
I Cell 250-6154294 
!4813 Pohle Ave. 
T0rrace, BC, V8G 1J4 Email:mkbackhoe@monarch.not 
SKIN  
Prepur~ 
www.sk inc  
250-63  
Not dus  Housekeeping 
Tailored service to best meet your needs 
,Lea Mclntyre 
615-6312 
1 BEDROOM basement suite. 
Bright, clean and quite. Private 
entrance.N/S, No pets. Avail- 
able January lst,2003 
$500/month includes heat, light 
and extended basic cable. Call 
250-638-8436. 
1BEDROOM ABOVE ground, 
almost new suite. Includes full 
cable & storage, near town, 
quiet, n/s. References required. 
$500/month. Call 250-638- 
7096. 
1BEDROOM basement suite, 
clean, newly renovated. Close 
to downtown . Available Jan- 
uary 1/02. $450/month. Call 
250-638-1115. 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT su- 
ite. 5 appliances. South Ken- 
hey. Available immediately. 
$5751 month. Call 250-638- 
8089. 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
fridge/stove washer/dryer, large 
yard, no pets, $620/mo. In- 
cludes all utilities plus cable. 
Available immediately 250-635- 
2556. 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
in Thornhill, Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. Recently painted and 
wtth new appliances. $475/mo. 
Phone Rob. 250-633-7290 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT su- 
ite. No smoking, no parties, and 
no gets. Call 250-635-9684 
3BEDROOM basement suite: 
FIs,:._wld;+~:.eli ;. utilitlea,.: included~ ,:.
Downtown 15cation~ i :A~,ailabl~ I! 
imr~ediately. References re, 
qulred. Call 250-635-4642 day- 
time or 250-638-1586 evenin.qs. 
AVAILABLE JAN 01102 2bed- 
room basement suite, ground 
level fenced yard. Patio, walk- 
ing distance to town. Storage, 
washer/dryer hookups. Prefer 
non-smoker. References re- 
quired. $550/mo plus damage 
deposit. $275/mo Call 250-635- 
4279 
CLEAN, BRIGHT 2bedroorn 
basement suite In quiet area. 
Separate entrance $600-month 
including heat and cable. Refer- 
ences required. Call 250-638- 
0369. 
LARGE 1BEDROOM suite on 
dead end of Park ave. Available 
immediately. W/d, f/s, no smok- 
ing or pets. $525/month. Call to 
view 250-635-6224. 
LARGE 2BEDROOM suite, 
frldge, stove, laundry, blinds, 
pdvate entry, Ig yard. Close to 
downtown and schools. $525 
month. Available Dec 1. 250- 
635-4753 
NICE BRIGHT one bedroom 
suite, at 4633 Scott. Good refer- 
ences required. Utilities includ- 
ed. $450/mo. Call 260-638- 
B63g 
RESPECTABLE 2BEDROOM 
basement suite, Southside. 
washer/dryer hookups, fridge/- 
stove. Clean. Suitable for non. 
smokers. $5O0/mo. Call 250- 
B35-5081 
SMALL 1BEDROOM suite on 
bench. Electric heat, 
frldge/stove, washer/dryer 
hookups. $325/mo 250-638- 
8639 
SPACIOUS 2BEDROOM base- 
ment suite 1/2 block from col- 
lege. F/s, w/d. Rent negotiable. 
Call 250.638-1164. Available 
Dec 1/02. 
VERY NICE 2 bedroom suite. 
Washer/dryer, built in vacuum. 
Quiet people, good references 
required. No smoking. 
$400/month. Call 250-638- 
8639. 
House Sitting, House Cleaning, Errand Hunn/ng, 
Pet Sitting/Walking, House Painting, and much more 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
400 SQUARE feet for rent, 
commercial zoning. Flexible 
terms/rates. Call Mallory at 250- 
638-t010. 
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MATTHEWS COHSTRUCTiOH 
I :Nev,- Custom Homes 
L~Fully Certified ~ ~  
Giving youth the best driving education Ihat 'we con " !~ 11J6 ~ 
is important to everyonel The I.C,6.C approved t .~.;~l,. 
courses creates better drivers on Ihe road. Reduce ~ ~  ' 
your waiting period on your reamers from ~ Call Silvana Rigsby 
31o 6 monlhs. Earn 2 high school credits 
Safer driving ability will help you stay ~ , today for specially gift 
acc!dent fr.ee which will result in ~ ' ~. baskets & creationsl 
savings on msum~e.p~m,ums. 
~,,0,~n~r~O,~0"0/OU ~ ~:250-638-1716 Cell:250.615.97p2~ 
428 Duplex/ 
Fourplex 
2BEDROOM DUPLEX, 
fridge/stove, draperies, n/g, 
large yard with storage shed. 
$550/month. Available imme- 
diately. No pets. Call 250-635- 
2556. 
2-B~ROOM TOWNHOUSE in 
4plex. Clean, qulet. Fridge, 
stove, washeddryer. No pets, 
References required. 250-635- 
3796 
3BEDROOM SIDE duplex. 
Available December 19th, 2002. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer. 
Walking distance to town, hos- 
pital and schools. $700/mo, half 
damage deposit. Electric heat 
not included. Call 250-635-2442 
3BEDROOM SUITE, fridge/- 
stove, laundry facilities, cable, 
utilities included. Covered car- 
pod, close to town. Damage de- 
posit and references required. 
No pets. $BO0/month. Available 
immediately. Call 250.635- 
2921. 
IMMACULATE, NEWLY reno- 
vated 2 bedroom duplex. 
Fenced back yard washer/dry- 
er, fridge/stove. In the Horse- 
shoe area. Call 250-635-3555. 
References and damage de- 
posit required. 
JUST RENOVATED, two bed- 
rooms, upstairs suite of duplex. 
Pdvate entrance. Yard with fruit 
trees, downtown. Fridge/stove 
included. $550/rno. No pets. 
Available immediately. Call 250- 
638-0790 for appointment to 
view. 
LARGE 2BEDROOM suite in a 
quiet, high quality four plex. 
Near hospital and bus routes. 
Onsite caretakers, 5 applianc- 
es, ng fireplace, mini storage. 
No pets please, $685/mo. Call 
Betty 250-635-6248 
LARGE 3BEDROOM duplex 3 
levels, 3 bathrooms. Patio, 
frldge/stove included. Close to 
hospital and schools. Small 
pets OK. References required. 
Available Dec 1/02. $800/mo 
Call after 6pro. 250-638-824S 
LARGE.. 3BEO.ROOM duplex~: 
Fridge/st0ve, 'i . washer/dryer, 
blinds, finished attic, garden 
level basement, fenced yard, 
pets negotiable. Non smokers 
only. In upper Thornhlg. 
$700/month + damage deposit. 
Available immediately. For ap- 
plications call 250-636-4368. 
SPACIOUS 2BEDROOM in 4 
plex unit. Working couple 
preferred, 4 appliances. Also 2 
bedroom apartment, security 
entrance, rec facilities, secudty 
deposit. Both available imme- 
diately. Call 250-635-6824. 
VERY SPACIOUS 4 bedroom 
duplex located in upper Thorn- 
hill. $800/month. Available De- 
cember 1/02. Call 250-638- 
0410. 
2BEDROOM MOBILE home, 
washer/dryer, fridge/stove. 
$450/mo 250.635-6772 even- 
in.qs. 
3BEDROOM HOUSE at 4509 
Grelg. Frtdge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer hook-up. References 
required. $610/month. Call 250- 
638.8639. 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal far weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 
email kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tendinq Services available. 
1BEDROOM HOU6E for rent 
$350/mo. Call 250-535-5981 or 
250-635-3409 
2BEDROOM HOUSE In the 
downtown area. Fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer. $700/month. Call 
250-635-4818. 
3BEDROOM HOUSE, 1/2 block 
from College. Suitable for 3 
students or small family. Clean 
and roomy. F/s, w/d. Excellent 
terms to right party. Available 
Dec 1/02. Call 250-636-1164. 
5 BEDROOM HOUSE, 5 ap- 
pliances, large fenced yard, 
near Thornhill schools. $800- 
month. Call 250-638-8605. 
5/6 BEDROOM, newly renova- 
ted on acreage in Gossen Sub- 
division. 3 appliances, nlg and 
wood heat. 2 car garage, bas- 
ketball court, garden, fruit trees. 
Full basement, 1 1/2 baths. 
Asking $900/month. Call 250- 
635-2298. 
5BEDROOM HOUSE for rent in 
Horseshoe area. Close to 
schools and bus route. Includes 
all appliances plus wash- 
er/dryer. Available Dec 15/02 
$800/mo 250-638-0702 
5BEDROOM HOUSE, 4 baths, 
good family or in-law home. 
Carport and large lot available 
immediately. References requ- 
ired. 12 month lease minimum. 
$1100/mo Call 250-615-2777 
AVAILABLE NOWl Clean and 
cozy, 2 bedroom house in Ter- 
race. Fenced back yard, 
fridge/stove, washer/dryer,and 
large shop. Close to everYtllin ~. 
$700/month. Call 250-503:,1593 
(Vernon) iii :ii i ,  
CLEAN 2 ll2BEDROOM bpper 
house, fenced yard, ga{den~;: 
washer/dryer Included.$750/mb ;'"
includes utilities. Available Dec 
tst 250-638-7608 
ONE BEDROOM small house 
for rent. Also one bedroom 
shared accommodation for sin- 
gle man. No pets. Call 250-635- 
5893. 
SMALL 2BEDROOM house In 
Thornhill. Suitable for one or 
two people. Fddge/stove, no 
pets, security deposit. $385/mo. 
250-635-6668 
SMALL 2BEDROOM house. 
Newly renovated. Washer/dry. 
er, close to downtown. Electric 
heat. No pets, no smoking. Call 
250-635-0052. 
SMALL WELL maintained, 
clean 2bedroom house in 
Thornhlll. N/g heat, Includes 
fddge/stove, washer/dryer, 
blinds and yard maintenance. 
Ideal for 2 people. $400/mo 
plus security deposit. No pets or 
partiesl Call after 5pro for ap- 
polntment to view or leave a 
messaqe at 250-635-7467 
VERY CLEAN three bedroom 
lower half of house. Close to 
downtown. Includes fridge. 
stove, washer/dryer. Asking 
$600-month, Available January 
1st. Call Patrick at 250-638. 
1135. 
2BEDROOM HOUSE, half 
basement In Horseshoe. 
Fddge/stove washer/dryer. Utili- 
ties included. $675/month. 
Quiet people, good rental refer- 
ences required. Call 250.638- 
8639. 
3 OR 4BEDROOM house on 
bench. Good references re- 
aulred. $650/m0 250-638-8693 
2 & 4BEDROOM suites, newly 
renovated, close to downtown. 
4 bedroom has washer/dryer. 
Available now. Call 260-638- 
1902. 
2BEDROOM ground floor 
apadment. Located on Pine ave shoe. Fenced yard, 4 
in Thomhlll. Close to schools, as, small pets ok, n/g 
Available JanUary 1/03, No available Jan 15th0 
pets, Call 250.635-3583. 250-635-6352 
3BEDROOM HOUSE across 
from school and hospital. 
Fddge/stove, washer/dryer, 
freezer~ Fenced yard. Available 
immediately. Call 250.635- 
0818. $700/mo 
3BEDROOM HOUSE In 
Horseshoe area, fenced yard, 4 
aDpllances, available Dec 15th. 
$900/m0/260.615-7869 
3BEDROOM HOUSE In Horse- 
appllane. 
fireplace, 
$6501m0 
2BEDROOM DOUBLEWIDE 
trailer on large lot at 4651 Bea- 
ver Cresent. Fddge/stove, 
washer/dryer. $500/month. Call 
250-638-8639. 
2BEDROOM MOBILE 12X68 
for rent in Sunnyhill Trailer 
Coud. Available immediately. 
$450/mo plus utilities. Wash- 
er/dryer included. References 
required. Phone 250-638-0438 
2BEDROOM MOBILE home on 0, 
2.5 acres. Very private, fire. 
place, soaker tub. Call 250- 
635-9664, 
3BEDROOM TRAILER • In 
Thornhill, 4 appliances, avail. 
able immediately $450/month. 
One bedroom cabin in Thornhlll. 
Excellent Insulation, low heating 
costs, $395/mo. Close to 
schools and store. Call 250. 
635-2319. 
AVAILABLE DEC 15102 14X70 
mobile home with large addl. 
tlon. 3bedrsoms. Very spa. 
claus, nice condition. $600/mo 
plus damage deposit. 250-635. 
6640 
CLEAN, HEWLY 
BENOUATED 
2. & 3 bedroom rn6bi~e " 
homes within:walking:dis~-i 
lance to tu r in . . .  - • 
FOrnished or:ufffOfnish6d.. 
Fridge/slobe, w~ddb,~ coy ~: 
erii~qs'ond j6e~.sh6ck, .":" 
Available immediaiely.- 
250-.638-.1885 
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448 Mobile Homes 
MOBILE PAD space satiable 
for 14' mobile homes, Available 
immediately. Pad rent $225 or 
$210 senolr rate. Located in 
Pine Park. Call 250.636-9418. 
RENOVATED MOBILE home 
with 10X40 addilion, ,ridge- 
stove, washer/dryer, wood 
stove/natural gas heat, large 
yard, secluded area, 
,550/month.. 250-635-2839 
WANTED BUYERS: PLACE 
your word ad in The Terrace 
Standard and Weekend Adver- 
tiser for 1 week and payonly #6"2609 BRAUN ST.  
$14.45, 3 weeks (3TS) & (3WA) 
$26.75. Additional words over 
20 -.25/word plus GST. Phone 
250-638-7283 Fax 250,638- 
8432 or email to advertising 
@terracestandard.com. We ac. 
cept Visa/m/c or cash. 
WE PAY $2000 set up costs. Phone 250-635-9190 
On available pads, #90 and 
#114 - Boulderwood Mhp, 3616 
Larch ave. Call Gord at 250- 
638-1182. 
n quiet Slrata 6-Plex. 2 levels, 3 bedrooms, 1.5 
s, 5 appliances, blinds on all windows, neutral 
lean, immaculate condition. Largeyard, separate 
~w strata bes. Priced to sell @ 
s92 ,000 
IN THORNHILL looking for one 
non - smoking female to share 
full house with large yard, pets 
okay, ,250/month includes utili- 
ties. Call 250-615-3401. 
LOOKING FOR roommate in 
mobile home. Washeddryer, 
,ridge/stove. $400/mo, utili- 
ties/cable Included, 250-638- 
6969. N/S, NIP. 
SHARED ROOM required. 
Quiet professional female, n/s, 
nip with references, Looking for 
weekly shared accommodation. 
Starting Jan/03. Call 250-559- 
2338. ,572  Modular ; /  
Homes i : . , . . .  
1BEDROOM SUITE for rent on 
Queensway with view and yard. 
Includes garbage pick up. 
$375/mo. Call 250-635-2837 
SKI SUN Peaks Resort BC visit 
our website at: www.sunpeaks- 
reservations.cam or call Sun 
Peaks Online at 1-888-578- 
8369 Hotels, condos, and cha- 
lets, Ski in/ski out, hot tubs. 
Great Accommodation - Great 
Rates - Great Service. 
STARRESORT, INT. We buy, 
and sell timeshares. 
www.starresort.net. 1-800-985- 
4395 
i~484 T0w,houses 
3BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE, 
2baths, n/g heat, fireplace, 
,ridge/stove, dishwasher, no 
pets, non-smokers only. 
$650/mo. January 1st, 2003. 
250-815-0192 
LARGE 2BEDROOM town- 
house, with 12 feet of closets 
14X70 MANUFACTURED 
home with land. 4 bedrooms, 
addition, garage, 4 appliances. 
In excellent condition. Asking 
$61,000. Vendor may assist 
with financin.q. 250-638-7610 
2BEDROOM MOBILE home in 
excellent condition. Large addi- 
tion, new windows, flooring 
throughout. Located in Terrace 
trailer park. Includes f/s, dish- 
washer, washer. Call 250-635- 
1884. 
OFFERS REQUESTED for this 
1997 14x68 @ #57- 3616 Larch 
Ave., Boulderwood Mhp. Call 
Gord 250-638-1182 to view. 
FACTORY DIRECT chaparral 
modulars. Factory tours, cus- 
tom homes, residential packag- 
es, no commissionsl SHELDON 
CUSTOM HOMES, 3075 Sexs- 
mith, Kelowna. For more infor- 
mation toll free 1-888-765-8992 
DL101146 
OSOYOOS LAKE B.C. Enjoy 
the Climate of CANADA'S 
ONLY NATURAL DESERT. Lo- 
cated in the South Okanagan 
valley near the US border, in 
wine country! Brand new LAKE- 
FRONT apartments and town- 
homes. Prices start at $89,900. 
Call 1-866-738-1002 Vis- 
it:www.casa-del-lago.ca Co-op- 
erators Real Estate Services 
Inc, 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
salps an d lo(~ators..., Hauling, 
iaV',~ilable Dave" Cro~.san +250- 
[ L 
Bank says NO? 1 
say/ 
Yes! / 
All "Credit Applications Accepted. 
Easy, Fast and Confidential. 
No Hassles or Embarrassmenb=L 
YES to poor credit/no credit .~.  
LIMITED TIME-Save yopr ~¢~il 
money for Christmas, ~t ~, i  
0Down or E o ~  ~6~ 
for 90 d,~ys 0At.Ask for d e t a i~ .5~ 
1990 JEEP CHEROKEE 4wd, 
Great winter vehicle, blizzak 
tires, new clutch, well main- 
tained. $5000 abe. 250-635- 
5085• 
1992 MAZDA B2600 extra cab 
4X4 with matching canopy. 
111,000kms. Excellent condi. 
tion. $9500 abe. Call 250-798- 
9505 after 6:pm 
1996 DODGE Dakota Sport ext 
cab with 3yr old canopy, 
blacldgrey striping. 5.21/V8, 
4X4, 98,000kms. Auto, excel- 
lent condition, female driven, 
$15,000 250-847-2232 or 250- 
847-9889 
++'Online+ • ..:.i .+ "+ ii + ::+ ++ 
www,lemceslandat,com 
2001 Chev Venture WA$$16.995 NOW $14,995 
$17,995 1995 Chev Ext Cab 
2001 Civic DX-G 3/4 Ton, 2 Wh. Dr. $12,9(35 
$16,995 
1995 Civic Hatch 
2001 Civic LX-G $8,995 
$18,995 
1994 Jeep YJ 
1999 Pontiac Transport Montana $9,995 
$17,995 
1 9 9 9 ~ ~  Ton 1994 GMC Suburban SLE 
T D i e t ~ ~  Cab NOW $16,995 
~$31,g95 1993 Subaru Loyale 
NOW $8,995 
1999 Volks Golf Wolfsburg 
WAS Slg,99S NOW $16,995 1993 Chev S-Blazer 
$10,995 
1999 Ford4 WD S Cab XLT 
$25,995 1993 Buick Century Custom 
WAS $10,995 NOW $8,995 
2-1999 Honda Odyssey EX 
$25,995 - 27,995 1993 Civic Sl 
1998 Ford F150 $8,995 
$19,995 1993 Mazda 323  
1996 GMC EXT Cab 4x4 $7,995 
$16,995 1992 ~ XLT 
1996 Chevy Suburban LT 
$22,995 1990 Toyota Camry 
19961 Ton .... ~ ab $7,995 
C 4 ~  ':ii:...,i~: , 1990 Chev  ~,~5 Cava ler  
1995 Accord EX V/6 1988 Ford 4x4 XLT 
$15,995 $8,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 1988 Nissan Sentra 
NOW $15,995 $2,995 
i i995  Ford 4WD Ext 1981 Volks Rabbit Cony. 
Cab w/Plow $3,995 
per bedroom. Small office or 
computer area. 2 bathrooms, 
gourmet kitchen with plenty of 
oak cabinets, 3 appliances, w/d 
hook - ups, full crawl space 
storage• Quiet, impeccably 
clean and well managed, effi- 
cient to heat. ,690/month. Call 
250.638-0661. 
TERRACE MANOR NEEDS 
GOOD QUIET TENANTS, Re- 
567-2607 6km Mapes Road, 
Vanderhoof, B.C. 
THE TACK Store. Everything 
for the horse lover. Telkwa 1- 
888-686-t566• Phone orders 
welcome. Accepting all major 
credit cards. Tues - Sat. 10.5 
Terrace_;   H onda 
4838 Hwy 16 W ~J  {250)638-8171 
e l  9662 . . / "  1-800-665-1990 
www.EH:hondo.com 
Please have your dog 
leashed or fenced-in away 
from your mail boxes on 
Wednesdays and Saturdays 
so your newspaper carrier 
can deliver your paper. 
DU/VtP TRUCK FOR SALE 
1986 Pelerbuilt Dump Truck has 3406 Cat Motor, 
16 FI Nahannl Gravel Box, 4z100 Rears, and a t 551:¢1 Transmission 
$22,000 O.B.O. 
DUMP TRUCK FOR SALE 
1976 Peterbuilt Dump Truck Wilh Cat Molar & Gavel Box, 15 Spd Transmission 
$8,OOO.OO .B.O 
100 GALLON TIDY TANK 
with 12 volt fuel pump & cap like new 
$700.00 O.B.e. 
TO VIEW CONTACT MAR'P( AT 635-5449 
gsed Snowblower 
10.5 H.P. 
*999.00 
2001 Mountain 
~Max700cc;141 rack 
1+6,995.00 
1997 Mountain 
Max, 700, Triple 
*3,995.00 
New 1ONLY 
2001MM700,141,! Track, 0Km's 
I '8,499;00 
,, : 
1996 Arctic Col 
Powder Special 
$2,995.00 
It 998 ArCtic Cat l 
ZR 5+0i 21! Longt  ¢k 
'3,995i00 
Demo 2002 
Kodiak Ultra-Matic 
400, 4x4 
*7,495.00 
+ 
494 6 GreigAve! 
i)! ph: 635!2909 /i: 
'02 Proteg  ES GT 
Lets Make A Deall '!i:?;~:~:'ji! '"" !i' i';:/ ....... i":ii:~ V "~ ~. x:', 
A0/ F,nanc,ng 
| V !Y  10 A v a i l a b ~ ~ ~  ','• 
Driver-3 times in 3 ~ l ~ J ~ ~ ~  
~ ;~ ~-~' , ' J  ~ I :1 • I o~,_~ :~"-~' 
'86 Ford Tempo 4~,5s~ ~)$1,500 
'86 Chev Camaro Iroc ~ $6,995 
'91 Subaru Legacy Sedan A w~ 
'92 Olds 88 Royale ~v6,~J~ $6,995 
'93 Chrysler Concord Great~i*l.Size Car $7,995 
'95 Nissan 240 SX2D~c~ $10,495 
'96 Subaru Legacy LSl ~,~oi~er, CDCk,~r $17,795 
'97 Chrysler Intrepid ~ ~,~ c~L, o~ ~,~ ~ $ ! 0,995 
'98 Ford Escort ~r,~u~,A/c ~ $10,995 
'98 Ford Conlour Au~o, v¢, Very CJ~n $10,995 
'99 Mazda Protege SE ~o,~/c ~ $12,995 
'00 Subaru Impreza RSL~ $ ~  
'00 Ford Taurus ~,31.0~ $16,895 
[] "] :1 ~.I ' ;A ~ I~ .]g'lijJJ4-t~:]lM/_.1 ~[-1= 
'93 Ford Explorer XL 4x4,A/C, 112,000Km 
'97 Mazda M.RV. 4x4 ~l~ 
'98 Chev Astro LII'~WD,Ver~C~, 
'99 Subaru Outback~s,ooo~ 
'00 Subaru Outback ~uto, m Lo~ 
'00 Chev Crew Cab 3/4 Ton, 4x~, [o~ 
'00  Chev Aslro AWe e Po,s., Ve~TClean 
~$1~995 
$18,995 
4~J~$23,995 
$25,995 
$19,995 
'01 Mazda Tribute ES mD, Lea~r, Loaded $29,995 
i :.,1:1 :~'~V~M ~ I q , ]h  d : t1£- I  [4[,-1B 
'97 GMC Sonoma Ext Cab 4x4 ~ $12,995 
'98 Mazda B4000 Ext Cab 4.4,A/c,32.000~m $20,995 
'98 Ford F.150 Ext. Cab 4x4 3~r $ ~  
'99 Mazda B4000 Ext Cab 4 [~r $14,995 
ltlclZlD  M.RV.  
ceive a refund for good be- 
haviour of one half of your 
• monthly rent each month. For 
January, February ,March. 3br 
townhouses,close to downtown 
and schools,at 4520 Scott 
Ave.Full monthly rentals from 
$545 per month.250-635-4980 
"USA LIQUIDATION ACRE- 
AGES" take over 20 acres in 
scenic West Texas. 
,395/acre/,150/month. Finan- 
cing available Call 1-800.875- 
6568 
,5BEDROOM 1600SOFT house 
on one plus acres, landscaped, 
'In Thomhill. 2 1/2 baths. Fully 
finished basement with natural 
gas fireplace. 5 appliances. At- 
tached garage.  Asking 
$197,000. Call 250-638-0860. 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14,45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA)$26,75. Addi- 
tional words over 20. •25/word 
• plus GST, Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or email to 
advertising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept VisaJm/c 
or cash, 
TOWNHOUSE/DUPLEX WITH 
a difference. New subdivision 
near College.Will consider 
trade. Also a 3 bedroom newer 
rancher, 2 1/2 acres in Jackpine 
Flats.. For more information 
call 250-638-7074 or www.tors- 
Erika Longer UsoC~:M~lim~J Uon~Ha~,~t~nn 
NNN 
Pot Qu~nn Jim Daffy Vance Had|ey 
B i t  t iungh Ru,ty t.iungh ~ W ~ I ~  
~iB~l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  
ROYAL LEPAGE 
635-2404 
~j~d. # 102-4644 laze l le  Ave ,  w' ,vw.n  b',dk'pi,ge.t 
[!m;fll ii,f,,l~ ,o)',i11¢ | xtg'~'k' ff.,,:e r Otll 
.~holm for• the. be.~t prire..~ 
, ,  ~iJi. ~ , "  r+t'+r~l,, r~. , .  
!JOrO" lisl! 
"Everything for 
the Horse Lover" 
JACK RUSSELL Cross pup- 
pies looking for good homes. 
Vet checked, Asking $120. Call 
250-638-1852 
6LOGGING TRUCKS and trail- 
ers rigged for short logs. Excel- 
lent shape, ready to go to work. 
New MVI rappers, tire chains, 
radio etc. all Included, Starting 
pnce as low as $40,000 per 
complete unit. Phone Dwain at 
Twin Valley Transport Ltd., 
Quesnel, B.C. office 250-992- 
2679 home 250-992-7658 office 
fax 250-992-2625 
1994 CHEV CAVALIER 4- door 
auto power locks~ new brakes 
and rotor. $6200. Call 250.698- 
7627. 
1999 HONDA Civic Sedan SE 
for sale, 5spd transmission, 
49,600kms, $13 000 abe, Call 
after 6pro, 250.635-8604 
~O j1~l~L] . .a  1~a • .~j7.11 To#ace your C mmunity Classified 
call this newspaper or 
toll free 1-866-669-9222 L.laSSlTleas classifieds@bccommunitynews.com 
www.communityclassifieds.ca 
,CH 2.3 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,411 
O4 
V 
i l l  
U.I 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
CLASSIFIED ADS WORK 
- you're reading them 
now! Place a 25-word 
classified in 99 B.C. & 
Yukon newspapers for 
only $309. Call 
this newspaper for 
details, or phone 
1.666-669-9222 ext. 3. 
www.communityclassifieds.ca 
AUTO FINANCING 
BUYS OF THE WEEK. 
2002 Intrepid $295; 2002 
Grand AM $289; 2002 
Cavalier $198; 1999 Ford 
4x4 $325; 2000 Chev. 
Blazer $375; 2000 Chev. 
Van $299; Payments 
monthly plus tax. Marly 
604-464.3941 lan. 
CHRISTMAS CASH 
BACK up to $1000. 
Discharged, bankrupt, 
charge-of,s, slow pay, 
you drive. Cars from $99 
bl-weekly. 500 cars to 
choose from, 2003 SX2.0 
$165 bi-weekly.  2000 
Cavalier $149 bl-weekly. 
Need a visa? Call Randy 
604-817-5337+ 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
ZESTO'S OVEN BAKED 
Subs & California Style 
Wraps are looking for 
motivated franchisees, 
Join this dynamic and 
fast growing Canadian 
Company. 1-888-922- 
2294, www,zestos.com, 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
INVENTORS 
PRODUCT IDEAS 
wanted! Free information 
package. Develop & 
professional ly present 
your new product idea to 
manufacturers through 
DavIson, an award 
winning firm, Patent 
assistance available: 
1-800-544-3327 (24 hrs). 
CARS 
CREDIT GUARANTEED 
TODAY. We offer all 
makes,. No hassle. 
Finance or leasing at 
6,5% OAC for cars, 
trucks, vans, including 
4x4 diesels. Self- 
employed, bankrupt, 
divomed, or credit Issues. 
No big deal. We have 
the money. Call 
1 -800-650-4829.  
www.credlt-king.com for 
Inventory listings 
COMING EVENTS 
IMPROVE QUALITY of 
your life through past 
lives, dreams, soul travel. 
Begin the adventure 
today. For Free Book, call 
Eckankar, 1.800-LOVE- 
GOD, Ask for book #F18. 
www,eckankar.org 
EDUCATION 
A NEW CAREER? Train 
to be an Apartment/  
Condominium Manager. 
Many jobsl Job 
placement assistance. 
All-Areas. Government 
Registered Program. 
Information/ brochure 
SERVICE ADVISOR 
REQUIRED, Yellowknife 
Chrysler, The fastest 
growing automobile 
franchise in the NWT 
requires a qualif ied, 
energetic service advisor 
to join our team. We offer 
an excel lent salary, 
company benefit plan, 
bonus incentive and 
outstanding Northern 
lifestyle. The territories 
have the lowest rate of 
personal tax and no PST. 
The successful candidate 
must have previous 
service advisor 
EMPLOYMENT PERSONALS TRAVEL 
OPPORTUNITIES CANADA'S TOP V A N C O U V E R 
PSYCHICS.. .Are You DOWNTOWN ALL-SUITE 
Ready to Believe in Deluxe hotel from 
Psychics Again? Call $69 sgl/dbl,  B.C. 
Now, You Won't Be residents Dec/Jan 
Disappointed! 1-900-451- special. 1-800-663-1818. 
7070,2.95/minute 18+. www.century-plaza.com. 
PERSONALS Ca,e, lounge, seafood 
restaurant, #1-rated day 
DIVORCE SURVIVAL spa. Weekly/monthly 
STRATEGIES. . .Before rates• 
spending large sums on 
legal fees, call The Family 
Law Centre to understand 
your rights & obligations. 
Our lawyers will present 
you with your options & 
offer smart & proven 
strategies to help reduce 
your legal fees, safeguard 
your assets & defend 
your child custody & 
access rights, Don't be 
a victim[ "Separate 
Smart"..TolI-Free1-866- 
879-3529. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS. 
Clearance salel 
Manufacturer direct. Beat 
next price Increase. 
TRAVEL 
(604) 681-5456, 1-800- Information, 1-800-566- 
665-8339, www, rmtl.ca. 6699, ext, 400.aT 
TIMESHARE RESALES. 
Worldwide Selection• Era 
Stroman Since 1979. Call 
now! Buyers call 1-800- 
613-7987. Sellers call 
1 -800-201 -0864.  
www.timesharelink.com 
TRUCKS 
experience, preferably 0 DOWN O.A.C•" 
automotive ADP or Guaranteed credit 
Reynolds with a strong approvals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
desire to work In a fast- crew cabs, diesels, sport 
paced environment,  util it ies, cars & vans .  
dedicated to customer Repo's, broken leases, 
service. Relocation heavy duty equipment. 
assistance provided. Take over payments. 
Submit resume In Free del ivery. Cal l .  
confidence to: Service Lawrence Siccta, BC's 
Manager, Yel lowknife 25x40 $7,200.00. 30x40 largest f inance broker. 
Chrysler, 340 Old $8,900.00. 30x50 1 -800-993.3673.  
$10,300.00. 35x50 Vancouver 604-327-6377. 
Airport Road, Yellowknife, $13,200.00. 40x60 CREDIT GUARANTEED 
NT, X lA  3T3, Fax $17,300.00. Others. TODAY, We offer all 
867-873-6688 Emalh Pioneer 1-800-668-5422. makes• No hassle. 
ffowlow@hotmail.com. Since 1980 Finance or leasing at 
FOR SALE MISC, FUTURE STEEL 6.5% OAC for cars, 
SAWMILL $4995.00 All BUILDINGS - Durable, trucks, vans, including 
new Super Lumbermate Dependable, Pre- 4x4 diesels. Self- 
2000, larger capacities, engineered All-Steel employed, bankrupt, 
Structures, Custom- divorced, or credit Issues. 
more options. Norwood made to suit your needs No big deal, We have 
Industries, manufacturer and requirements, the money, Call 
of sawmil ls,  edgers Factory-Direct affordable 1 -8  00-6  50 .4829,  
and skldders. Free prices, Call 1-800-668- www.credlt.klng.com for 
8653 ext. 132 for free Inventory listings 
brochure 
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: FORD 
Please have your dog 
leashed or fenced-in 
away from your 
mail boxes on 
Saturdays so your 
newspaper carrier 
can deliver your 
paper. 
Newspapers  
want  to  get  
i t  r ight .  
• So i f  at t imes they fall 
short ,  let the i r  editors 
know,  
If they can't  solve the 
prob lem,  contact  the B.C, 
.Press Counci l ,  a 
vo luntary  body  that 
looks into and tries to 
mediate  unresolved 
reader  compla ints  about  
news and opin ion in B.C. 
newspapers .  
B.C. PRESS COUNCIl. 
201-1290 Broad Street, 
Vidoria, B.C. V8W 2A5 
IMPORTS 
Ph. 250-384-3344 
F~,x: 250-384-3346 
E-mail: coundl@bcpresscauncil,org 
Web: bq~resscou'ndl.org ,"- 
COLUMBIA SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION Foeests 
In the matter of Major Works Contract 11250-85/SB2003-01 construction of 4,463 
metres of road, installation ofa 24 metre bridge, installation of a 15 metre bridge, 
installation otculverts and semi.permanent deactivation of6119 metres of road, in 
the vicinity of Cheenis Creek, Hawkesbury Island• 
Owner: Mnistry ot Forests, North Coast Forest District, 125 Market Place, Prince 
Rupert, British Columbia VaJ 1B9, Telephone 250-624-7460, Fax 250-624-7479, 
Contractor: Skeena Disposal Co, Ltd., P.O, Box 606, Pflnca Rupert, British Columbia 
VSJ 3R5. 
This is to certify that he work described therein has been substantially pedormed on 
November 20. 2002• This is in accordance with the Builders Lien Act el British 
Columbia. - Deputy Minister [de2-127871]. 
Navigable Water Protection Act I 
R.S.C• 1985 chapter N-22 J 
The Nisga'a Nation hereby gives notice that an application has I 
, ~n~ rnade lq..l~e Mir~is~try, o[ Ei s h e rio La.•n..d.,Qc., .ea. ~ Luncl..e.r,~.e~:,,~;~:~ J 
-~l~;igable waiersPro't~=Ction Act for approval of ~e plans and site J 
of works described herein. Under Section 9of  the said Act, Nisga'a I 
Nation has deposited with the Ministry of Fisheries and Oceans at 
Vancouver, B.C. and in the office of the District Registrar of Lands 
R~istry of Cassiar, Terrace, B.C.; under deposit number 1000042 
a description of the site and plans of: 
Log Dump, in the Pordand Canal at Dogfish Bight in front of lot 
number D.L 2365. 
Written objection based on the effect oi the work on marine 
navigation should be directed not later than one month from this 
date of notice to: Superintendent, Navigable Waters Protection 
Division, Department o~ Fisheries and Oceans, Canadian Coast 
Guard, Suite 350-555 Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C. VaB 5G3. 
BRi:rL~H PUBLIC REVIEW - PROPOSED M~WOf ¢ 
( '~/ I  IMRIA MAJOR AMENDMENT TO FOREST Forests 
. . . . . . . . . .  DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
The North Coast Forest District (DNC) Smsfl Scale Salvage Program's (SSSP) pro- 
posed Major Amendment to the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program's 
(SBFEP) Forest Development Plan (FDP) will be available for public viewing from 
November 22, 2002 through January 22. 2003, during the hours of 8:30 a,m. to 4:50 
p,m. Menaay to Friday at the DNC office located at 125 Market Place. Prince 
Rupert, BC, VSJ I Bg, A full copy of the plan amendment will also be made available 
for review at the Prince Rupert Library during business hours. 
This Major Amendment tothe FDP details proposed forest management activities to 
be undertaken by the SSSP over a 5-year period beginning January 1, 2001 to 
DeCember 31, 2005. The amendment consists of Interpretative text providing infer- 
marion on timber salvage ctivit[ea and procedures within the DNC. Concurrent with 
this opportunity for public review, the amendment will also be referred to and 
reviewed by a number of resource and environmenlal agencies and interest groups 
as well as affected aboriginal groups. 
Any comments regarding this amendment are welcomed end should be forwarded 
in writing to Czesfaw Koziol, R.PF. Special Tenures Forester. to the address noted 
above or vis electronic mail to (,3zeslaw.Koziol@aamsg.oov.l~.cs. 
Please note that comments must be received by no later than January 22, 2003. 
PUBLIC NOTICE: 
Environmental Assessment 
As respons ib le  author i ty  under the Canad ian  
Environmental Assessment Act, the Habitat Enhancement 
Branch of Fisheries and Oceans Canada is conduding an 
envi ronmenta l  assessment regarding the proposed 
upgrade of the Nisga'a Highway by the Ninistry of 
Transportation• The section ofhighway is located between 
New Aiyansh and Greenvil le from the lava beds to 
Kwinyarh Creek• The scope of the project wil l  be elevation 
of the road level, widening and straightening of the 
highway, and replacement of stream crossing structures. 
The total area of fish habitat loss will be 6 ,663 square 
metres, which would be author ized on condit ion of  
completion of compensatory habitat enchancement, 
Any concerns regarding this project or requests for 
addit ional information can be directed to the Terrace DFO 
Habitat Technician at 615-53,54. 
ii 
, BR~'ISH NOTICE INVrrlNQ APPLICATION FOR u,r~o~ ¢ 
COLUMB~ TIMBER SALE LICENCE A50583 F~s 
Pursuant o Section 20 of the Forest Act. s Timber Sale Ucence Is being offered for 
sole. 
Closing Date: January 9. 2003 at 8:30 a.m. District: Kalum 
Geogrephle Location: Skeena West Term: One (1) year 
Volume: 15879 cubio metres, more or less 
Uplet Stumpege Rote:S14.30 per cub~ make 
The upset atumpege rate was determined by the Markel Pricing System, and le 
applicable only to coniferous green eawlog rades• 
Species: Hemlock 77%. Balsam 23%. more or less 
Tenders will o~ly be accepted from Individuals or corporations registered as a Small 
Budneea Forest Enterpdea. Category One it). 
Logging 8yetem: Cable 
This Ilcence renulres Ihe building ol approximately 0.3 Idlometreo ofon-black reade 
and approximately 4.1 kllometres ofscrese road under an associated Road Permit. 
This timber sale oonstets of two (2) blocks (Block I - Cleat Cut and Block 2 - Patch 
Clear Cut). 
Applications will be accepted by Iha D|stdcl Manager, Kelum Forest District. 200.5220 
Koith Avenue, Terrace. Bdtieh Columbia, V8G 1L1 until 8:30 a.m, on January 9, 2003, 
There Is additional metadel which the applicant must consider In their application, Thle 
material, application forms, and other Infomlatlon about he Small Bugloasa Program. 
can be obtained from the above Forest District Office, 8pecffy Timber Solo License 
A50583. 
i I 
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STAND-----ARD 
3210 Clinton Street, Terrace 
• SIX11"l FLOOR, 900 HOWE SIREET, BOX 250 
VANCOUVER, B•C• V6Z 2N3 CANADA 
web site: http://w~w.kuc.com 
The Terrace Standard,  Wednesday ,  December  18,  2002-  B1 
My 
ball! 
KERMODES Gi l l ian  
Jones  ( le f t )  and  
She l ly  Mu i r  ( r ight )  
t ry  to  wrest le  the  
basketba l l  f rom 
V ic tor la ' s  Mt .  Dou-  
g las '  Cour tney  G in -  
g ras  dur ing  the  
open ing  game o f  
the  V ic tor ia  inv i ta -  
t iona l  Chr i s tmas  
Basketba l l  tourna-  
ment  last  week ,  
The  g i r l s  p layed  
seven basketba l l  
games  in four  days  
wh i le  in V ic tor ia .  
Las t  week 's  
i ssue  of  the  Ter -  
race  S tandard  mis-  
taken ly  ind icated  
the  team was  away 
two weeks  ago ,  
when in fact ,  they  
were  p lay ing  out  o f  
town las t  week ,  
Dec .  11-14 .  VERN 
FAULKENER PHOTO 
Issue of Wed., Dec. 25 - 
Terrace Standard 
4 p.m. Dec. 18 
Issue of Sat., Dec. 28- 
Weekend Adverliser 
NOON. Dec. 20 
Issue of Wed., Jan, I - 
Terrace Standard 
NOON Dec. 23 
r Issue of Sat., Jan. 4 - 
Weekend Adverliser 
NOON Dec. 30 
B.C. V8G 5R2-  638-7283 
,~ co# ~ 
TEtEPHONE: (604] 6604700 BC 
TOLl.FREE: 1-800-663-1385 
FACILE: (604) 660-1102 
PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS LTD. 
Appliceli~n for Approval of 2003 Revenue Requirements 
IN=h=: Wednesday, January 8, 2003 
Ti~e: 9:00 o.m. 
to(ori0n: Commission Hearing Room 
Vancouver, B•C. V6Z2N3 - ' ; :  .~:: ":: : :/:::;: 
THE .AJ3PUCATION 
Pacific Norlhern Gas Ud. ("PNG"} has applied to the 6ritish Columbia Ulilities Commission ('lhe Commission"] for 
approval to ed ust rates, effective Januar~ 1, 2003. This Application seeks I9 reco~r increased re~n~ require.men. Is 
associated with deliver ng natural gas and 'with the commodity cost oF gas. The Application requests an increase m t~. 
gas delivery charge in res dentla[ miss of about 2 percent and an increase in the gas delivery charge in smo 
commercial rates oF about 20 percent to be effective January 1, 2003. PNG has also o~lied for an increase in the 
cost of gas of about 25 percent. 
THE REGULATORY PROCESS 
By Order No• G-91 -O2, the Commission approved interim rote increases in the gas delivery charge of about 17 
percent and in the gas commodity charge of about 20 percent b.r residential nd small commercial c.u.s t~0mer? effective 
January 1, 2003. The difference between the interlm rotes and Ihe permanent 2003 rates am mhmdobl0 with interest• 
The Commission has established a N~otlated Se~emenl Process for the review oF PNG's Application and has 
scheduled a Workshop on Wednesday, January 8, 2003 in the Commission Hearing Room and ,Settlement Discussions 
comn~enclng on Monday, February 10, :2003, in Vancouver, S.C., at a location to be de~rmlned. 
PUBUC INSPECTION OF THE DOCUMENTS 
The Applicotlon and supporting material will be made available for inspection at p~lic lihmrles in Prince R ul~e ~, 
Terrace, Kitimat, Houslon, Smithers, Bums Lake, Vanderhoof and Fort St. James and at the Itead Office at PNG at 5uile 
9.50, "185 WeB! Georgia Street, Vanc,,,uver, B.C., V6E 4E6, and at the British Columbia Utilities Commlssi0n, Sixth 
Floor, 900 Howe Street, Vancouver, B.C, V6Z 2N3 
INTERVENTIONS 
Persons who exp~t o actively padicipate in the PNG proceeding should mghter as Intervenors wilh the Commission, 
in wr;ting, by Friday, January 3, 2003• Intervenors wiI/;'nceive copies of the Applkafion, ell correspenchnce and flied 
dacumentotion. Interv0nors who have not previously particippted in o negotiated seffhment should mad the 
Commisslon's #Negotiated Sett{emenl Process: Policy, Pr.ocedures and Guidelines", Ihat is available from the 
Commisslods website ol hffp://w,/nv.lx~.com (it~n #4 under Brochures & Documents button) or which can be sent Io 
you if requesled. 
Persons not expeding fo actively partlclpa~, b~ who have on interest in the PNG proceeding shau[cl regMer as 
interested Parties with the Commission, in writing, by Friday, January 3, 2003. Interesl~l Padies will receive a copy 0| 
the Application's Exerutive Summary and all Orders issued. 
PARTICIPANT ASSISTANCE 
nterwnors Intending to apply [or Padlci~nl Assislame must submit o budget estimate consbfent with I~ Commi.$slon'.* 
Participant Assislance/Cost Award C~i~eli~s• Copies am available upon request or on theC0mmhsl6n~$ Vmb i.ite: 
hflp:j/~w.borccom/brur/=are.k~l . . . . . .  
FURTHER INFORMATION 
For further informotlon, phase ccotoc! Mr. Robert J. Pellet, Commission Secretary, or Mr. Barry McKinley, Manager, 
Roles and Finance as follows: 
TERRACE 
I 'HRYSLEll 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 nLR. 5958 
www.terraceautomsl l .com 
2001 Dodge 
Grand Caravan SE 
Low KN, Auto, A/C, Cruise, Tilt, 
Power Windows & Locks 
NOW ONLY $27,995 
2001 Chrysler Intrepid 
VG, Auto, Cruise, Tilt, Windows & More 
$1 9,995 
2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
v6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Pwr 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
Was 15.995 
NOW ONLY $1 2 ,995  
• "99 Dodge Ram 1500 
Quad Cab 
4x4. v8, Auto, Laramie SLT 
$26 ,995 
'99 Dodge Grand Caravan 
re, Auto, 4 Dr., Windows, Locks & More 
$17 ,995 
'98 P lymouth  Gr. Voyager 
VS, Auto, Air 
$1 2,995 
'98 Jeep Cherokee 
Sport  
4 Door, 4x4 
$17 ,995 
'98 Chrysler  Neon 
4 Dr.,Auto, Air 
$9 ,995  
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Mc, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
$12 ,995 
'95 Dodge Ram Reg Cab 
2500, 4x4,V8,Auto, Canopy, NC 
$14,995 
'85 Jeep Grand Wagoneer 
v8, Auto, 4 Door, 4 Wlleel Drive 
ONLY $5 ,495 
2001 Ford Ranger  XCab 
XLT, 4x4, V6, Auto, Air, Windows, 
Locks, Cruise, Tilt and More 
$26 ,995 
2000 Ford F150 XCab 
4x4, vs, Auto, Loaded 
$24,995 
2000 Ford Taurus 
Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
Locks & More 
$17 ,995 
'97 Ford F150 Xcab 
4x4, v8, Auto, A/C 
. $17 ,995 
'95 Mercury Villager 
Air, Cruise, Tilt, Power, Windows, 
Locks & More 
$4 ,995  
'92 Ford F150 4x4  
Reg. Cab 
$9 ,995 
'92 Ford Exp lorer  
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, "flit, 
Windows, Sunroof, Cassette 
" $11,995 ::'" 
'9'2 Ford Escort Wagon 
$5,995 
2000 Pontiac GR Pdx 
v6, Auto, Air, "flit, cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
$20,995 
2000 Pontiac Grand Am 
A/C, "flit, Automatic, Cruise, 
Pwr. Windows/Locks and More 
$18 ,995 
'97 Chevrolet 1500 XCab 
4x4, Only 33,000 Kin• 
$17,995 
'97 Grand AM 
NC, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Power Seat 
$11,995 
'97 GMC 2000 SLE 4x4 
Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
Locks & More , 
$19,995 
'95 Chevrolet 4x4 Reg Cab 
V8, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt & Mum 
$11,995 
'g5 Ckev Cavalier 
4 Cyl.. Auto, A/C 
$7,495 
'93 Chev $10 Blazer 
4x4. 4 Dr. 
$7,995 
2001 Subaru  Impreza  
All Wheel Drive, Air, Cruise 
Tilt, Windows, Locks 
$24,595 
2001 Subaru  Legacy  
4 Dr., Sedan, Low KM, A/C, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks, Auto, CD 
$23,995 
2000 Toyota Corol la  
4 cyl., Auto 
$17 ,588 
'9g Mazda Miata 
Convertible 
Only 16,800 KM 
$20,995 
'98 Mazda MR/ES AWD 
V6,Auto, Air & More 
$13,995 
'93 Mazda 
MPV AWD Van 
Auto, Cruise, Tilt, PW 
55,595 
' 9 ~ 1  
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7187 
Telephone: (604 660.4700 ~ ~1 E.Mail: Commhsion.SecretaryObcuc.com 
Facsimile: (604 660.1102 Telephone' (B.C. Toll Free) i.800-663,138.5 
1-800.313,7187 Dg 5m 
www.terraceautomall.com 
'z' ' ) 
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Bluebacks 
swimming 
smart 
~FIE TERRACE Blue- 
backs are ahead of the 
game this year thanks to 
their extra emphasis on 
smart swimming. 
The team recently re- 
turned from the regional 
championships in Prince 
Rupert Dec.6-8 with swim- 
mers posting a high per- 
centage of personal best 
times, says head coach 
Mike Carlyle. 
Adam Derow, 10, Guy 
Evans 13, Brendan Pater- 
shuk, 11, Hayley Schmie- 
del, Conor Watson, 9, 
Darren Whyte, l l, and 
Jane Wolfe, 9, each 
posted 100 per cent best 
times. 
The team's sports psy- 
chologist Dr. Peter Usher 
was also on hand at the 
meet o help the swimmers 
with their mental training. 
Carlyle says the focus 
on technique and goal set- 
ting is really paying off 
particularly in the swim- 
mers' starts, turns and fi- 
nishes. 
He's also impressed 
with the number of young 
swimmers who also met 
AA qualifying times for 
the first time. 
Hayden Atkinson, 10, 
Conor Watson, Jane 
Wolfe, Justin Barton, 10, 
and Janine Callieou, 12, 
all made the AA qualify- 
ing times for their first 
time at the event. 
Adam Derow upped the 
ante as well meeting the 
AAA qualifying time in his 
50 metre freestyle vent. 
Four Bluebacks recent- 
Scoreboard 
Minor Hockey 
Midget House League Standings through 
Week 12 
Team GP GF GA W L T PTS 
Team Yellow 24 114 73 16 7 1 33 
Team White 24 g5 89 13 10 1 27 
Team Red 24 69 83 9 15 0 18 
Team Teal 24 77 110 9 15 0 18 
From B5 
Lifestyle change 
He's watched her progr- 
ess from timid competitor 
to class keener at his 
weekly spinning sessions 
(where a bike is mounted 
on a. stationary stand al- 
lowing riders to pedal 
indoors). 
Part of Praught's uc- 
cess in becoming fit has 
been her willingness to ac- 
cess every resource avail- 
able to her, he adds. 
She has trained with 
local triathletes, Dave and 
Mary Stewart, taken part 
in group rides, gone to 
spinning classes, aerobics 
and swimming. 
Her dedication has paid 
off. 
"I'm just really proud of 
her," says Dave Stewart, 
who rode with Praught fre- 
quently this summer and 
watched her ability progr- 
ess. 
"Now, if 1 ride with her 
she's right there behind 
me." 
Both he. Mary and 
Christensen believe 
Praught will be a force to 
contend with in next year's 
biking season. 
Now she'll be in the 
races with her husband in- 
stead of standing on the 
sidelines. 
"l 'm encouraged by 
her," says Ray Praught, 
30, an avid cyclist himself. 
"Not just because she 
looks better but because 
she's healthier now and 
she seems to have a better 
quality of life." 
While Lucy used to be 
the one watching Luke 
while Ray went riding, he 
now finds himself staying 
at home with their son 
more often so Lucy can 
get out there. 
Today, Lucy Praught 
weighs just 130 pounds. 
She's gone from a size 18 
one year ago to a size 8. 
But more importantly, 
she's fit, confident in her 
abilities and is living proof 
that if you are dedicated to 
something you can affect 
real change in your life. 
"You need to have a 
good attitude," Praught 
says. 
"If you start out saying 
you'll never be able to do 
that, you've already lost." 
Did you know, more than 1,000 of B.C.'s ickest children 
receive treatment each year in the only Pediatric Intensive 
Care Unit in the province, located at B,C.'s Children's HospitaL? 
C'hi~'S Hospital 
~Nw, kidstelethon.corn 
1.8884~3-3033 
Smart Santa's Shop 
At Ken's Marine! 
SOSI 
Avala 
Dea 
• 90 meter range 
,7  different scale ranges 
• Built in safety checks 
• Audible signal in receiw 
• Ligh~eight 
~ Choko Extreme 6iovt;s 
You'll find all your Santa Sleigh Gifts under one 
roof___L. Take advantage of these last minute savings... 
sos  ........ ...... 
P ~Collapsible~~':..~, • 
.g. " "  " 
• 540ram Extended Length ~ 1  
295turn Collapsed Length ~ .a~l 
IHA Jerseys 
;ing derysev 
100% polyester 
~la textured fabric 
<nit colar and cuff~ 
,islant, sublimated Yamaha graphics 
YAMAHA ~ 
Snowcros s 
Helmels ~~ 
,y had the opportunity to ' I :~ ~2n°:,t 
~EAT ~~ 
compete at the Fastswim The 1 SHo-Tex YAMAHA 
2002 in Richmond, B.C. : /  
"The level of comport- c::i~:!iiii~i~iiii!iiiili!~ ~ ~  e,0,0, I t.s,,,,,I  511 u 0 fl 
, , onward .oat  . , . . . o . ,  . . . .  ....... °°°' " "0 
[ ° Cuslom Yamaha logo | says. "It was fast, fast, g<~,,/~,~:~!~ , . , . ,~.., . .~.u,~-,.~o~, .'°°'c°"°° ec*e .  
fast." ~ ~  COrn  I *Hi,r, .EVAfoompoddingon,ing... I "Screen pr lmonch~ ' IOF  : ~ IThe level of swimming ~ www,  te r racestandard ,  ~. '~ Short Sleeve Faclory Racing T-Shirls I I SELECTIONKID,S S ZE~ @ Sel d 
was so h igh f the  swimmersthatgot a shot only one , Che©koutouralteorcal163S-7283foradvertlslnglnforrnatlon ~ ~ "  " ~:~"} ::: ,  ?:, j ! : ; ,Q  [-- SUiTs s, ~/-~i ~YAMAHA 
at the finals after the heats .  G O O D  ~i:ii::i~ii~: .... wer run. I GLOVES! Clothing! 
, The only B lueback to DR NORN make it to the finals in any 
event was Allison Knoed- 
ler, 13, who came 15th in 
breaststroke.the girls 13-14 100 metre C H I R O P R A C T O R  
Alastair Beddie, 12, 
Jason Ruchotzke, 12, and 
Evan Watson, also compe- ~ ....................... :: ::::. ... ............ S W i ~  
ted at the event, which ~ ~ " : : : " :  : .... .... : K e t ~  0 0 ~  Carlyle says was an excel . . . . . . . . . . .  - 
lent opportunity for them ~ :g~Jii~iiiiiiiii~! 
to learn from other high ...... ~:::::~';::.".~:::~:~::~,' 
......... ~:;::~i:::~i~i~::!::~i~!!:!::~:~:~:-~ calibre swimmers. ~:~:~=:::::..:~::~ ~:~.~:'.~;~ ~.::.:.:,;.:,:.>:b:.: :. ?,~:.:,:.:,:.:,:.:.:.:.:.:.¢:,:,.% ,.-:+~+.~ ~:.x..~:::~ 
"It was faster than any ``:::::::::::::::::::::`::::::::::::::::::::::::..`.::::::::.::::::::::.::::::::: 
• +....+..:..x~..., • "..:'..," .::<4.-,:.;[:~:.?::, 
~: : . . ' . - :~:~'" . .  : .>:x,'-:.~:.~..: of the provincial meets '"~ ........ • .... ~:'~" '::::"~:'~ : :  : :~.-:~:~.: . 
Evan and Allison have at- ~ ~ ~ ~  
tended," Carlyle said, 
adding he was impressed n 100 4619 Park Ave i with all the swi mers for 
keeping focussed in light 
of the tough competition. ~ ~ ~  
, /~~~~"~ ,=~, Join us at Kinsmen Kiddies Camp 
Keep your vents and meter clear for a safe and carefree winter. ~iii!iiii:iiiiiii: : 1 st Ave., Lakelse Lake 
• i]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 
Whmthemownoedsshoveting. it'sprob~lyagoodSmelotakemlookatyouro~r~, ""'~":: : '3'~?'!:'!:'!'.~t[t': ~ "~ :ii::~i::,.i : i~ : :  ~
Ovedmud icicles and freeze nm-offcan cre4t~ problmms for the met~ and the conaectlons. :' ~ ~ ~:~ 
e,,:::~,~,~::~ 4o  Pick up pledge forms at " 
.... &%:~~,~,~i i : :~ :~ ~= ~,  : :::"::i:::: : ,: 
Ifyou6x~labuild-upof.oworiceonyoutmetur,.,eridckorhit~hemeterinmLnempttore, m ve i i ~ i  ~ Lost Boys Outfitters it. If you feel the~e is • potendaJ problem please conta~ your local Pacific Norlhem Gas o~ce,. 
i~i. ..,~ :.: 4#.. ':::.~i 
:~'.:~:~  ~!~(:~::~ .... ~?':~i::!:~ 
, : : :~o~~~ : 4746 Lakelse Ave. ~ .~ ~Do not shovel mow up 
' g, atmt your mete. 
l~ 'Be careful when uperming a
znow blower or plow neat. a 
gas raeter. 
~/Never  let mow completely 
coves your metes, flesh air or 
exhaua vents or chinmeys. 
• /Remove any icicles flora ovedmad . 
eaves troths. 
~/Emure  dripping ~ater 
doesn't ~htsh and floo,ze 
/; on meter piping. 
equipmeea should be done I~ 
q,.tme4 tedm]dz~s. 
Safety Tip 
Natund Gm eq~ dmuld be kept dam zud tree of dust, lint, mWZl~S, r~.., uwdust m4 lit- 
ter, which not only ere a fire Imzmd, but coudd sdso block equlpmmd ~k inuk~, lqoShing daould be 
stored oe funmc~ water heatm, or any othe~ naiad ps equlpmmt Air needs to cia:ulm ~elv 
around ~luipm~L C~d~'dblM mint be kol~ away fi'om maumd ~ ~uJl~mema. 
Smell a Problem? 
One oftho ufety fettunm ofnalural lpn h its odour.---a smell like rotlm o1~. If you smell ~ gas 
or ~ e.~on monoxide ~ ~mr local PIcltic No,them Can ottto~ immedizsdy, 
CALL  YOUR LOCAL OFFICE. 
Join these participants... 
JUMPERS 
Louis Bibaud 
Colum O'Donell 
Jason Ouellet 
Philippe Cam 
Dave Kiraldy 
JUMPERS JUMPERS 
Doug Stainton Craig McDames 
Lame Wallington Mark Forgie 
Ben Auckland Kyle Howard 
Kerby Good Skyler Howard 
Andrea Parent ~i,,,A~'/"~'J" 
AHlCRrlZ[~g,~Jr(y 
2003 
.J, UMPERS 
Denise Young 
Lynne Terbasket 
Jimmy Charron 
Jake Bernard 
'~:q ~r more intbrmation, call Louis at 6155522 
